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PART I

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT AND INDUSTRIAL CHANGE

Part one constitutes the two first chapters of the thesis. The first chapter

introduces the background to the study and the research problem and

purpose. Chapter two consists of two parts. The first part is a brief overview

of ecological problems in society and of some general approaches in solving

th~m. The second part summarizes recent literature in business

administration that address issues of ecological problems and il1dustrial

change and concludes with a choice of perspective for this study.

Chapter 1. Background and purpose

Our point of departure is the interplay between industrial and broader

societal issues. Increasing amounts of social el1ergy and resources are .being

devoted to ecological problems and issues associated with the expansion of

ecological hazards that accompany increased production and consumption

ste~ming from industrialization and global population growth. In recent

decades, society has become more diligent in recognizing and identifying

such hazards. As a consequence, ecological and environmental protection

has emerged as an important item on both the political and industrial

agendas. New laws, regulations, institutions, institutional measur~s as well

as industrial, organizational and public voluntary activities to p'rotect the

environment have been developed all over the world over the last decC1-des.

These movements have become manifest in an almost ,:,\,orldwide

commitment to ecological issues al1d the acceptance of the principle of

sustainabilityl as a ground rule for future economic, ecological, and social

1 Although the term, used in connection with economic, social and ecological balance and justice, was
first introduced in 1987 by the Bruntland Commission on sustainable development, it was not until the
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development as seen at the United Nations Conference on Environment

and Development (UNCED), held in Ri~ de Janeiro in June 19922~

Finding solutions to immediate environmental and ecological problems
I

and to future ,r~source -scarcity" might hold profound implications for

sustaining life on earth. To a great extent industry represents both a

substantial part of such problems and. also represef).ts sources of promising

solutions to them. Thus, it is important to understand the dynamics

involved in industrial processes working for and against sustainability. A

greater understanding of forces that impede industrial change or propel it

towards sustainable.,practices will enhance both industrial actors' and policy

makers' capacity to better design policies and activities aimed at changing

·common industric~.l socie~y routines.

Choice of perspective in this study

This thesis presents a description an4 analysis of an industric~1 change

process that took place as a result of an aln10st worldwide pressure to ban the

use of a chemical compound, Chloroflourocarbons, CFC's. We will explore

the issues of change both empirically and theoretically. to gain a larger

understanding of change processes towards su~tainability in industrial

systems. Our domain is the study of the process of technological, industrial,

and social/institutional change in relation to one of the most severe threats

to our ecosystem: the depletion of the ozone layer and the resulting increase

in the amount of dangerous solar radiation reaching Earth.

We address the case of one particular and critical innovation,

Chloroflourocarbons (CFCs), and the industrial change processes that

followed as a result of social pressures to bring about a ban on their (CFCs)

conference in ~o de Janeiro that it was widely integrated and used in policy discussions. Sustainability
was defined by the Brunthmd Commission as "The needs of the present without compromising the
ability of future generations to meet their own needs"(WCED,·1987).
2 For a discussion on the principle of sustainability see chapter 4.
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use some 70 years after their introduction. Ma.jor industrial and consumer

product manufacturing processes and products around t~e world·had come

to rely on these chemical compounds. The processes by which their ban and

substitution came about hold implications for understanding how

institutional, technological. and social elements interact in the innovation

~ and change' process as weIi as its governance and how it is nurtured. The

thesis focuses primarily on the interactive nature of. technological,

i~stitutional,and organizational systems and processes.

We further focus on the Swedish regulation of Chloroflourocarbons (CFCs)

and the resulting industr~al change processes, patterns and soltJtions. The

case is embedded, or grounded, in three industrial networks that responded

to the regulations. The study investigates the change patterns found when

industrial actors worked on finding substitutes for the CFC comp~unds used

as: (a) a blowing agent in insulation and a cooling agent in refrigerators; (b) a

cleanser of electronic equipment; and (c) a blowing agent in the manufacture

of flexible polyurethane foam. Taken together, these application areas offer

a macro study of Swedish actors' ability to coordinate efforts and mobilize

resources to solve a specific environmental problem.

The choice. of perspective in this study is based on the notion that we need

more ·accurate and deeper accounts of structural and behavioral patterns and

processes of industrial change to be able to influence change towards

sustainable development. T~is study captures .the interdependencies and

complexities inherent in the industrial systems and processes, and analyzes

how they relate to change processes and outcomes in the case of CFCs.

Accopnts of the embedded nature of the institutional, organizational and

technological environments of the actors constitute a context in which

industrial processes and behaviors towards more ecologically-suited

activities and products can be highlighted, analyzed and understood.
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In traditional economic theory3, pollution has been treated as external effects

of production and consumption. Economic actors are assumed to consider

expected costs and utility before deciding on levels of production,

consumption, and investments. Correction of the minus side of the market,

for example welfare losses due to pollution, is approached by cost-benefit

measures like efficiency pricing, substitution, and/or hypothetical

compensation. Favored proposed policy instruments in this researcll

tradition are pollution taxes, emission trading/pollution rights, impositions

of property rights, and elimination of subsidies (Turner, 1993).

However, the costs for environmental pollution have not been easy to

measure and integrate in existing business models and practices in spite of

the development of economic and regulatory models aimed at reducing or

putting a halt to negative externalities. In economic research, the suggested

models a.nd policies aiming at defining control systems to influence the

industrial impact on the environment were'based on assumptions of actors

making rational choices based on perfect information. The assumptions of

the individual actors and their behavior were then aggregated to predictions

of industrial change on the macro - or societal - level. Some of the proposed

tools have been very successful in reducing pollution, while others 'have

failed to have the intended impact. One failure 'worldwide, for example, is

the effort to significantly reduce total usage levels of fossil fuels, especially in

private transportation by car. The fuel usage per kilometer has been reduced

by t~chnical advancements but at the same time driving has increased as

well as engine size both leading to increased emissions (u.s. EPA, 1999).

Interest in the natural environment is a relatively new phenomenon in

business studies. One reason for this could be that a sl:r;ong technological

focus on solving (specific) environmental problems has directed the

3 i.e·. neo-classical economic theory, where natural resources are treated as a form of capital and are
subject to the principle of perfect substitutabili~y.
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research towards the engineering sciences - the single largest receiver of

environmental research funding (Wolff & Ytterhus, 1995).

In addition to technological solutions management tools like

environmental perforrp.ance assessments and auditing have also provided

a major research topic for the engineering sciences. Environmental

management itself has recently emerged as a field within bu~iness

administration. The early focus was often normative, similar to the

economic and engineering sciences, aimed at controlling industrial

environmental behavior by means of various control measures and

strategies. The J'lsingle" firm was often the target of strategic literature that

basically' added the notion of pollution (or public awareness of such a

problem) as an external factor to integrate in. the analysis of ",?usiness

opportunities or threats. Later developments in the field show a greater

interest at the consumer, firm and industry levels in understanding and

explaining the underlying dynamics involved in the re-orientation towards

a sustainable society.

Change towards sustainable systems is far from problem-free and neither is

its study. Some 50 years of research' and study devoted to business

administration, sociology, organization, management, and economics

confirms that effectively changing established technological and

organizational systems requires an understanding of normative and social

processes associated with technological and economic dynamics. Thus, one

way to understand change and the patterns with which we approach

ecological problems is to address and tie our definition of th~ technological

elements and their ultimate adaptation to the social systems within which

technological systems and environmental problems are embedd~d. Indeed,

to not do so would be tantamount to treating what could possibly be the

most critical ecological problem of our time, namely CFCs, with insufficient

diligence.
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Purpose

The contribution or purpose of this study, in its broadest possible sense, is to

investigate, analyze and impart knowledge about change processes

undergone and their -outcomes in the domain or area of solving or

minimizing ecological problems. Our focus, of course, is sharpened so as to

develop understanding of change processes in more clearly defined settings 

- in our case, industrial settings -- since they are ubiquitous and represent

major sources of eC910gicai problems and opportunities lor change. Wit~

ubiquity qften comes variety. Industrial settings are studied and understood

as functional systems' with purposes and dynamics which either vary widely

or appear quite similar; depending on one's level of analysis as well as the

perspective of the viewer.

From the standpoint of understanding change processes involved 'in solving.

or minimizing ecological problems, this study takes as its point of departure

the viewpoint that there are processes influencing- change at multiple levels

within all industrial settings. On the technological or productions system

level there are path-dependencies shaping the outcome of a change process.

Similarly, on the organizational and. indust~y level, the established

relationships between actors and their knowledge, needs, and wants

influence the change process. Finally, on the institutional and societal level

the- change processes and outcomes are strongly influenced by institutional

structures and processes inherent in the cultural system of which industry is

a part.

As suc~, a primary purpose of our study is to examine technological,

relational and institutional influence on industrial environmental change

at multiple levels of analysis. That is, our effort is to ~larify why, athigher

lev~ls of analySIS, the outcomes of attempts to solve or minimize ecological

problems appear similar - and indeed are often desired to be similar, as in

cases where a particu.lar behavior is intended to be stopped, like using a

harmful substance, destroying a particular resource, or endangering a

6



species, etc. - while at lower levels of analysis there exists variety in the

coordinatin'g mechanisms and processes by ~ which such outcomes are
• I

attained. We believe that such a contribution to understanding change in

this 'context can inform efforts to change harmful environmental behaviors

on the part of individual actors, organizations or networks of organizations.

We also believe that change only has meaning in relation to stability. Just as

there are forces for change the~e exist forces for stability. Much of any

change process can be understood by a thorough examination of both

stabilizing and dynamic forces in the industrial system. For example by

studying' behaviors, structures and processes in technological and

organizational systems. The industrial system mig~t not actually resist

"change" per se, but the success of a targeted change effort in all likelihood

will be influenced by existing forces already at work. As such, this study will

examine restraining and facilitating factors and sources at work at multiple

levels of analysis so as to provide an understanding of some of the sources

of variety in change processes observed.

The CFC-study and its organization

During the research project, certain alternatives have been chosen that

should be mentioned since, ~n retrospect, the choices made have been

crucial for the pattern of the continuation of the study and its outcomes.

First, the choice of ecological problem to study: the depletion of the ozone

layer - believed to be one of the most severe ecological threats to life on

Earth. Due to the severity and global and long-term scope of the problem, it

poses an interesting global challenge for humankind to meet. For this

res,earcher, how the problem was discovered, analyzed, and the steps taken

to solve it :were equally interesting in that the process involved extensive

interactions and coordination of efforts over a long period in t~me between

researchers, industries, n'on-governmental organizatiop.s and policymakers

7



from many countries. All countries who were members of United Nations

in 1987 either subscribed in principle to or participated in the development

of the international protocol (the Montreal Protocol) for the phasing out of

what is believed to be the leading cause of the problem, the emission of

Chloroflourocarbons, CFCs.

In addition to the international processes, the Swedish phase-out plan was

the result of a new way of negotiating and implementing environmental

regulation in Sweden. Industry actors were invited to actively participate in

negotiations and discussions of the perceived problem and possible

solutions. The resulting time table for phasing out the chemical substance

was detailed for different usa.ge areas according to the perceived difficulty (as

argued by key actors) to find alternatives. Earlier environmental regulations

were most often implemented by a "top-down" approach, not actively

involving industry in the regulation process.

Secondly, once the choice of ecological problem and environmental

regulation had been resolved, the type of study was chosen. Fairly early it

had been decided that the case study approach would .be the most suitable in

studying industrial ecological change. At the time few studies had been

made of industries and how they handled pressures to adapt to ecological

demands. Being part of a research institution and network of researchers,

with a particular interest in industrial processes and change, was

instrumental in the choice of theoretical issues and frameworks to focus on.

In addition to the already establishe4 interest in theories on the functioning

of industrial networks and markets, a graduate course in International

Relations at the University of Southern California, Los Angeles, aroused an

interest in the interplay between governmental and industrial actors and

processes. At the same time another inspirational course iJ.1. Organizational

Theory planted the seed that institutional theory should be· relevant to the

study of inter-organizational problems.
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Thus, the problem - the third choice - was rather what part of the CFC

network to study. After reviewing governmental and industry reports, the

choice was made to focus on three applications of CFCs based on variation in

three criteria: 1) technological complexity or level of interconnectedness in

relation to CFCs and the application of which it was a part (systems ranging

from highly to marginally dependent on CFCs for their functioning); 2) size

and scope of the actors involved in the production of different applications

(large - small firms, international - national/loGal, homogeneous

heterogeneous products); 3) total amount of CFCs used.

To reflect the consumption levels of CFCs the initial criteria was to choose

the three largest usage areas of CFCs in Sweden. Refrigeration was

overwhelmingly the largest, followed by electronics and flexible foams. The

selection strategy used also revealed variation in industrial characteristics as

well.

The firms in'the refrigeration business are few, large and international with

relatively homogeneous products. Their suppliers are also international in

scope and relatively few - some of them even larger than the refrigeration

firms, Le. chemical firms. CFCs were crucial for the functioning of the

product, as a refrigerant and as a blowing aid in insulation foams and highly

illterconnected to other parts of the refrigeration product and production

systems.

The electronic firms are many, even if we only focus on Sweden, with very

heterogeneous products. Company sizes in the electronic industry vary from

the very large international firms, Ericsson for example, to small single

owner shops. CFCs were not integrated and not crucial for the functioning

of the electronic application, but rather were used in a stage 'in the

production process.

Flexible foam app'lications are many but prodttcers are few: two in number.

CFC use in flexible foams is also a very regional/local application due to

bulky transportation of the ready-for-usage foam products. In this network

9



o,f actors, the customers, are powerful and large ~ relation to the foam

manufacturers. CFCs were interconnected with other parts of the

application but not crucial for its functioning.

The most complex applicatiqn in terms of difficulties in implementing new

solutions and the amount of technological interdependencies extant in the

relations and system is in the refrigeration case and therefore a choice was
, .'

made to closely follow a focal actor's process in replacing CFCs. It ~as also

an opportunity to follow the change process,' since it was the only. area in

which CFC\s had not been phased-out at the time of the study. CFC usage as

a cleaning agent in Electronics and as a blowing ageht in flexible foams had

already been phased-out by 1 January, 1991.

In the Electronics' case, the process. to find solutions was driven by the TRE

project, based at a research and development organization owned by the

electronics industry, rather than by individual firms. The project was a

Nordic project' supported by industry and the Nordic Council. After

interviews with Ericsson and the Federation of Swedish Industry

Association, a choice·~ was made' to primarily focus on the activities

connected to this project rather than on individual firms since the change

activities ~n firms were entirely based on the participation in or

imple~entationof results from the TRE-project.

In the Flexible Foam case, tpe two actors on the Swedish market were

included./ Their process was also related to coordination of activities in

industry - or with 'competitors - while efforts to find new information on

their change efforts eventually focused on the industry association,

Plastforbundet.

To find information on the change process in industry, a mixture of

interviews and a collection of written information was used (see list. of

.rrferences in chapter 5). First, written information was gathered to get an

overview of the problems and issues at hand. '; Those sources included

governmental reports, including the proposal to regulate and the final



phase-out plan, reports provided by industry,. national and international

business journals and reports from environmental organizations. Then the

Refrigeration study was initiated primarily at E~ectrolux. Interviews of key

personnel were performed over a period of 3 years, with people directly and

indirectly involved with the project. Several visits to the R&D d'epartment

at Electrolux's Corporate Headquarters and, a visif to the, refrigeration plan~

in Mariestad were also undertaken to get a richer picture of the cJ:tange

processes and productions system reali~es. Head Office archival material on

Electrolux, the development of refrigeration at Electrolux~ and annuf\l

reports ,dating back to the 1920s were accessed.

Electrolux apart, the majority of the other refrigeration manufacturers were

interviewed about their CFC work at an industry fair in Germany. As there

had -been extensive information interchanges regarding possible ,alternatives

and also formal cooperative projects between the manufacturers to test

alternatives, it became clear that it was important to include the other

manufacturers in this network study. Intervie~s were also undertaken with

important (with regard to the CFC-project) suppliers. They included

compressor manufacturers, chemical manufacturers and chemical industry

associations.

In the cases of electronics and flexible foams, interviews were also conducted

with people from management and operations involved in the CFC

decision and change processes. Written sources have been, important in

these cases. The Plastic Manufacturers Association gave, access to all

protocols from the meetings between the flexible ~oam manufacturers,

where the issues with respect to strategies and ~problems involved in

phasing out CFCs ~ the case of flexible foam were well documented. The

Plastic Manufacturers Association played an important part in· the case of

phasing out CFCs from the ,flexible foam -products. The association created

an arena where competing firms could meet and make strategic decisions

with regard to the CFCs. Surveys and evaluations made by the Swedish
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EPA have also contributed with information in the flexible foam and

electronics cases.

Another important aspect of this study was the inclusion of the

governmental, or regulatory and political, relationships in the network.

Information on government processes has been drawn from several sources,

from research literature, reports, information material, and meeting notes

from UNEP, the Swedish Government, and Swedish Environmental

Protection Agency and from' several interviews with officials directly

involved in the CFC regulation an~ evaluation processes. And lastly, it

helped that this researcher was also one of the actors, participating on an

expert board at the Swedish EPA. Accordingly, in numerous meetings and

discussions with Swedish EPA members the perspectives on the proces~es of

evaluating the process and outcome of the Swedish CFC phase-out were

much enhanced by information gained informally and tacitly regarding

processes, outcomes, and their relationship. in practice.

Structure and content of the thesis

I. Sustainable development and industrial change

The first part juxtapositions the' thesis relative to other studies of business

and the environment. In the first chapter a short background to the focus of

the study, purpose, and structure of the thesis is presented, and a discussion

on how the study has been organized and the choices made during its

course.

The second chapter provides a general 1?ackground to ecological problems

and societal attempts to solve them as well as an anecdotal overview of the

industrial actions and responses to demands in finding environmental

sustainable solutions. In particutar emphasis is put on the organization of

resources and activities and the development of technologies and strategies

in industry.

12



II. Theoretical aspects of industrial change:

In part II a review of theoretical perspectives is presented which will

cOl1tribute to our knowledge concer~ing industrial change and processes of

change. Two .'perspectives' on change are outlined: the role of the inter

organizational and technological interdependencies in industrial cllange

and the role of institutional pressures in shaping processes and outcomes.

The last chapter in part II outlines the analytical framework that will be

presented to analyze the case of Chloroflourocarbons.

III. Change processes towards environmentally sustainable systems

Part III presents the case of Chloroflourocarbons. The chapter starts with a

general background to the underlying environmental.problem followed by a

description of the political process leading up to the international and

national regulations banning the use of CFC~. Then three different

industrial CFC applications are described in terms of responses, actions, and

processes of change leading to a total phase-out of the chemical. The

applications are related to three different uses and areas of use: as a

refrigerant and blowing agent ("Refrigeration); as a solvent (Electrol)ics); and

as a blowing agent in soft foams (Flexible foams).

IV. Analysis & concludhlg remarks

In part IV our analyses and conclusions of the chloroflourocarbon case are

presented in chapter six. The influences of organizational processes and

structural interdependencies, the influences of technological

interdependencies, as well as of normative meaning systems and

institutional patterns are explored for each of the three CFC applications.

Chapter seven reflects on the theQretical and empirical results of this study.

In terms of theory, suggestions are made to integrate institutional and

network theoretical perspectives when stUdying complex phenomena /such

as sustainable development and industrial change. Understanding

industrial ecolo.gical change is a multifaceted interplay between

13



technological, organizational and normative processes and structures, not

isolated to the study of single organizations or to the structure of industrial

actors' interactive relationship alone. Therefore, we suggest the inclusion of

analysis 9n several levels of inquiry: the actors ,and 6their networks,

including the meaning system,4 of which they are a part, and the technology

related'to the product and production systems.

The chapter concludes with a discussion of the implications for the study of

industry and ecological change and gives suggestions for future research.

Some implications for environmental and industrial policy are also given.

4 In organization literature meaning systems are often referred to in the context of shared
organizational or inter-organizational culture, traditions and norms. See chapter 3 for more on meaning
systems.
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Chapter Two: Ecological proble~s alld industrial change

Ecological threats· and approaches to solve them

, Ecological problems and industrial activities have had an indisputable

parallel development. Ever since the beginning of the industrial era solvin.g

and managing environmental problems has demanded increasing amounts

of societal energy and resources. Early environmental 'problems focused on

scarcity of natural resources like food and wood to ,support growing

pop:ulations and raw materials at reasonable prices to support industrial

"development and economic growth.

Rapid expansion of industrialization and urbanization was followed by

extensive use of some natural resources, for example forests. In the

beginning of industrialization timber was a major input in many industrial

activities as the source of energy, for example, or as a raw material in

construction (Swedish Forestry Industry Association, 1997).

In the.late 1800s several regions and countries experienced shortages of wood

due to rutlliess felling. These regions also took notice of the negative i:Q1pact

such activity had on wildlife. In the U.S.A. natu~al conservationists gained

influence and as a result social and political programs to save wilderness and

wildlife were enacted which, for example, resulted in the introduction of

National Parks. In Scandinavia similar patterns could be seen, The large

forests 6f the. Scanq.inavian countries have been one of the most important

natural resources upon which economic prosperity and wealth have been

built and maintained in the Nordic region of Europel . With

industrialization the usage of timber increased while the Scandinavian

countries experienced a shortage 'of wood supplies in many areas by the end
t· I

of the nineteenth century. The forests had diminished and regenerated

poorly due to a combination of brutal logging. and centuries of slash-and

burn agriculture. The largest user of wood in Sweden was the iron industry

who used it in·the production process of iron ore.

1 The Scandinavian fore~t industry and its development has also been described in Ostlund & Roome, 1998.
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Due to diminishing forests, Scandinavian countries began to take action in

the early twentieth century to halt the devastation. Preservation was seen as

the solution and silvicultural laws were enacted making the forest-owners

responsible for ensuring that forests were tended with due regard to their

long-term sustainability. At about the same time, a movement to re-plant

trees began in areas laid waste. Many volunteers participated in this effort to

"re-build" the Scandinavian forests and as a result the forests recovered.

Today, two thirds of sparsely populated Sweden and Finland and a little

more than one third of Norway are tree covered. This constitutes more than

half of Europe's forests making the Nordic countries an important supplier

of wood and wood products to the European Continent and its large

population (Swedish Forest Industry Association, 1997).

However, even if the net growth of the forests in this region has been

positive, very little of the virgin forest remains. New types of trees with

faster and higher yields more suitable for large-scale forestry entered the

Nordic flora and together with new logging methods they have had a

profound impact on the eco-systems in this region. Clear-cut methods left

large areas without trees to support animal and plant life and created large

"wounds" in the landscape with reduced bio-diversity as a consequence.

While the late 19th and early 20th century environmental problems and

concerns focused on resource scarcity and, as such, were translated into

policies regarding resource conservation and preservation of animal and

plant life, new problems soon surfaced that related to pollution created by

and in the production processes. The negative influence on workers' health

was an issue that received attention and new laws and safety regulations to

protect workers from harmful and dangerous job activities were integrated

into the labor laws- that emerged in th.e early to mid 20th century.

In the 1960s the effects of increased consumption and industrial production

started to be acutely visible on land, in water and air. One of the most

influential books that epitomized many people's experiencJ of nature's
/

degradation around them was Rachel Carson"'s book Silent Spring, first

published in 1962. Her story of the silent spring in the inid-American town,
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supported by research into the use of synthetic chemicals in farming and of

the environmental damage that would follow the indiscriminate use of

chemical pesticides and insecticides ·on the land, undoubtedly inspired

several generations of policy makers, environmentalists and scientists.

With her book environmental issues gained momentum and a new era in

environmental protection emerged.

In the 1960s focus was mainly on emissions to water and air that caused local

and regional environmental problems. Many countries, for exan1.ple

Sweden and the U.S.A., developed institutions that would operatively help

develop protective measures, supervise environmental laws, and stimulate

research on environmental protection. The growing interest of the public

and increased activIties around environmental protection spurred the

development of regulatory measures for outlets to air and water. For

example, the early environmental regulation. in the U.S.A. was directed at

industries responsible for causing unacceptable levels of air and water

pollution while relatively little attention was given to other types of

pollution like solid waste (Henion, 1978). The industrial response was often

based on assessments of available technology and on the investment cycle

and at which point the' existing equipment and machinery were. However,

over time industry was spurred to develop and invest in technology aimed

at lesser impact on the local environment and many of the local

environmental problems were greatly ameliorated.

The first real global environmental issue surfaced with the energy crisis in

the 1970s, the industrialized countries' dependence on and use of fossil fuels,

a .non-renewable resource. The crisis became a starting point for public

programs and campaigns on energy-saving, research into alternative energy

sources, and industrial development and re-design towards more energy

efficient products and production processes.

The trend to enlarge the perspective to a more global or system-wide

perspective was strengthened in the 1980s and 19908. Issues of conservation

and use of genetic resources and biological diversity, global warming, the

fate of indigenous people, equity in international trade, and climatic change,
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etc., were hotly debated and discussed on a scale never witnessed before.

Initial organizational response in the 19808 was to meet cons~rvation
\ )0 •

demands. For example, investments wer~ made in building systems for the

re-cycling of paper with resulting new technological development in

adapting products to the re~cycledmaterials. As a result a number of new

products based on re-cycled paper quickly gained market shares from

products solely based on virgin wood fiber.

Managing or finding solutions to some of the environmental threats are

critical to sustaining life on earth while other environmental problems are

important but less of an im~ediate threat. The recycling of paper products,

for example, poses a long term challenge for society but its slow or less than

immediate appli~atiort and total implementation could not be termed

critical. However, there is a ~ufficient consensus of opinion within many

social institutions that the destruction of the ozone ~ayer of the earth's

stratosphere is critical.

The governance of environmental problems in Sweden

Unfortunately, successfully addressing or solving ecological problems is

quite complex. Since the 1960s ecological problems have, been the focus of

governmental interventions. Reports and studies of the decline in air and

water quality during the 1960's and 1970's, initiated an evolution of public

policies and regulations to get a grasp on the probleh1s. Th,e first phase of

ecological policies, programs, and regulations focused on emissions and

'discharges out of smokestacks, sewers, and industrial outlets and took the

form of required standards or limitations of polluting behavior. Many of
• e;

these activities were quite successful in reducing harmful emissions to <;lir,

land, and water. For example, the Swedish originating emissions 'of sulfur

dioxide have been reduced by 70% since the early 1970s (Prop. 1987/88:85).

Yet, many of the threats to the ecosystem are of a global character limiting

the effect of national programs. For example, the total fall-out of sulfur

dioxide over Sweden was not reduced by more than around 35% during the

same period (ibid.).
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During the 1980's, several larger el1vironmental incidents heightened public

awareness of the vulnerability of the ecosystem. For example, the Exxon oil

spill off the coast of Alaska; the deaths of se~ls in Sweden and'Norway; and

the discovery of a hole in the ozone layer over the Antarctic. With

increased awareness c~me renewed demands for the finding of solutions to

environmental hazards.

In the late 1980s criticism grew against envi~onmental policies in Sweden.

The early Swedish environmental protections were to a large degree directed

by the 1969 Environmental Protection Law. They were based on principles of

property law and regulated one property's influence on the other. The law

tnal1da~ed actions when they were "enVironme~tally motivated, technically

possible, and economically reasonable" (Environmental Protection Law

1969:387)). Neither the ,problems caused by the consumption of products nor

the harm caused by the extraction of resources were covered by the law.

Also, the specialty laws, r~gulations, emission stand~rds, and organizational

control mechanisms had grown in number but were considered complex,

unclear, not integrated (even conflicting), and mainly locally focused. Also,

the penalties for violation 'against the laws and regulations were few and

relatively mild~

The complexity of the environmental laws and the renewed interest in

environmental protection instigated the Swedish government to investigate

other approaches to organize and manage environmental issues. As a

result, a new governmental department was created in 1987 with

responsibility for organizing and coordinating environmental protection in

Sweden. In 1987 the Minister of Environment and Energy, Birgitta Dahl,

.commissioned an investigation of existing environmental laws 'and policies

which resulted in a proposition to re-organize the environmental practices .

(Prop. ~987/88:85). A number of new policies were created and the different

regulations were integrated under the same Act, "Milj6balk".

These events started the second phase in environmental policy

development in Sweden. A greater focus was placed on the products and

their environmental impact during production and consumption. Policies
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that emphasized producer-responsibility to reduce- the harm of pr9duct as

well as consumer-responsibility to choose environmentally adapted

products. For example, the Chemical Products Act has a principle of

substitution mandating a producer to choose the least environmentally

harmful chemical alternative if technically and economically possible. And \

the consun1.ers ate supported by, for example, the development of eco

labeling systems that certify the product as managed in an environmentally

responsible manner.

Change of focus: from "~nd-of -pipe" to sustainable devel~pment

The third phase in environmental protection has emerged as a new

perspective: that of sustainable development. Sustainability became the

guiding concept - or principle - for the protection of eco-systems and it was

promoted in the Bruntland Commission report on el1.vironment and

development2• As noted in chapter 1, sustainable ~evelopmellt has been

defined as "meeting the needs of the present without compromising the

ability of future generations to meet their own needs". The concept also

influenced a fundamental change of focus on the human impact on nature:

from our impact on land, water and air to our ,impact on the whole

ecological system. Sustainable development as presented in the Bruntland

Commision's report entails an array of regulations, control measures, and

management systems developed to capture, monitor and analyze the impact

of human activity on the entire eco-system. The perspective has gained

increasing acceptance and the Swedish government has also declared its goal

to· realize the ecologically sustainable industrial society (L6nnroth, 1995).

The l~st decade's development gradually changed the focus on industrial

environn1.ental impact from "end-of-pipe" to products and their impact on

tlle ecosystem. Products that were considered harmful to the environment

were consumer boycotted, putting pressure on manufacturers to change

their products. Policy makers instigated new laws concerning producer

2 A United Nation sponsored commission assigned to investigate the state of the environments in relation
to economic and human development issues.
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responsibility to recycle their products. Industry developed models and tools

to help them assess the environmental impact of their products and

initiated re-cycling systems. And eco-Iabeling of products was launched. The

first eco-Iabel in Sweden was introduced in the early 1990s and was a result

of a cooperative project between retailers and an environmental protection

organization, SNF3, and was later followed by several others.

Changing complex systems to solve environmental threats

How then is industry acting and responding to the demands on sustainable

development? How do existing environmental problems get solved and

how does industry desigI1 for the avoidance of future threats? Many

ecological problems may be theoretically "solved" througl1 an adequate

adaptation or use of technology. Recycling paper products is complex bu~

one can argue that the science and technology involved are not nearly as

con1plex as, for example, the maintenance and, in the future possible,

recycling of communication satellites. In fact, most of the technology and

processes for recycling paper products are available and in use. However"

building and agreeing on systems for recycling, raising the public awareness

and gaining its participation to fully sustain production and market systems

of recyclable paper products has yet to be achieved.

The difficulties 'often multiply when we turn to more critical problems such

as the disposal of nuclear waste. The technologies (and substances) involved

in fueling nuclear reactors are certainly more volatile and complex than

those involved in recycling paper products, for example, and, as such,

adapting solutions to managing nuclear waste is more complex. However"

as with recycling p~per the difficulties in adapting technological solutions

multiply when we recognize that the ecological problems and the perception

of their solutions in themselves are socially defined and,they are embedded

in social as well as technological systems.

3 Svenska Naturskyddsf6reningen. The eco-label, shaped like a swallow, was first introduced for
chemical products used in households.
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We hav~ alternative technologies for power production but they are hotly

debated particularly as to whether the benefits in adopting these alternatives

warrant their cost.

Turning to another ecological problem we find a circumstance were the

technology involved is not as complex (as nuclear waste management) but

where there is widespread agreement that the ecological pro1Jlem involved

is ultimately critical. The culprit is the release of CFCs into the atmosphere.

CFCs are-a relatively simple grqup of compounds .that have been available

since the 1930s. Their release into the atmosphere has been theoretically

linked to the destruction of the ozone layer - without which solar r~diation

would destroy most life on earth. Because of these 'implications societal

institutions (scientific, environmental, media, an.d public opinion)

succeeded in definin~ and bringing the problem of the depleting ozone layer

to the top of the political agenda on a global basis. This resulted in an attack

on the chemicals involved, CFCs, culminating with an almost worldwide

agreement to ban theit productioll and use before the year 2000.

The first time the relationship between the release of CFCs and the depletion

of the ozone layer reached a wider public awareness was in the early 1970s.

More than twenty-five years will have elapsed before we as a society have

adapted and st~pped out use of a relatively simple compound. Th.is

compound is not critical to 'any life &ystems nor are any societies critically

dependent upon it. Many of our environmental problems are of the same

nature. We know that many substances, products, processes, and behaviors

are not "in line with a sustainable environment but the systemic effects of

established complex technologies, organization of production and marketing

systems, as well as political and behavioral systems, govern and limit our

strategies to solve them. Thus, studies of interdependencies between and

ine:rtia in institutional, organizational and technological systems can

contribute -to our understanding of th~ patterns of industry response to

- ecological problems.
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.Society, business and the environment - approaches to environmental

pr,oblems

Ecology4 entered the field of modern science with Charles Darwin and his

generation. These early "naturalists" explored the relationships between

diverse 'natural phenomena, suggesting their common origins and hidden

connections (Gancher, 1991). One. insight that emerged from this research

was the .realization that th~ existence and sustainability of the natural system

was dependent upon the 'inter-relatio~shipsbetween its parts.

By the end of the 19th cenfury an articulation ·and broadening of these

ecological ideas into social and ethical domains en1erged with the

formulation of conservation -and preservation approaches in scientific

inquiry. The scientific developments in these fields of conservation and

preservation were later paralleled with ~ social environmental moven1ent

that had grown very large by the 1960s: "now many social ills were,

recognized as related to the degradation of nature" (Gancher, 1991).

J '

Ecological problems, studies of them, and issues raised by them occurred less

frequently in the social sciences literature than in environmental sciences.

It was not until the 1960's that research In the area of environmental

economics was established on a broad scale. In Sweden, Professor Eric

Dahmen was one who raised early issues relating to industrial activities and .

protection of the natural envIronment. In an influential bookletS published

in 1968, he pointed out the weaknesses in economic theory in

understanping and solving environmental problems caused by industrial

firms. The costs of negative externalities caused by industrial pollution were

seldom borne by the polluting firm and the societal costs for a polluted

environment could not easily be integrated into corporate accounting

systems. "Cost accounting stops at the smoke-pipes, factory gates, tail-pipes,

sewer outlets, etc. and no one is forcing the producers on a regular basis to

4 In the natural sciences, ecology is generally regarded as' "the branch of biology that deals with, the
relations between)ivip.g organisms and their environment". In sociology, ecology generally refers to the
study of the relationship and adjustment of human groups to their geographical environment (Webster,
1980). .
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extend it further"6 (Dahmen, 1968). He warned of the future consequences if

such pollution was not taken seriousl~ by industry and consumers and

argued for including the societal C9sts' for pollution in the price of products

and services, an argument that is gaining a following and is further

developed by Bergman, (i993), for example, in a recent publication.

The economic theories that developed focused. mainly on external effects

and methods of solving them. For example, environmental fees, taxes,

regulations, and trade in pollution rights are methods that were developed

by economists and used by policymakers to handle pollution from

production processes and products (Maler, 1980; 1984).

Since neo-classical economic theory failed to explain why firms can become

motivated to engage in improving their environmental behavior in the

absence of regulations, fees, or other governing laws o,r 'policies, economic

theorists are currently trying to develop other approaches to gain a better

understanding of industrial behavior. Bergman (1995), for example, has

tried to model the environmental behavior of firms by applying the

alternative co§t method, in light of recently observed developments in

practice with. product and process improvements motivated by consumer

preferences and a generally increased environn1ental awareness. He argues

that the cost to the firm if it continues to pollute, in terms' of lost employee

motivation, lost -sales and perceived actions from politicians, would

ultimately be taken into account in the firm's calculations and the knock-on

effect thereby would be to influence firms to redu~e their emissions.

Classical economics have been criticized by institutional economists, for

example, who argue from a public choice perspective that a society with

actors who make optimizations from a purely economic standpoint cannot

take responsibility for the environment (Soderbaum, 1995). S6derb'aum, for

example, argues for including ideology in theories of public choice to

5 Translated, the title of the publication is: Put a pri~e on the environment - Economic arguments in
environmental policy. Swedish title: Satt pris pa miljon. samhallsekonomisa argument i miljopolitiken,
SNS, 1968.
6 My translation from the Swedish original.
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account for influences other than the purely monetary on environmental

behavior (1973; 1995).

Soderbaum was one. of the business administration researchers in Sweden

who took an early interest in envirol1mental issues. In his Ph.D. ·thesis

(1973) he developed an analytical model, "position model", aimed ~t

improving decision making and plannin~. He argued for'. including all

relevant stakeholder situations and goals, not only the economic but also,

fot example, ecological and health situations. and goals. Stakeholder

positions (goals or situations) could then be used in analyzing the

consequences of different decisions over time and the impact on present and·

future stakeholder positions. He point'ed out the gradual creation of

interdependencies between parts in a .system and decision-processes artd the

importance of acknowledging them in decision-making (Soderbaum,

1973:266-67). Soderbaum's suggested position analysis could help decision

makers co-ordinate decisions based on mapping and id~ntifying multiple

dimension~ of interests, situations, and consequences. The information

could then, for example, be used in planning the use of strategic or scarce

r~sources or in analyzing the ecological consequences ofl say, building a new

road or industrial park.

In addition to Soderbaum, in the early 1970s a 'few marketing scholars raised

concerns about the impact marketing practices had on the ecological

environment. They reacted to the materialistic value system inherent in

consumer marketing models that failed to incorporate ecological

responsibility (Fisk, 1978). Henion (1978) suggested ecological marketing as a

strategy to solve the environmental crisis. He argued for a shift of focus

from the supply side to the demand side of the economy in directing

governmental efforts to protect the environment. According to him

governments and busine~s should design programs and d'evelop targeted

communication to decrease consumer demand for products that were

relatively harmful to the environment and stimulate demand for

environmentally compatible products. He reasoned that environmentally

conscious consumers could initially account for profitable target markets
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that would increase with growing ecological awareness spurred by

governmental educational efforts.

This view was not fully s~pported by other marketing scholars. For example

Schultz (1977) cJaimed that if a firm was environmentally responsible it

could create positive attitudes towards itself and its products. But she saw

the difficulties firms had in communicating environmental is~~es. She

argued therefore that environmental responsibility mainly created goodwill,

as opposed to increased sales, due to the firm's inability to convey its record

of responsibility in a credible manner through advertising. In addition

Helgesen (1978) did not fully support ,Henion"s view, but hypothesized' that

ecological concern as a purchase determinant may rather be /Ia" question of

long-term attitude change through internalization of social values rather

than of advertising effects" (197~:318).

In the field of accounting Lydersen (1977) "proposed a me~hod that

incorpor~ted natural resource accountability into, corporate accounting

systems in order to integrate environmental costs with other costs of the

firm and. thereby increase awareness of the value of natural resources. With

a few exceptions, environmental costs still have not been integrated into

accounting systems. She also argued for a system that would follow the

resource from its origin to final point of consumptio~, a method that was

developed in the 1990s and is increasingly in practical use7• Other more

recent research in the area of "accounting- and the environment" seeks to

find new mefh<?ds to quantify and account for inves~ment~ to improve

firms' environmental behavior (Grey et aI, 1993; Azzone & Manzini, 1994;

Bebbington & Gray, 1993).

Apart from a few previous publications the majority of the environmental

research in the field of business administration has emerged since the early

1990s. The intensified public debate and focus on corporate responsibility

has spurred research in various fields of business. One of the larger areas of

interest has been environmental management. Strategic environmental

7 Several analytical tools have been developed for this purpose for use in industry. The method,is usually
referred to as "from cradle to grave" or~ more formally, "life cycle analysis".
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control and management at the firm level have been the focus of several

studies. For example, Bhat (1996) argues that the "green corporation" is the

next competitive advantage where firms, instead of resorting to costly

pollution cO~,trol, place a greater emphasis on pollu~ion prevention. He

suggests a number of tools the firm can use in its greening process, for

example product-design strategies, product-stewardship programs and green

communication techniques.

The bulk of strategic manageme:p.t and marketing literature in the

environmental field extend ,the strategic models to include. environmental

protection management tools. The suggested tools and strategies often have

an internal (to tpe firm) focus. Re-orient~tion of strategy is often regarded as

necessary to avoid the risk of (external) threats like increased environmental

compliance costs, lost sales due to consumer shifts to environmentally-apt

products, and deteriorated i~age among buyers, employees and investors

(Bhat, 1996, Pettie, 1992).

. A few researchers have concentrated on the development of management

tools and systems to implement environmental responsibility into the firm

(Welford, 1992; 19.93; Welford & Gouldson, 1993; Noel, 1995) which go

beyond mainstream strategic management. They argue that old

management techniques, and models will not be sufficient in supporting a

development towards more environmentally responsible firms which must

be guided by a focus on'sustainable development and how to achieve it from

the firm's perspective (Hart, 1996; Shrivastava & Hart, 1995). Welford and

Jones (1995), for example, argue that we cannot achieve sustainability goals

by just relying on developing alternative materials, reducing waste, or using

energy more efficiently. But the corporate responsibility must reach deeper

in committing to socially and ecologically re~ponsible approaches involving

the whole organization. Issues like equity and equality, human rights,

futurity and impacts on eco-systems are suggested for integration as well,

while they conclude by suggesting a management system for sustainability

that involves different stakeholders in planning, implementation and

auditing (ibid). This perspective is more far reaching' in its scope than the

main stream strategic literature. It incorporates both wider social and ethical
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criteria that go beyond the responsibilities of firms today, placing emphasis

on a time-based perspective that goes from the current situation to the

futurity (long-termism) (Welford & Jones, 1995:220-21).

There has been steady flow of studies focusing on the single firm or a single

industry and their related environmental strategies. Many are empirical

studies of environmental strategic change and the forces involved in that

change. Halme (1996), for example, studied the Finnish forest industry and

its changed environmental strategies. Her study shows a gradual change

from regulatory compliance-orientation to sustainable forestry

management, a change in orientation largely driven by the demands of the

German, paper market. Studies of other industries or firms have produced

similar findings. Instead of regulatory pressure on its own, it has been more'

a question of firms reducing polluting practices during the last few years as a

result of pressure from' consumers, environmental groups or the media (cf.

Roome, 1992; R.othenberg et aI1992/93; Schwartz, 1997).

Several studies look at the environmental processes in the firm as a reaction

to. the environmental movement outside of the firm (cf. Schot; 1992;

.Shrivastava, 1992) some from a risk/financial impact perspective

(Shrivastava, 19'94). One stream of research has analyzed the influence on

financial markets due to environmental a'ccidents (Piesse, 1992). The

conclusions from these studies are that environmental accidents vocalize

external pressures to change - by influential stakeholders - and that these are

more effective in changing firms' environmental behavior than internal

pressures.

Others studies discuss how environmental responsibility can influence

investment decisions and calculations (Zaring, 1999). Zaring's study showed

that there is a tension between the need to make long-term decisions

designed for adaptability and the short-term needs for efficiency in the

capital allocations of a firm. Zaring developed a framework to evaluate the

use of flexibility principles in investment planning that would integrate the

short- and long-term needs. The evaluation of the framework was not fully

conclusive. Using data from the oil industry, Zaring showed that the
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model/principles of flexibility could be used under some restricted

situations but uncertainties about future needs, existi~g vs required skills

and knowledge and other contingencies in the .firm, would alway~ play a

role. He stressed thpt flexibility could and should be used to make~ resources

used in the firm's operation adaptable to chan~ing environmental demands

and thereby influence firms' environmental behavior and priorities.

Another stream of ~_esearch in the environmental field concerns individual

environmental attitudes and behavior. Soler- (1997) studied consumer

attitudes and their impact on the consumption of Hecologically friendly

consumer goods". The research problem in focus was why consumers

varied in their buying of environmentally adapted products. Using an

imperative ,method, phenomenography, to help describe consumer

conceptions of what it meant to buy ecologically, she argues that the extent

to which a consumer buys ecological products is determined by that

consumer's p~rceptionof the product. The greater the distrust of the firms'

ecological claims and the lesser .the sense of seeing their buying as being part

of nature, the greater the tendency not to buy ecological products.

Conversely, the greater the conception of being part ofa system, that of

nature, and the greater the extent to which the individual's sense of

influence or efficacy is tied to that individual's buying behavior, the greater

the tendency to buy ecological products.

Thogersen & Bech-La~sen (1993) studied individual recycling behavior and

Nelissen & Scheepers (1992) discussed environmental consciousness and

what impact it had on behavior. Thogersen' & Bech-Larsen showed that

m<?tivation to recycle is only one of the factors influencing behavior.

Opportunity and ability were also strongly influential in directing recycling

behavior. Societal support systems (opportunity) must therefore be there 

or alternatively be communicated that they exist but are not perceived to.be

there - to support greater motivation to recycle. Similarly, systems more in

line with people's knowledge and habits (ability) to perform recycling

activity, rather than complex and difficult new systems, were considered

better at supporting successful recycling behavior.
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Many empirical cases have also supported the rise of classifications of

corporations and thei~ environmental behavior and attitudes. For exa'mple, .

Tuininga & Groenewegen (1993) classified firms as reactive, receptive,

constructive and proactive, and Hulten & Ostlund (1994:) looked at firms'

strategies for environmental cooperation and classified them as defensive,

reactive or active. Their cases showed \ that all firms in the study had

strategies for cooperation with other firms on environmental issues. The

firms with the most defensive strategies usually ,cooperated with their

competitors to develop their environmental approach. Reactive firms

usually activated their supplier r~lationships when faced with an

environmental problem. The most active were firms who cooperated with

their customers in developing environmental strategies. Similarly, in a

study of intra-industry behavior, qstlund & Larsson (1994) found evidence

of cooperation, rather than competition, between competitors towards

finding solutions to ecological problems.

Omrcen (1992) and Roome' & Hinnells (1993) have discussed the role of

product development in corporate reorientation towards more

environmentally adapted behavior. Omrcen's stUdy showed that instead of

environmental demands supporting new product innovation and

deve~opment, firms tended rather to modify existing products on a piece

meal basis. Omrcen also tried to obtain an understanding of the situation of

product developers and designers in internal structures of the fir~, using

network analogies in explaining the possibilities for environmental product

development (Omrcen, 1992b). Ostlund (1994) also argues for studying

networks to understand environmental processes, but at the industrIal level

rather than the organization level. Since firms commqnly develop new

products and modify old ones in industrial structures where they a~e already

established, the change processes of an individual firm are best understood

in relation to its industrial network. 'Hakansson & Waluszewski (1995) also

use the network approach to understand the introduction of recycled fiber in

high quality printing paper. They view the technical development involved

in this process as a non-linear, c~muJative and interactive process that could

only be understood in view of the 'established roles in the network.
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Summary

The foregoing review witnesses the evolutibri and complexity of. ecological

problems and researches addressing them, from early "conservation and

preservation" approaches from the early 1900s stemming from naturalist

insights regarding the inter-relatedness of sub-parts of natural systems and

their sustainability, up to the present day.

Social science attention to ecological problems emerged in the 1960s and was

heavily influ:enced by ecological (natural) systems paradign1 of the

naturalists before them. However, environmental issues were first

approached by economists struggling with "costs. and benefits" of

undesirable poliuting behaviors of firms and individuals, focusing on

incentives for their governance and change. Admirable for their tenacity of

purpose, by the 1980~ it became clear that the political, technical and social

complexity of "incentivizing" desired behavior was greater than traditional

economic assumptions could e?,plain, model or change.

Thus, by the 1980s studies of attitudes, industrial inertia, political economy,

organizational change, business strategy, arid consumer behavior appeared

to try in their variOus ways to fill-in the gaps left by economic approaches to

ecological problems. In short, most of the approaches (with the exception of

Dahmen, 1968) could be characterized as focusing on substantive change, be

the substance of change the change in a~titudes, change in cost accounting

categories, change in polluting behavior, change in market strategy, etc. This

thesis focuses on the restraining or facilitating influences on industrial

system change, ,and as such is more focused on change processes than on

substantive change.

The majority of the environmental \ studies mentioned above have

developed within already established theoretical disciplines. Some of the

studies have contributed to the theoretical developmen~ within their field

and others have developed new models and theories to further the

knowledg~ of business and the environment. This thesis positions itself

within already established disciplines .but in the hope of increasing the

knowledge of environmental change processes in industrial systems. Since
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our research interest focuses on environmental change in industrial systems

and especially the underlying processes that enhance or restrain

development towards more environmentally-apt processes and structures,

an inter-organizational perspective will be used as well as an institutional

approach. With such an approach, we argue that multiple levels of analysis

are required.in order to integrate understanding of the firm's behavior in

contexts that are driven ~y multiple actors influenced by internal (to a given

or focal firm) dynamics but foremost by the context and dynamics prevalent

in the networ~ of relationships of which the firm is a part.
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PART II THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF INDllSTRIAL CHANGE

Chapter 3: Inter-organizational, technological and institutional

change processes: influences of structures and processes on

industrial change

As the purpose of this thesis is to describe and understand the change

processes in industry in relation to societal goals of ecological sustainability,

this chapter aims at reviewing and exploring inter-organizational and

institutional literature and possible explanations of industrial organization

and change processes.

First an introduction to the chosen perspectives will be given followed by a

theoretical discussion on the organization ,of industrial change. The review

of organizational and inter-organizational literature will build an argument

for using a network approach to ~tudy industrial ch~ge. Secondly, an

overview of the theoretical foundations, underlying ideas, theoretical

concepts, and research focus in the organizational institutional approach

will be given. Then we will look into how inter-organizational and

institutional literature approaches industrial and organizational change. An

attempt to integrate the two the'oretical approaches will be made. Particular

interest will be paid to forces influencing change processes to find theoretical

concepts suitable to analyze industrial change in the context of

environmental demands.

Introduction

The bulk of management literature focusing on industry and ecological

matters has an intra-organizational or intra-industry perspective. Change

towards more ecologically apt solutions involves change of strategies and

the development of appropriate tools to implement such strategies.

Problematic from an intra-firm perspective is how to structurally design its

(internal) resources to achieve the stated environmental goals. In the intra-
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industry perspectiv~ focus is on fi~ms with competing products, for example

on car manufacturers working on alternatives to the combustion engine~

The possibilities for a firm's strategic change are tied to the relative (power)

structure within the industry and the costs of changing towards more

environmentally suited behaviors. Of interest in these studies ate the

relative costs of 'transactions for alternative choices of change (White &

Hurst, 1994). The higher the transaction costs for changing the less

likelihood of change.

We acknowledge the importance of focusing on individual firm~, and we

review organizational change literat\ure, but this review and the thesis

emphasize that any given firm is both part of a larger system of actors,

technology and institutions and is embedded il1 industrial systems in which

organizational strategic action will occur. A single firm is dependent on

resources outside its control and therefore must interact with other firms

and muster other resources to effectuat~ changes characterized by the

complexity associated with ecological problems. These IIother firms" and

"other resources" may in fact lie outside of the focal firm's industrial system

or chain, and therefore the restraining and facilitating' forces for or against

change may also lie entirely qutside of the firm's "industry." For example

the development of electric vehicles requires development of new long

lasting batteries as well as the development of an infrastructure to re-charge

them - technological, knowledge, and organizational resources that' are not.

readily available within the existing network of actors in the auto industry.

Also, inter-industry institutions of governance and professional

organizations, as will be seen in the CFC-case, often play an influential

restraining or facilitating role in change. In terms of sustainable design and

development of organizations we believe it is important to identify such

interdependencies to be able to detect, and possibly alter, a whole chain of

polluting behavior. This requires p~tting as the focus of analysis the design

of an industrial system in the context of a specific ecological problem. By

doing so we will be more apt to understand restraining and facilitating

influences towards changing environmental behavior of firms.
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The assuming of an institutional perspective will bring emphasis on forces

for change iri ~he knowledge, belie~, and rules systems in the study of

organizational phenomena. We believe the institutional approach will help

put material forces for change, for example technological· and organizational

res~urces, in a broader perspective. It will' inform us about the forces for

"'change and stabilization that originate from the enlarged environment of

which industrial organizations are' a part, and how these forces have an

impact on inQustrial processes and outcomes, and, ultjmately how that in

turn influences society. Attention wilf be given to conceptualizations of

forces for change and patterns of institutionalization that relate to inertia

and isomorphism in organizational change.

We will therefore emphasize in this chapter how industrial relationships

influence change processes and patterns of structure and change. In

particular the literature on industrial networks will b~ investigated

(Johanson & Mattsson, 1992). The 'chosen approaches allow.us to study the

dynamic processes generated by properties inherent in existing institutional

and industrial systems as well as how they influence change. For example,

the development of environmental policies may be considered as an

initiator of change processes towards more environmentally suited
"

behavior, but the processes may be shaped and,. altered by processes

pertaining to exchange relationships and resource dependencies in the

industrial network., . I

Organizational change and the organization of change activities in

illdustrial systems: multi-level .perspectives on change, its .governance and

its sources

Change on the organiz~tionallevel- organization design

Where a single organization is the focal unit of analysis, organizational

change is a problem of or9anizational design, according to one. of the

predominant schools of thought on organizational change, strategic

management. One definition of organizational design provided by Van de

Yen & Joy~e (1981), is "the structural arrangement of resources (land, labor,
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and capital) of an organization in order to achieve desired ends." This

definition points to the single organization. as a decision- making unit t~at

can control its resources and activities purposefully. Although Van de Ven

and Joyce broaden their perspective on organizational design to include

environmental constraints, and they define organizational design as the

"processes by'which structural arrangements are created ,and changed" (ibid

p. 3), the bl~.lk of the organizational design literature focuses on strategies to

design or re-design the internal structur~ of an organization (c.f. Nadler &.

Tushman 1988).

In the strategic management school of thought organizational structure

usually describes "an organization's basic design or anatomy as well as the

management processes used to coordinate and control its operations"

(Hrebiniak, Joyce, & Snow, 1989:4). In this view organizational structure

(design) can be altered as a result of managerial decision-making (design

processes) that could be, but do not necessarily have to be, based on pressures

from the environment. This is to say that change results from the

implementation and integration of intra-org~nizationally designed

structures and processes governed through internal hierarchies.

One critical problem with this intra-approa'ch relates to how industrial

activities are actually organized functionally. Modern industrial activities

are performed typically by multiple firms, tied to each other by dependency

relationships. The knowledge and resources invested in a production chain

are divided among several actors, who individually seldom possess the

power to control the whole chain of activities and resources\ This problem

is reflected in the standardized environmental management tools and

systems that have been developed in the 1990s, where-the need is specifically

addressed for integrating the environmental performance of suppliers.

Industrial change in economic systems

Lifting the unit of analysis from that of the problem of change/design at the

firm level to that of economic change problems leads us to fields of

economics and economic history. Here the focus is on industrial

development and its role in societal economic development. The theory
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development in this field is largely based on thoughts developed by Veblen

(1904) and Schumpeter (1939), who stressed the importance of studying the

process, i.e., dynamic aspects of economic development. Dahmen (1950),. for

example, follows Schumpeter in his interest in economic transformation

processes: the origins of new products, technology, ways of organizing,

markets, and their struggle and victory over old products and production

methods. His doctoral thesis presented a critique against the research of

economic business cycles where economic aggregates were the basis for the

analyses to understand economic development, for example GNP. Dahmen

proposed the study of the change process itself to better understand driving

forces behind investments, technical-economical considerations, and the

development of new products and production methods. According to

Dahmen there was a need to study processes on micro- and meso-levels to

be able to understand macro phenomena such as change of industrial

structure.

According to Dahmen (1950), the transformation process has two

components: the introduction of innovations (the positive pressure for

change), and the reduction in old combinations of production factors (the

negative pressure for change). His analysis focuses on the change of

production and the difficulties and opportun.ities in adapting encountered

by the firm due to the different pressures the transformation creates. He also

identifies different development- or transformation processes depending on

the structural and institutional stimuli or limitations for development.

Complimentarities -between technological and economic factors and how

they have co-developed in earlier stages are significant influences for

understanding how large a development potential a certain change will

have. In the early stages of development, these complementarities can be

out of balance with each other (or be more or less co-developed) which

creates "structural tension" between the complementary factors. This

tension can in turn start a development of one or several of the

complementary factors to create -balance. Dahmen refers to these unbalanced

complementarities as "development blocks" through which a series of

structural tensions between them can lead to balance.
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Structural tension 'can occur when, for example, an environmental
\

regulation is imposed on an industry. Hypothetically, at the time for

implementation of. the r.egulation, there might not be any readily available

solutions or clear alternatives as to how to solve the problem. This can

cause tension in the product and its market, production processes, available

technology~ or input resources. The time that elapses between the

emergence of structural tensiol) and its balancing could be a result of several

factors or ever~.t~. For example, delays in the change 'process itself stemming

from the time required for .the destruction of old technologies paralleled

with new technological development to replace them, institutional f!lctors,

for example legal "or structural barriers or opportunities for chang~, the

degree of economic development forces or'incentives in the developm~nt

blocks themselves, or factors resulting from the re~ative position the actors

have in their own networks with regard to their contIol ov~r necessary

resources for effectuating change.

Change in industrial networks

Some researchers in business administration have also lifted· the unit of

analysis to that of industrial markets and their dynamics when investigating

change processes. The industrial.network p,erspective1 focuses on indu~trial

mark~ts and the beha~ior of actors in these network-like structures. For this

tradition, the "industrial network" is a model that describes an economic

system where actors (usually firms) are conne,cted with each other through

linkages, or exchange relationships.

Follow~ng Alderson's (1957; 1965) work in marketing2, the network

approach focuses on exchanges of heterogeneous demands and supplies in

1 Several schools of network approach~scan be identified within organizational theory
and sociology. If no other school/approach is mentioned we use the term Unetwork approach or
t1)eory" for the industrial network model that has emerged from .the research on industrial
markets in Sweden and Europe.
2 Wroe Alderson is considered to be one oi the most important influences in marketing
theory. He applied a systems approach to marketing where he classifies the household, the
firin, and the distribution channel into three organized be~avioral systems in marketing,
where exchanges take place be~een the systems in order to match demand segments with
supply segments. For an extensive review of Alderson's writings, see: Hunt, Muncy, and Ray
(1981). Alderson's General The~ry of Marketing: A Formalization. The Review of Marketing:
The American Marketing Association, pp267-272 (also reprinted in Sheth & ·Garrett (1986).
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the total system of consumers, and firms, although the industrial network

approach does not include the behavioral system of the 110usehold in its

model. The network approach views the a~tors as involved in economic

activity that transforms resources to finished goods and services for
. )

consumption by ~nd users. The system of links of exchange <relationships

between actors is used to describe and analyze behavior as well as

constituting the structure of the network.

The industrial network approach views th~ network of ,actors as embedded

in a larger context of social, economic, and technological systems

(Hakansson, 1992). Network studies, comparecl to technological or intra

il1dustry studies, have generally a greater focus on organizational processes

and how exchange relationships between actors might restrain, facilitate

and/or influence change at the industrial network level.

The main focus in industrial network studies is on connected relationships

were there is an element of economic exchange, usually involving buyer

seller relationships. Easton (1992) discusses the integration of non-economic

exchanges into network analysis as well. He argues for using "atmospheric"

analysis, where both economic and other forms of relationships are covered.

The network relationships that are included in this analysis are direct and

indirect relationships including economic exchange, and direct relationships

not including economic exchange.

Johanson and Mattson (1988; 1991) make a distinction between governance

structure, as a network of exchange relationships, and the production

system, which are seen as two levels composing the industrial system. In

their latter work (1991) they added the institutional setting where the

industrial system is embedded. They characterized the institutional setting

as an organized web of "ideas, beliefs, values and attitudes ... closely related

to cultural political, social, and legal conditions" (1991:267). They argued

that a change in institutional setting may be important in that it ~elates to

Marketing Theory: Classic and Conte~poraryReadings. South-Wester~~PublishingCo,
Cincinnati, Ohio.).
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the change of the actors' "network theories", or. perceptions of ·the industrial

network, that in turn will influence strategic adaptations.

The' network of exchange rel~tionships involves exchange between actors on

the industrial market, where the production system is constituted of

reso,urces and activities that are employed, performed, transformed, and

combined in production. The exchange relationships act as structures

governing the production system through coordination and direction of the

resource flows and production activities. Emphasis is put on the

interconnected nature of the production system that produces

interdependence on the network level, through the organization of the

actors. By connecting the production level wi~h the actors and overall

governance or organizing principles, the network approacl:t facilitates

analysis of micro behavior and macro outcomes.

Hakansson and Johanson (1992) offer a related but slightly differing view of

which elements form a network. In their view actors, activities, and

resources are all-individually related, forming their own network structures, .

as well as being interwoven in a total network where all three networks are

bound together thr:ough -several forces. Hence, emphasis tends to be more

on elemen~s pertaining to the exchanges between individual actors and how

they relate to the employed resources and performed activities. An example

of a study performed in this tradition is the description anq ~nalysis of the

processes and technical developments made in the paper industry with the

introduction of recycled fiber in printing paper (H'akansson & Waluszewski,

1996). Their study emphasizes~the importance of the interactive processes

and established role patterns in the network to explain the process and

nature of technical change.

In the network approach there are no explicit 'designers' of the industrial

system, though individual actors have intentions as well as a certain

amount of autonomy and freedom to act. The ability to act depends on the

amount of resources the sp'ecific organization controls, the relative power,

and the specific role or status of the organization in relation to the other
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actors in the network. Generally the sum of this ability is described as the

position of the actor in the network (Renders, 1992).

Instead of organizational design based on internal choice, the network

approach outlines design through the governance structures coordinating.

resources and activities used in the production of goods and services, Le. in

the network of exchange relationships (Johanson & Mattsson 1992). The

ex~hange relationships between actors are voluntary, connected and aimed

at controlling resources and carrying out activities in production systems

(Mattsson,1995). Rather than having the internal firm and its resources in

focus for strategic change, the network approach defines strategic action by

the firm as aimed at "influencing how firms are connected to other firms in

networks" (Mattson, 1995:761).

How change processes influence the resulting patterns of behavior in

network structures is related to the actors' abilities to adapt and adjust

resources and activities relative to each other, and to interdependencies in

the econo~ic and technological systems of which they are a part. Influence

on the adaptation processes are governed through the exchange

relationships, and may result in new ways of organIzIng resources and

activities as well as shaping existing or emergent network structures

(Axelsson & Easton, 1992: ).

The approach does not, however, make any predictions of the outcome of

such change processes. To find indicators of future patterns' of network

relations or network structure, we can look at'the underlying aims for

change at the actor level. Actors are supposed to engage in efforts aimed at

influencing their position in the network. These efforts are called strategic

actions (Johanson & Mattsson, 1991), and could be aimed at influencing

actors, aetivities, and resources, as well as at changing. the ·interdependency

structure of the production system.

Technology and Change

The role of technology in industrial dev~lopmentand change, as well as that

of change toward environmental sustainable development, has also been

the focus of several studies. For example, Kemp et al (1998) have described
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how technical change is locked in to. dominant technological regimes that

provide barriers to the development of more sustainable technologies. They

suggest a s~rategic (governmental.) toolf strategic niche managemeJ:1.t, to

create "protected spaces", or niches, for specific applications of new

technologies. The authors argue tha,t government supported niches can act

as institutional platfornls for interaction between actors from industry,

universities, and governmental o~gan~zations that will enhance learning of

viable technologital paths as well as coordinate necessary action to Qreate

shifts from less to more environmentally benign technologies.

The importance attributed to technology in solving environmental threats

is also evidenced in industry practices and beliefs of industrial actors. In a

survey conducted by the Gothenburg Research. Institute, the majority of top

management in the firms listed on the Swedish Stock ;Market believed new

technological development and innovation would be the primary solution

to environmental degradation and sustainable development (GRI, 1993).

From this w~ can trace a widely accepted norm that values technology and

the belief in its ab~lity to solve societal problems. We would then expect

definitions of problems and their possible solutions to be in accordance with

these norms and values. This is especially relevant in our CFC case studies

where technological solutions seem to be the dominant "first-round"

approach to solving the problems raised by CFC usage. However, the actual

solutions developed in our CFC cases vary from technology-focused to

technique-focused3•

Theorists have also characterized technological change and innovation as a

primary source'of development - economic as well as social. The bulk of the

literature on technological change characterizes a sequential "phase" model
I

or process beginning with innovations that spur industrial change activities

through transfer and diffusion of technology (Lundgren, 1995). Lundgren

studied the development of a new technological innovation, image

3 We here refer to technique as a method (way of doing) compared to technology that refers to the actual
artefact (for example a chemical compound or a machine).
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processing, and his study shows strong path dependencies4 in the emergence

of a new technological system. T~e development of exchange relationships

evolved over a sequence of. processes ,- those of genesis, coales~ence, and

dissemination - which are paralleled by a sequence of decision processes on \

technological solutions, which are identification, legitimization, and

adaptation, respectively.

These sequential, parallel processes ,influenced the emergence of both the

technological system and the new networks of exchange relationships

evolving therefrom. Lundgren emphasizes the parallel nature of the

processes that create .novelty ,and develop the innovation and its use.

According to this view, the role of technoloqr can only be understood in the

context of the system that supports and is supported by it.

Research in the field of "sociology of technology" approaches "the causal

nature" of technology in economic and social development from tl1e social

side. This school of thought advances the position that it is not technology

that is the "change agent" but rather technological systems are shaped by

social systems in which they are embedded. By studying the interplay

between systems of technology, institutions, and their e~vironment, the

web of interdependencies between the systems can be demonstrated as well

as the societal rationales for developing specific technologies. A

technological systen1 is referred to in a broad sense and includes physical

objects, pro~uction resources, activities and/or processes, as well as to the
/

knowledge that goes into designing, building, assembling and operating

o~jects, activities or processes (cf. Bijker, I-Iughes & Pinch, 1987/third edit.

1990).

It will be recalled that this broad definition of technology, including

activities, tangible and intangi'!Jle resources, technological components and

artifacts, as well as organization, is also represented in the industrial

4 Path-dependen~e is referring to phenomena of interrelated, sequential, and historical events' that
influenc~sJutureevents. Paul David (1985) ,has used the term extensively to illustrate th~ importance of'
including history in analysis of change and directions of change. One interesting study of his is the
analysis of the emergence of the QLTERTY standard for typewriter keyboards. He shows that several
dynamic elements of history, such as a technological lock-ins, learning processes; creation of industrial
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network approach. Lundgren, for example, ,defines technology in a more

narrow sense as "clusters of inter-related technologies structured into

t~chnological systems" (1991:39), but ·does not deny the socially constructed

element of technology being shaped by, as well as contributing in shaping,

societal ;needs and wants.

According to this stream of literature· the processes of change towards a

/·specific technological solution could be explained by the interdependencies

in the technological system that will create path dependencies and

technological lock-ins. But the process is heavily influenced by

entrepreneurial activities influenced and shaped by societal needs and
)

wants. For example, the solutions can involve the creation of

interdependencies around a specific technology or material used in a specific

product or production process pertaining to a specific knowledge nurtured

in the past (Bijker, Hughes & Pinch, 1987/third edit. 1990). In our case study

of CFCs we WIll witness the restraining power of interdependencies between

CFCs, production processes, and specific knowledge nurtured in /past practice

in one instance, and in another instance the facilitating power of "less

tightly coupled" interdependencies which encouraged the application of

innovation.

Studies of industrial responses to environn1ental threats often include the

role of existing technology in shaping the outeo.mes of such change. For

.example, Omrcen (1992) reports on· an environmental product development

project where participating firms were more easily able to environmentally

ada~t their prodl.;lcts on a piecemeal basis rather than integrate

environmental goals into the ?rganization and management of product

development, Le., technological interdependencies, path-dependencies and

existing technological norms on "best'~ solutions influence the

organizational response to ecological problems.

structures, and falling production costs, 'will posit~vely feed back to reinforce a specific solution that will
push the economic system into path-dependency.
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Organization and functioning of industrial systems

To b'etter understand how technological interdepend·encies, norms, and

path-dependencies in.fluence organizationai responses to ecological

problems we need a better understanding of the procedural organizing and

fun~tioning of the actor networks in which these individual organizations

are embedded.

Networks as interdependent open systems

Inter-organizational approaches view organizations as open systems

dependent upon their environment for needed 'resources and legitimacy

(Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978). Individual firms seldom possess or control: all the

needed resources, for example, alternative technology or sufficient

knowledge to change or modify a marketing or produc~ionsystem to become

less ecologically harmful. In addition t9 internal resources, firms have to

rely on other actors in the industrial system to get access to essential

resources. Resources in this approach are usually understood to be "any

valued activity, service, or commodity" as originally defined by Cook and

referred to by Easton & Araujo (1992:65).

This system of interdependent and connected actors fornls the industrial

network (Axelsson, 1992). It constitutes a ~pecific structure coordinated

through exchange relationships linking acto.rs, activities, and resources in a

certain pattern. In its most gen.eral sense the industrial network constitutes

a structure built on ex~hange relationships between actors and the

employment and transformation of resources in production activities, i.e.,

the network of exchange relationships between actors and the production

system together form the design of the system.

The network approach sees the corporate actor as dependent on external

resources that are controlled by other actors. Internal resources and the

organization of these are looked upon as essential for the actors' possibilities

to develop relations to other actors in the network, and through those

relations gain access to necessary external resources. The development of.

relations is a cumulative process where the position of the corporation in
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the network and the actors' strategic intentions are seen as critical for the

possibilities for development (Mattson, 1987). The focus is on. the

development of the network, or individua,l actors within the network,

rather than on economic sectors or industries within an economy. For

example, one problem that this type of study tackles is how relations

between actors ':lre develop.ed or handled over time and how

complementary external and internal resources are adjusted in response to

changes in capacity regarding a given type of resource. In our CFC cases we

will examine ho"o/ a specific resource interdependence (that of the usage of

CFCs) differs in different cases, and we will trace the interaction of these

differences with the stability of existing network activities, relations, and

structures~

Thus, in the industrial system there exist resource interdependen~ies that

influence individual actor's possibilities to change as well as the pattern of

change. The design-of the system then is both a result of the structure of the

relationships and interdependencies in a more static -sense, as well as the

processes of exchange activities that continuously take .place which might

alter or stabilize such a structure.

Accordingly, if one could identify these intentions, processes and structures

in a network with regard to envitonmentai problems, theFe might be

possibilities to find factors explaining the evolution of certain network

practices and structures in relation to developments towards sustainable

environmental prac~ces. For example, if there is a general increased interest

in environmental issues within the society as a whole, a single actor may see

opportunities in ptlrsuing environmentally beneficial activities to change its

position in the network. The actor can try to achieve this through initiating

activities aimed at def~ing environmental problems in the existing

n~twork and start the organization of activities and the mobilization. of

resources to find solutions. This mobilization could be the incorporation of

new. actors in the network in order to get control of or access to specific

resources that offer solutions to the problems.
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Characterizing h,.terdependency in industrial networks

To understand strategic,. environ·mental changes in dynamic industrial

contexts we also need to acknowledge the interdependencies between the

forces of stability and change in the systems under study. These forces will

emerge in technologies and technological systems, in the structures of the

inter-organizational network,. and in .the institutionalized. norms and rules

in the network. One way to depict the processes of implementing

ecologically sustainable strategies in industrial systems is to use concepts and

ideas from loose coupling theory, founded in the disciplines of social

psychology, social interaction theory and organization theory. The presence

of loose and tight couplings provides a 'background for understanding

persistence and transformation in organizational networks, as well as the

prerequisites for strategic action. With'many loose couplings there might be

a need to tighten up a few strategically important relationships to enhance

the process.

For example, empirical evi4ence indicates that in order to 'handle' change in

inter-organizationa~networks, actors need to handle various contradictions
\ .

and tensions that emerge when the network undergoes a structural

transition. Studies of the introduction of l1ew recycling systems have shqwn

how new structures of relatiol1ships between actors in the industrial

network emerge when new, recycled input resources are introduced in a

distribution system (e.g., Hakansson & Waluszewski 1996). The

introduction of the new technology was possible due to the stability of the

relationships between the actors and earlier investments made. But the new

technology also put pressures on the existing structure and new relational

structures developed. Interdependencies between existing and new actors

could be c'haracterized in terms of the '~stre~gth of couplings" between them

and such an understanding could lead to better anticipation of the likely

consequences of strategic action.

Loosely Coupled Systems

Implicit in different types of industrial netwo;rk analyses is often the notion

that networks are defined as stron.g bonds or connections and relationships
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(cf. Andersson, 1992) among actors. The term network is frequently

· associated with words like link, connection and interdependence. The

existence of stable long-term relationships between buyers and sellers of

manufactured products was one of the important empirical observations

which first guided the early work of the Industrial Network Approach (e.g.,

Hammarkvist, HAkansson & Mattsson, 1982; Hagg & Johanson: 1982;

Axelsson & Easton, 1992). Industrial networks were observed to be stable but

not static. Stability was a characteristic used to describe the circumstances

under which change processes in networks were enacted. Descriptions of

bonds of different. types implied that actors were tied to each other in

different ways.

But industrial network researchers have also pointed to the existence of

weak, potential and residual relationships in networks (Araujo & Easton,

1988). In addition, descriptions of the mechanisms by which actors in

networks, through indirect connections, influenced other actors have

further strengthened the notion that industrial networks are

multidimensional systems of both tightly and loosely coupled bonds among

entities.

The concept of loosely coupled systems has appeared in a number of

organizational studies. The phrase "loose coupling" appeared in the

literature in the 70s, e.g., in Glassnlan (1973), but it was in Weick's (1976)

article on educational organizations as loosely coupled systems that.

theorization of the concept was initiated. A large number of researches and

articles have since been written about loose coupling.5 Weick defines loose

coupling as a situ~tion in which elements are responsive, but retain

evidence of separateness and identity. In a .later article, Weick argues that

loose coupling is evident when elements (e.g. individuals, sub-units,

institutions) affect each other "suddenly (rather t~an continuously),

5 For a review and reconceptuatization. see Orton, J.D.&Weick, K.E., "Loosely Coupled Systems: A
Reconceptualization'.', Academy of Management Review, Vol. 15, No.2, (pp. 203-223), 1990. At the same time' as
Weick's ~icle was published four o~her organizational perspectives were published: transaction cost economics
(Williamson 1975)~ institutional theory (Meyer&Rowan 1977), population ecology theory (Hannan&Freeman 1977),
and resource dependence theory (Pfeffer&Salancik 1978), see list of references. As Orton&Weick note, each of these four
perspectives has a more distinctive paradigm, a more compact theory, and more empirical support than is true of loose
coupling. Without comparison, the first of the five paradigms, i.e. transaction cost economics has attracted nlost
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occasionally (rather than constantly), negligibly (rather than significantly),

indirectly (rather than directly), and eventually (rather than immediately)"

(Weick, 1982). Weick conveys the image that coupled events or elements

are responsive, but that each element/event also preserves its own identity

,and ·some. evidence of its physical or logical separateness. A basic .problem

that the concept· attempts to capture and explain is the simultaneous

existence of rationality and indeterminacy, e.g., in and between

organizations. As Thompson (1967) noted organizations appear to be both

determinate, closed systems searching for certainty and indeterminate, open

systems expecting uncertainty.

Change in loosely vs. tightly coupled systems

The use of the loose coupling concept depends on the level of an~lysis.

When studying change processes, the term directs attention> to what happens

between loosely coupled elements in systems, but the change efforts are

basically affected by the pattern of tight coupling within and loose coupling

between elements in the system. These patterns of coupling chan.ge over

time and the open system approach. also makes bbundaries am-orphous,

although this 'can vary depending on what aspects of the system are under

consideration. There is always a certain amount of arbitrariness involved in

the decision as to where to draw the boundaries that separate units.

Attention is thus partly shifted from structures to processes. P~t in an

~n9-ustrial network context, the idea of loose and tight coupling can he.lp

describe, analyze and develop models of large global distribution. systems, for

example, where tight coupling "within" systems and loose coupling

"between" systen1s do not necessarily coincide with boundaries shown in

theoretical n10dels of industrial systems.

.The framework and ideas of loose coupling draw attention to the nature of

change in organizational systems, for example pointing to important

dynamic aspects like the trade-off between adaptation to exploit present

. opportunities and adaptability to exploit future opportunities. This is often

described in the context of stability and flexibility. A network

interest among distribution and marketing researchers.
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conceptualization and loose coupling theory consider openly the mutual

dependence between the dynamic constructs above. Flexibility in industrial

networks is requir~d to modify current activities so that certain actors can

indeed adapt to non-transient change in the network. Network actors must

be able to detect changes and retain a sufficient pool of novel responses to

accommodate these changes. But total flexibility can be dangerous as it .

makes it impossible to retain a sense of identity and continuity (Weick,

1979). Stability, (e.g., in industrial networks) also ,prOVides an economical

means to handle new contingencies. Weick argues that as with total

flexibility, a total adherence to past practices and past wisdom in an

organizational system can qe as disruptive as total flexibility because more

economical ways of responding would never be discovered and new

environmental features would seldom be noticed.

Theoretical assumptions and"'ideas uIlderlying Ioose coupling can serve as a

vehicle to develop new knowledge on the dynamics of organizational

change in industrial settings. Loose couplings, combined with viewing

organizational systems as networks of intercollnected relationships, can

generate new intriguing questions. A discussion of the functions and

dysfunc~ions of varfous degrees of tightness in organizations/networks can

be used to generate suggestions for approaching the dynamics of industrial

networks. For example, Andersson (1996) applied the ideas of loose and

tig~t coupIings in a longitudinal study of a firm's strategic change. He fOUIld

several important implications for a firm's ability to 'act or strategically

change depending on the trade-off and interdependencies in loosely and

tightly coupled networks. He_also found' that the patterns of loose and tight

couplin'gs will change over time, hence influencing the structure of the

network .along with the individu~l exchange relationsllips.

Another study shows similar results. In her study on the

internationalization of the transport business, Hertz shows that industrial

relationships can go through varying forms of life cycles (Hertz, 1993).

Thus, a relationship between two firms can be established, move into closer

cooperatiQn, be enlarged, cooperation can become looser, and perhaps be

dissolved. The successive re-organIzation and adaptations made in the
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relationship can radically change the int~ractlons and exchange contents and

thus the' g.eneral characteristics of the relationship.

In this situation of changing patterns of loose and tight Fouplings in the

network and constantly emerging changes in th~ individual 'relationships,

single actors have intentions to stabilize and to change the pres,ent order of

things in the 'network. The implementation of new environmental

strateg,ies can be part of these intentions. In the network approach the, single

actor's strategic chang~ intentions are referred to as changing the -firm's

strategic position in the industrial netWork. The strategic position will be

determined by the actions of the company and by the actions of the other

actors in the network. A position change can be defined as: a change in

relationships with other actors in the network; a change 'in the identity of

counterparts; a change in strengths of relationships; or ~s a change in the

role(s) of an actor and/or in the inlportance of the actor in relation to other

actors (cf. Johanson & Mattsson, 1992; Henders, 1992). Each firm's
I

opportunities to alter its position in the network can be assumed to depend

on the emerging patterns of loose and tight couplings in the inter

organizational network (Andersson, 1992). The ability to organize su~h

change is partly tied to the actor's position and control over 'resources. Actors

with the power to organize change are normally also adaptive' and prepared

to act on changes in loosely coupled .parts of networks in order to cope with

the influence of innovative change processes.

We will see in our CFC cases how one actor attempted to use the C~C ban to

change its strategic network position. In this case, the actors quic~ly

eliminated lower profit products from their offerings in order to put

pressure on its, relatively larger and more dominant customers to adopt

CFC-free products that were more profitable for the supplier. They

attempted in other words to capture more resources in the network using

the CFC regulations to-enhance their power/Qargaining position.

There are several important strategic questions in regard to change in

networks. One concerns integration. Tightly coupled entities can experience

a loss of flexibility and adaptabilio/ when structural changes occur while the
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identification of organizational structures that allow for short- and _,long

term structural chan.ge may be important. For single actors there are also

questions concerning the balance between local adaptation (tightly coupled

by adaptation to specific actor/s) and overall standardization of activities.

This can ~e conceptualized as a trade-off between loose and tight coupling.

Synergy may be reached by connecting the activities of local sub-systems. ,

However, these. same connections can have disadvantageous effects and cain

also hinder the development of more advantageous connections between

other configurations of actors in the networks. Thus, identification and

activation of direct and indirect relationships, through tight and loose

couplings, will be,of importance in designing inter-organizational network

structures which can best retain innovation and novel solutions, e.g., to

environmental problems.

An important question relating to change in n~tworks is how partial

autonomy and self-determinationl through loose couplings can be created

within a context where the actors are embedded in dynamic networks of

both strongly and weakly connected relationships. The network approach

suggests that mutual interests connect industrial actors. ,This mutuality

gives a certain self-determination in relation to eacl1 other and towards

other, non-related actors, but also restricts each actor's degree of autonomy.

The dynamic aspects of this paradox" constitute an important managerial

issue for the actors in the network. How actors perceive and resqlve this

paradox i~ influenced by the "institutions" also acting in and on the

network, as we will describe next.

Institutional theories and change

The studies of change .in industrial networks discussed above emphasize the

role of stability for change but focus on the properties embedded in network

exchange relCl;tionships (cf. J0hanson & Mattsson, 1991; Hakansson, 1992;

Lundgren, 1991; Hertz, 1993; Anderson, 1994; Andersson, 1996). In

addressing large societal issues, as with ecological problems, there is a need

for an understanding not only of the stabilizing forces in the industrial
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system itself, but als9 of how the industrial logic relates to broader meaning

structures represented, for example, in professions, nation states and

cultures.

The organizational institutional approach focuses on the impact of the

institutional environment and processes on in.dustrial actors' activities and

organizational structure. This approach informs us of the forces for change

and stabilization that originate from the enlarged environment of which an

organization is a part, and h.ow these forces have an impact 'on the form and

direction of. the industrial process for change.

Theoretical foundations and fo'cus in organizational institutional theory

The institutional·approach, within contemporary sociological thinking (new

institutionalism), focuses on the impact of the institutional6 environment

and processes on organizational activities and structures. One underlyi!,-g

idea is that the organizational structure and operations are reflections of and

are shaped by the rules and patterns in the wider system of which the

-organization is a part (Scott & Meyer, 1994; Scott & Christensen, 1995).

Although institutional studies comprise great variety with regard to

phenomenon, actors (individuals, organizations, networl<s, organizational

fields), methods, and analytical approaches, common themes are connected

to questions of how institutional arrangements shape, mediate, and challnel

social choice (DiMaggio & Powell, 1991).

The new institutional school of' thought in organizational sociology

emerged in reaction to early organizational research where the organization

was theoretical and taken at face value. The organization was considered as

being ,a sovereign entity with clear boundaries and autonomous decision

making,# having its own goals, technology! and resources. Empirical studies

had shown inconsistencies and practical predictive problems with regard to

organizational realities and the theories of rational actors, technical

contingencies, and strategic choice. These phenomena were described ill an

6 Not all theorists are prepared to give a singular definition of institutions but Scott (Scott & Christensen,
1995:xiii) has proposed that- "institutions consist of cognitive, normative, and regulative structures and
activities that provide stability and meaning to social behavior. Institutions are transported by various
carriers - cultures, structures, and routines - and they operate at multiple levels of jurisdiction"
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influential article in 1972 by Cohen, March & Olsen. Examples, of their

findings and those of other organizational researchers were: ~he existence of

de-coupling and/or loose coupling between organizational 'structures and

performance7; the observation that strategic decisions and policies in

organizations were established but seldom implemented; no apparent

relational .or sequential connections between problems, a tendency of

prioritizing "solutions" over "problems" in choice situations and, decision

making in organizations; the observation that organizational activities were

often based on routines, procedures and other institutionalized rules rather

than on rational calculations (March & Olsen, 1989).

As a result of the new institutionalists' mounting criticism, dominant

organizational perspectives chan.ged to emphasize organizations as

structured and depicted by their environment8 rather than merely adapting

to internal technical requirements ,(Scott, 1992; 1987a). The new

institutionalists came to emphasize organizations as ..."connected to and '..

constructed by wider social environments" (Meyer & Scott, 1992,:1) where the

importance of institutio~alcultural patterns and norms was accentuated.

The interest in the influ~;nce of informal and formal rules and patterns has

several theoretical roots. Many of the institutionalists mention Weber's

work on institutions as a primary source of influence. Weber took an

interest in both the nature and dynamics of social relations, organizations,

and institutions as well as in analytical aspects of various societal spheres.

One part of his work, which directly ties in to the interests of the new

institutionalists, has to do with routine aspects of social r.elations. He

developed concepts for the major orientations of social action, affective and

traditional (routine), and their crystallization into different types of

uniformity, customs, artd conventions (Weber, 1968).

7 For a discussion of the concept of coupling see earlier in this chapter.
8 The term environment is commonly used in organizational literature to clarify or communicate
organizatIonal boundaries or ,what is outs,ide an organization's decision domain, but the term is used in a
very broad and general way. Although used and conceptualized in many ways, there is p.ow an agreemen~

of the importance of analyzing organizational environments. For a deeper discussion on different
conceptualizations of environment in organizational research see Scott, 1987or PerrowI 1986.
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The theoretical roots of the institutional approach also grew from structural

functional sociology. The main arguments were that functions determine

organizational structure, and' that organizations and their structure can be

understood by analyzing their functions9• The works of Parsons and

Selznick were the most influential on the interconnections between

economic, political and societal arenas and -have been instrumental in

providing important research questions to the new' institutionalists.

Parsons, for example, took an interest in patterns that shaped action in social

systems. He saw social systems as "~ssentially a network of interactive

relationships" (Parsons, 1951:51) where social action occurred and also

created stability to change patterns. In his later work he theorized the

governance of the western industrial economy and stated that "the new

industrial economy was neither purely rationally individualistic... ' nor

collectivistic... [but] was governed... by... 110rmative structure, legitimized in

terms of values grounded in cultural bases (parsons, 1977:57). Many 'of the

new institutionalists in organization theory 'also emphasize the role of

cultu~al values in s'haping change and influencing structural forms or

organization as will be seen below.

One, of the" early influential institutional writings on the dynamics of

organizational life was by Selznick. He took an interest in the adaptation

patterns organizations made over time as a response to pressures from the

environment and the influence it had on changing. organizational structure,

- institutionalization. He conceptualized institutionalization as a process of

organic growth, whexein organizations adapt to strivings of internal groups

and the values of the external soci~ty. In his work,. institutionalization refers

to the adaptive process by which an organization conforms or shapes its

structure and defends its own institutional values in reaction to strivings of

internal groups and presence of societal values (1957)10. Thus, Selznick saw

9 For a·more thorough discussion on the institutional approach, see Charles Perrow's review and
critique of the Institutional School in Complex Organizations, Random House, New York, 1986.
10 Among the earliest and best known writing on the structural-functional school and its
application to org~izationswas done by Philip Selznick. The most important writit)gs are: An
Approach to a Theory of Bu!eaucracy, American Sociological Review 81943: 47-54; Foundations
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organizational change as a 'socialization' or 'legitimization' 'proce~s, where

the organization becomes accepted' by and incorporated into larger society.

Another in.fluence came from the work of 'Herbert Simon who, with others,

took an interest in the conditions under which actors could be considered

rational. He criticized the early theories on the "economic man" as being

over simplified in its assumptions concerniDg actors driven b~ self interest

optimizing decisions based on fulfinformation on all available alternativ~s.

Instead he proposed the administrative man, still motivated by self interest

but, with limited kl!owledge and acce~s to information on alternatives and

who would make decisions by satisfying IIreasonableli criteria11, i.e., he

.argued that choice under uncertainty was path dependent driven by

psychology not by resources. Later, he· and March developed the concept

bounded ,rationality to depict the constraints - or givens - that influenced

individual decision-making in organizations. They argued that individual

choices are made in environments with goals, sub-goals, expectations,

routinized activities and programs, etc. which are the basis for or parameters

of the framework in which decisions are made in organizations (March &

Simon, 1958).

Contemporary institutional theory & organization theory

Since these early writings on institutional theory, concepts have evolved

and undergone' changes from relatively descriptive to fairly defined

constructs susceptible to empirical tests. But the main ideas on overall

institutional patterns influencing organizational structure and change and

that change is driven by a process of institutionalization still remain of

interest to the new h1stitutionalists. In addition, most of the new

institutiop.alists share basic assumptions on organizations as a part of and

dependent upon their environment/.context~which have implications for

the study of. organizational behavior and structure. Similar to the network

scholars, institutionalists ~mphasi:ie the embedded nature of organizations.

The unit of analysis is usually whole organizations, organizational or

of a Theory of Organizations, American Sociological Review 131948:25-35; and Leadership in
Administration, New York: Harper &. Row, 1957.
11 Simon's theoJ;etical work as described in Scott (1987a).
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professional fields, or a system/sector, like education, and the studies are

holistic, evolutionary, comp.arative, and process oriented.

Contemporary institutional studies focus on the str.ucture and activities of

modern society. Some ciuthors refer to institutional as Ita rule-like, social

fact quality of an organized pattern of action...and....(their) embedding in

formal structures, such as formal aspects of organizations, that are not tied to

particular actors or situations..." (Zucker, 1987:444). That is, institutional

bel1avior is an organized, enduring pattern of action and relations if:

1. the pattern becomes embedded in formal organizational structure

(e.g"'1 centralized vs decentralized decision-making, divisions of labor

and authority along departmental lines);

2. action and relations become embedded in organizational. structure

due to objective or independent influences or demands present in an

organization's environment, (e.g., regulations, economic realities,

res0l:lrce dependencies).

Such demands or influences may exert pressure on the organization as a

whole (such as regulations), or they may exert pressure on individuals or

interest groUjps within an organization -(such as labor unions) who in turn

seek to make the organization responsive.

One way of illustrating differences within the organizational approaches

that view organizations as embedded in wider contexts is to question. if the

primary research focus is on general phenomenon (phenomenology), o~ on

practical/pragmatic (realist) issues .and if the issues are micro or macro in

orientation - see figure'3:1 below.
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Phenomenology Realist

Macro

Micro

Institutional Resource d"ependence,
culture Population ecology

Organizational
/ Actor oriented.

culture

Figure 3:1: Organizational embeddedness: Organizational schools12

Institutional analysts study institutional phenomena at both macro and

micro levels of society as well as linking the levels. Micro studies often look

at single, competing actors/systems (organizations, nation states,

communities etc.), while 'macro studies often look at larger entities with

multiple actors, like society, world system, networks or organizational

fields.

Phenomenologists assume organizations to be socially constructed and they

emphasize me~ning systems as carriers of institutions. A basic assumption

of the micro phenomenologist is that actors create the world of meaning

while the macro analysts assume a constructed meaning in a system of a

highly rationalized culture (Meyer & Scott, 1992). The organized world

(many organizations that carry ·out specialized functions ,and tasks) in

modern society and the structure of the organization creates meaning on

macro level.

Basic ideas. of macro phenomenologists are that actors are embedded in a

rationalized culture and are organized based on historical events that are I> .,•• ,

12 The classific~tionis inspired by John Meyer who gave a doctoral seminar on institutional theory at
Stockholm SChool of Economics 411994.
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independent from organizational ideas (or strategies) and bear imprints

from the rationalized environment. The organization is a creation of its

culture.

Realists emphasize the importance of the organizational environment in

their studies in terms of looking at organizations or organizational

populations' structural adaptations to resource depend~ncies. Population

ecology is an example of the realist school where whole organizational

populations (an industry -or "group of organiza"tions competing for the same

resources) are studied and structurally understood in terms of adaptations to

existing resource pools: Changes in the resource base will change the birth

and death ~tructure' of the population. A more general macro realist·

approach is the resource dependence approach. An overriding assumption

is that structure/policy in organizations are driven by forces in a wider )

competitive environment. The actor is embedded in the enl~r.ged

environment (for example a network) and change in structure occurs as a

result of chanpes in the resource base. Another branch of realists study

individual, organizations or actors and their adaptive strategies ,to the

environment - and often to a highly visible problem such as customers'

changed demand tow'ards environmentally sound products.

Thus, -the four approaches in organizational theory depicted in figure 1

emphasize different aspects of the organizational environment as well as

the predominant level of analysis for each approach. Realists focus on

struQtural and behavioral issues relating to actors, individual organizations

or organIzational fields, and resources connected. to them, while

phenomen.ologists emphasize issues such as the influence of culture,

symbols and meaning on organizational life. Our study could be classified as

being Realist with both Macro and Micro orientation. Our study is primarily

a ne~work study, but will integrate institutional elements such as the norm

and meaning systems prevalent in the network. The network consists of

actors with interconnected technologies that qre governed by industrial

exchange relationships but the actors are also embedded in larger systems of

institutional rules as well as meaning systems that will influence their

ability and capability to change.
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Substantive issues in institutional studies are for example: the evolution of

industrial sectors; th.e nature of o~gali.izational fields or industrial sectors;

patterns of impact of organizational culture or rituals/policies; and the

influence of change p.rocesses on 'structure. Theoretical explanations focus

on linkages be.twe~n the environment and the actor. The nature of the actor

is often depicted ih terms of its identity, structure and/or activities/routines

and how it is represented and influenced by the social, cultural and

technological systems in the organizational environment.

Institutional theorists argue that stability and survival of specific

organization of industrial activities is largely a result of the external

legitimization of the resulting organizational forms. Legitimization is

achieved through conforming to laws, formal rules, and other direct legal or

economic control systems, as well as by adapting to broad social and cultural

meaning systems (Scott & Meyer, 1994; Powell & DiMaggio, 1991).

The pr~cess of organizational patterning and conforming to the

environnlent is ~alled institutionalization, or, as defin~d by Meyer, Boli, and

Thomas (1994:10): "The process by which a given set of units and a pattern

of activities come to be normatively and cognitively held in place, and

practically taken for granted as lawful". .Thus, institutionalized rules and

patterns have an impact on the form and direction of the industrial process

for change.

The institutional approach focuses on the influences these institutional ~

processes exert on emergent and enduring organizational forms or

structures. Organizations. that experience pressures. to change will develop

ties to their relevant environment through mecllanisms of isomorphic

change in order to reduce ~uncertainty as to which solutions to adopt.

Isomorphism has its roots in biological science where it refers to a similarity

in appearance or structure of organisms belo~ging to different species or

races. Isomorphism in biology is an evolutionary process wllereby non

optimal forms of a unit in, a population oecome extinct as optimal (most

efficient) forms survive (i.e., natural selection). Competition for resources
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results in isomorphic form since it encourages ·a limited/optimal/"fittest"

form.

Social scientists have borrowed the term competitive isomorphism in

organizational population ecology theory which suggests that the

environment selects the optimal form of organization, an.d that non

optimC11 forms of organization do not adapt ~ut merely die. Institutional

Theory is opposed to such a literal application of isomorphism. IT posits

that non-optimal organizations may ~dapt to their environment and thus

enhance their chance of survival. Additionally, there is no assumption that

surviving organizational forms are at all the most efficient. Surviving

organizational forms, for IT theorists, merely adapt to Institutional

environments which exist de facto as social artifacts which are not

necessarily bound by natural laws or principles which demand optimal (I.e.,

most efficient) forms. Therefore, IT rejects competitive isomorphism in

favor of institutional isomorphism.

To sum ·up the above discussion: through isomorphic mechanisms for,

change, organizations facing the same environment will tend to adopt the

sa~e organizational solution. For example, an environmental regulation

regarding the specific use of a resource will exert· isomorphic pressures on

organizations targeted by the regulation to adopt conforming practices or

structures that solve the environmental problem. The solution (action)

could be, for example: ·a different technology used in the production of a

product; organization of research and development activities to find

alternative solu~ions to the problems faced by the organization or set of

organizations; organization of activities aimed at collecting information

about environmental problems areas that could be subject to future legal

action; or organization of lobbying activities aimed at influencing future

environmental policy activities or formulations of environmental

standards.

We will see in our CFC cases that there are indeed institutional factors

working on the emergence of ·solut~ons to the CFC problems, and that these

institutional factors vary by case .and thus their influence is different. Th~se
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institutional factors influence the processes of framing, searching for and

legitimizing of possible solutions/actions to solve the CFC problems. But it

is not only an "institutional" explanation that suffices to clarify our cases. To

prepare for a richer analysis for ~nderstanding both the substance of the

changes as well 'as the- processes leading to them, we are helpeg. by
. " { , '

integrating institutional theory with the network approach.

Understanding the substance of change and change processes in and of

industrial systems

Next we integrate the network approach to understanding exchange in

industrial systems with the institutional approach to understanding

organizational change. We r.eview the importance of relc~.tionships in

industrial ,change and the role of institutional processes in such change. The

section which follows this section provid~~. an integrated t~eoretical

background for understanding both stability and change in industrial

systems.

The importance of relationships in industrial development and change

Studies of change in the industrial network approach have been a
'-)

predominant theme during the last decade13. Either explicitly thorough

studies of change and change processes! (for example Andersson, 1996;

Anderson, 1994; Hertz, 1993; and Lundgren, 1991), or implicitly 'by studying a

marketing phenomenon where change has been an integral part of the

phenomenon .as such (for example Renders, 1992). Thes'e studies and

similar research indicate that chari~e in industrial systems is complex,

multi-faceted, and tied to interdependent relationships inherent in the

system, influencing both structures a~ well a.s change processes. Restraining

and facilitating forces pertaining to network properties and relations as well

as technological and other social factors influence the direction and

magnitude of the changes.

13 For an excellent review of perspectives on change see Andersson, 1996:16-48.
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Producing products or services demands resources external to th~ firm. In

order to ga~n access to external resources, industrial actors build exchange

relationships:. Internal (to the firm) resources and their organization is seen

as critical for the firm's ability to develop relations with other firms that

provide access to external resources. Exchange relationships thus constitUte

the web of the industrial network. The development of relations is a

cumulative process, where the company's position in the network will

influence future developments.

A firm's ability to change is d~pendent upon its network position and upon

its strategic intentions in the network, ~s well as upon other firms' positions

in the network and their strategic intentions. The intentions and the

positions of the actors in the network hinder or facilitate change arid

development of its actors and the network itself (Renders, 1992).

In addition "to the infiuences of network position and the strategic intentions

of actors on their ability to ch~nge, the network approach identifies other

dynamic factors influencing change including: the actors' abiiity t9 change

due to their relative power in a network, their ability to control, mobilize,

and coordinate .resources (Axelsson & Easton, 1992); the availability,

complementarity, and versatility of resources in and outside of the network;

and finally, the organization, coordination and routinization of activities of

the network and its actors (Hakansson & Snehota, 1995).

These elements of industrial network change constitute a basis for an

analysis of the industrial change processes resulting from pressures on

,environmental adaptation. A number of structural and behavioral forces

related to the fir~ and its network ,that will exert influence on change .

process can be identified. For example, available resources, links to other

firms, 'institutions and interest groups, the firm's position in the network,

and finally the ability to mobilize external resour~es and stimulate new

activities are examined in our CFC case studies of this thesis. We will show

that when all environmental regulation is imposed i~ I is an important

analytical question as to whether direct and indirect exchange relationships

of a given actor offer enough capacity, co~plementarity, force and resources
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to adjust or change in accordance to the conditions imposed by the new

regulation. tl1. one case wft will see how changes or development of one

resource controlled by certain actors (CFCs, for example) may be restricted or .

interrelated to ch~nges in other resources controlled by other actors in the

network.

Changes or restrictions in one part of the network could also act as ,a driving

force for changes or constl'aipts in other parts, both in'terms of behGlvior and

as a result of -the actors' relative positions in the network. That is, the

opportunities and ·restrictions within a given network's structures may

define whether forces or barriers for industrial change exist.

In summary, the industrial network approach identifie,s the major forces for

change within existing networks, and analyses of network changes usually

focus on the organization .and coordination of actors, resources, and

activities to handle these changes. Complementing this perspective with an

institutional theoretical perspective helps understand some of the

boundaries within which actors in a network cognitively and socially frame

both _resource problems and routine/11-on-routine activities, as well as the

influence of such framing on "acceptable" solution search, design,

development, and change results.

The role of institutional processes in industrial cha~ge

A major research area within the institutional school is the study of (design)

processes by which change in organizational structure comes about and is

sustained over time. As mentioned earlier in this chapter it is argued that

pressures from outside and/or inside the o~ganization shape the structure of

the organization through a process of institutionalization. Organizations

are influenced by pressure from social forces in their environment.

Examples of such pressures are laws, regulations, and societal norms, as well

as the influence of internal .groups or professionals who share goals and

ways of working stemming from socialization processes which occur

external to the organization (schools and trade organizations for example).

Responding consistently to these pressures is considered to be a "process of

institutionalization" by institutionalists. This behavior can in turn lead to
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isomorphism (in form, behavior, and/or structure) with the institutional
I .' ' ,

environnlent, which will likely increase the probability of survival of the

organization or sets of organizations.

In contemporary institutional theory the institutionalization process is

treated as a variable, and its cause is separated from its major consequence

which is "[the] establishment of relative permanence [of patterns of action

and relations] of a distinctly social sort" (Zucker, 1987:444)14. The end

product (or dependent variable) is an emergent and enduring organizational

form or structure. The independent' variables are the external and internal

pressures shaping and sustaining organizational form/structure. ·The

intervening variable is the process (i.e., institutionalization) by which the

organization becomes institutionalized (i.e., establishes enduring patterns of

action and relations) to a specific structure.

In institutional theory, organ~zations are seen to "interact with elements in

their institutional environment whenever decisions must be made about

iS,sues concerning both the organization and the co~munity of which it is a

part" (Hirsch, 1975:327). Under some conditions environmental and

internal pressures lead organizations to be guided by legitimized elements

present in the society which in turn m,ay lead to institutional isomorphism

(I-iso). Institutional 'isomorphism refers to a constraining process that

forces one unit in a population to resemble other units that face the same set

of environmental conditions.· Hence, for institutional theorists I-iso is a

process of homogenization of organizational form in a given organizational

field (cf DiMaggio & Powell, 1983; Zucker, 1987).

Thus, institutional theory suggests that organizational change is a response

to external and/or internal pressures, and by adopting a certain form or by

changing its activities accordingly, the organization can enhance its chance

for survival or growth. Institutional theory posits that since organizations

sharing the same field are subject to similar pressures, then similar

organizationa} forms/structures should emerge within that field. But by

14Hughes as cited in Zucker, 1987.. The parenthetical insertions are offered by the present
author for clarification and appear nowhere in Hughes' work.
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what r:nechanisms do environmental/internal pressures bring about

institutional isomorphism (i.e., the homogenization of organizational

'forms/structures) within· a field?

In an influential article, l?iMaggio & Powell have conceptualized and

suggested an empirical definition of '-'Institutionally defined organizational

fields" (1983:148). By organizational field they mean "organizations that, in

the 'aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers,

resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other

organizations that produce similar, services or prOducts" (ibid p.148). A field

is ~mpirically defined' by measures of com1.ectedness and structural

equivalence15 among organizations and their members. Connectedness is

defined as the "existence of transactions tying organization:s to one another"

(DiMaggio & Powe~l, 1983:148) and includes both formal' contractual ties as
.. 1

well as informal organizational ties like personnel flows. Structural

equivalence Fefers to "similarity of position in a network structur~" (ibid)

( where' similar organizations have the same ties, of the same kind to the

same set of other organizations.

Clearl:y the concept of organiza~ional field is very similar to the concept of

"industrial network" in the network approach, though the latter takes the

ties, or relationships between actors as the primary unit of analysis or the

mechanism used to identify and' put boundaries to the study. In

institutional studies, the relationship is seldom the primary unit of analysis.

In fact there' need not be any direct links' between the actors at all in a field,

other thal1 indirect links to the same resource base (as in, for example,

DiMaggio, Powell and Zucker's studies) or to the sam~ symboli~ or cultural

system (for example, Myer and Rowan).

Not all orgahizat~onat fields qre necessarily institutions. Organizational

fields evolve into stable, mature patterns of interaction and relations among

organizations and their members. As fields mature, members become

accustomed to "ways of doing business," structuring relations/transactions,

15 DiMaggio (1986), among others, has used a block modelling approach to identify an
organizational field.
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dealing with the state. Institutional patterns/relations take on "taken-for

granted" assumptions and beliefs about "the way things are done." (Scott,

1987b). An organizational field becomes defined as an institution through a

process of structurati-on.l6 In institutional theory, four elements comprise

the structuration process; 1) an increase in interaction among organizatIons

in a field; 2) the emergence of defined inter-organizat~onal structures of

domination and patterns of coalition; 3) an increasing information load

with which organizations within a field must contend; 4) the d~velopment

of 11).utual awareness among participants...(of organizatio~s in a shared

field) ..;that they share a common enterprise. (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983:148).

In summary, the basis of an institutional theory view on change is that: 1) .

organizations are influenced by their institutional environment; 2) internal

and external pressures can facilitate isomorphic change amo~g

organizations within a given field; 3) such pressures result from a

structuration process that evolves among interacting organizations and

members in a given field; and 4) increasing structuration of an

organizational field will lead to isomorphism among organizations within

that field.

Institutional theory is less contingent than the network ,approach ,n1.aking

predictio:q.s abolJ.t understanding org~nizational cha~ge and change at the

organizational fie~d or network level. Where"as the network approach offers

insight as to where to look for understanding what changes are occurring, if

r they are occurring in networks, institutional theory suggests some

substantive changes that can be expected under certain circumstances.

Integrating institutional theory with the network approach can lead to

making propositions about change like the following:

1. The greater the increase of activities between actors focused around

legitimate resources and exchanges resulting from change pressures,

16 The term 'structuration' refers to the dynamic process whereby struc~res come into being and are
reproduced through time by interaction among actors (cf Giddens 1976 and 1984). Institutionalism focuses

~ on structuation as a more collective construct, while the industrial netwo~k approach attempts
deliberately to incorporate actor intentions (as Giddens attempts as well).
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the greater' the i,somorphic structuration of organIzations and the

field/network will be.

2. The greater the degree of structuration of a field or network at th'e

time of introducing pressures for a given change (e.g., new regulations

on polluting behavior) the greater the likelihood of isomorphic

responses to the pressure for change, and conversely the lesser the

degree of structuration at the time of introducing pressures for change;

the greater the ,likelihood of pluri-morphic17 responses to change

pressures.

We will examine this reasoning in our CFC cases, which interestingly

enough vary along dimensions of connectedn~ss,activity intensity, resource

co-ordination, technological path-dependencies, etc. Understanding this

variation and the change processes that emerged from the CFC ban (a

pressure in the institutional environment) is essentially attempting to come

to grips with understanding stability and change in industrial systems.

Stability and change in industrial systems

Stability, change and inertia in organizational fields

In the institutional approach cultural aspects and biases of behavior are

brought forward as the underlying rationale influencing patterns of

behavioral change. Actors, or organizations, act or respond ac~ording to

highly invisible and embedded' conventions that might be outside the

boundaries of the network. DiMaggio (1993)' argues for including attributes

and observable cognitions in the study of network change in order to be able

to observe the potential influence, of culture on constraining and shaping

behavior in networks. The restrictions that are embedded in the existing

relational and positional structures and also the decision rules and tactics

that are used by actors in the process ,of change are of particular interest in

17 "Pluri" from the Latin "pluris" a combining form meaning several or many (Websters', 1980). The term
pluri-morphic is not used in the organizational literature but is developed in this thesis to take into
account cases of non-isomorphic responses.
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identifying when actors operate under uncertainty and to analyze their

influence in shaping the outcome of such change.

In institutional studies of stability a~d change, the concept of inertia in

organizations and organizational fields is used to explain various

constraints acting upon actors and organizations (cf. DiMaggio & Powell

1991; Gresov, Haveman & Oliva 1993). Inertia is a term borrowed from

physical sciences (i.e., physics) and has been applied in social sciences by way

of metaphor, applying the idea of inertia to, describe/explain that

organizational behavior has communicative power (like most rich

metaphors). However useful it may be, the concept of inertia as applied in

the study of social systems and social change requires greater specificity if it is

to help_ us find the explanation we seek.

Inertia -in physics relates to the first of three laws of motion formulated by

the seventeenth century scientist Sir Isaac Newton. Newton's first law, the

Law of Inertia, states: "An object at rest remains at rest, or if in motion

remains in motion in a ~traight li~e and at the same speed, unless acted

upon by an unbalanced force" (Newton as cited in Brinckerhoff, Cross &

Lazarus, 1959:703). In addition to this definition Webster's (1980) offers a few

more simplified definitions of inertia: a tendency to remain in a fixed

condition without change;' a disinclination to move or act. In physics the

tendency to continue whatever motion the object possesses is a result of the

body's ma.ss18•

Put simply, inertia is a-law describing a state of any physical body in motion

or at rest. The law consists of direction and speed components. If speed is

zero (and thus direction is irrelevant), the body's inertial state -is at rest..

Achiev~ng a change in speed and/or direction is to change t~e body's inertial

state.l9

18 Mass is defined as "the property of an object by which it resists changes in its speed or direction of
motion. Inertia and the pull of gravity on an object (that is its weight) are both results of an object's mass"
(Brinckerhoff, Cross & Lazarus, 1959:703).
19 The experience of in,ertia is easily recognized in the physical world. Imagine sitting on a bus...."At the
moment the bus starts to move, you remain at rest with respect to the ground. ... Hence you seem to move
toward the back of the bus but only because the bus has started to drive out from under you. Once the bus is
moving at a steady speed you, too, travel at the same speed.....In other words you are traveling at the
same direction and ... speed as the bus. But as soon as the bus changes either the rate or ... direction of its
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The use of the ,inertia· metaphor, in social theory is both explicit and implicit.

Its implicit use is more frequent than its explicit use. Used imprecisely it

loses specificity and therefore explanatory promise. Even explicit use does

not guarantee "explanatory value if such explicitness is also imprecise.

DiMaggio & Powell (1991) explicitly but imprecisely invoke the inertia

metaphor, in reviewing, sociological ip.stitutional theory. For DiMaggio and

Powell, institutional inertia provides "constraints on organizational

rationality" -- the theoretical sources of which are described differently in old

versus new schools of institutionalism (pps. 12-14). They suggest that the

"sources of inertia," in o~d schools of institutionalism are vested intere,sts.

In ~ew schools these sources are legitimacy imperatives.

Inertia in physics is a state relative to motion or rest. Inertia "constrains" a

change in state (i.e., motion, direction or speed).

Scott's (1992) study of school reform processes offers an example of implicit

use of the in~rtia metaphor when he suggests that "forces are mobilized

calling for reform" (p. 116). It is not peculiar to Scott to characterize social

action as "force" or "movement." In an insightful e'ffort to better specify
I

inertia in social systems, Gresov, Haveman & Oliva (1993:184) specified it as

being equal to "the inverse of the instantaneous rate of change." Thus, by

way of metaphor, sqcial change is defined in relation to social inertia.

This specification of social inertia can only relate a metaphorical idea of

"moving bodies" (or systems) by definition. For if inertia is defined as the

inverse of the instantaneous rate of change, and the "body/system" is at rest,

the instantaneous rate of change equals 0 and inertia is undefined (1 over 0

is an undefined quantity). Additionally, and equally important, if the

"body/ system" is in metaphorical motion then the natural tendency to

continue in, a given direction exists "unless affected by some outside force"

acco:r;ding to such imprecise applications of the 'inertia metaphor. Why

focus on this imprecision? Because the metaphor has a tendency not to

motion, you immediately become aware of that change. If the bus [turns] to the left, you seem to move to
the right - because you maintain the same direction you had before. If the bus slows..., you feel yourself
traveling toward the front of the bus - because you tend to keep the same speed you had before."
(Brinckerhoff, Cross & Lazarus, 1959:126).
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function in some relatively common instances of change without more

precise specification.

For example, just' 'how institutional "social inertia" acts as a source of

"constraints on rationality" and how such constraints on rationality are

related to organizational change is not explicitly clear -- unless one equates

organizational chc:'nge with rational and resistance to it as irrational.

Explicitly it" loses .explanatory power via an imprecise use of the inertia

metaphor.

Another example is that in physical bodies, a change in 'inertial state simply

cannot result from inter,nal changes, whereas in social systems change can

come from within, endogenously, in addition to'changes initiated from the

outside, exogenously.

Yet another example is that of "sn1all social" systems. What of a small firm

that IIfails to change and keep pace with the times"? That is, one that fails to

change with market /institutional dynamics? Instances of small firms

driven by "a strong proprietor" who is less responsive to market dynamics'

a~d subsequently fails are not uncommon. And conversely" the ability of
~'-

many "larger systems" or firms to change/adapt to the same

market/el1vironmental pressures is also relatively common. But the

applicatio~ of the inertia metaphor as applied by Scott and others to social

systems would assume that larger firms (which have greater "mass") would

require larger forces for change than smaller firms, and indeed, smaller

firms would always change before larger ones in response to the same

pressures.

We suggest the combining .institutional theory with the industrial network

approach can better specify social inertia and thus lead to making more

robust propositions about social change. The use of 'the inertia is purely

metaphorical 'and should not be confused'with the strict laws of physics, but

we still think i~ could be illustrative using the concepts from physics as a

simile.

For example we equate:
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a) degree of structuration and loose/tight coupling of social systems to

that of "density of mass" in p~ysics, and secondly

b) degree of path:'dependency to that of direction and "internal force"

(like that of the driving wheels of a vehicle) to that of velocity in

physics, and thirdly

c) the general process of increasing or decreasing

structuration/coupling and path-dependency in a social system to that

of motion (or rest) in physics.

These further specifications could then lead to consistent rather than

inconsistent explal1ations of small and large social system behavior. For

example, if our small firm is tightly coupled and the degree of structuration

in its local network is high (small but dense "social mass") and its path-

dependencies (technological and knowledge) are also relatively high

(driving force in a given direction), then it is consistent with physical inertia

laws to suggest that this small firm will require considerable force to change.

We wish to point out, that underlying frequent characterizations of "social

inertia" is a physical metaphor in which so'cial entities are c4aracterized as

bodies in motion. Precision in understanding social change (i.e., theoretical

precision) benefits from being explicit and clear about the assumptions

implicit 'in the metaphors used in explanation.

For bodies in motion momentum is a force resulting from the product of

the mass of the body times its velocity20 (Mm=Mass x Velocity). For

example, if two vehicles, a large bus and a small car, travel side by side at a

constant speed on a ,straight road they will have the same velocity. But if

they keep the same speed when rounding a corner (encounter a similar

pressure for change), it requires greater force to change the direction of the

bus due to its greater mass ,and therefore greater momentum to continue in

a forward direction 'compared to the smaller vehicle. The greater the

momentum the more difficult to change di~ection (inertial state), for

20 Velocity is "the time rate at which dIstance is being traversed in a particular direction" (ibid:709).
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moving objects which is translated metaphorically and imprecisely to IIsocial

movernent."

We must be more explicit if we are to incorporate resistance to change as

part of our metaphorical reasoning. We propose to do so. For the concept of

inertia, if better specified, holds promise as a powerful explanatory and

commtlnicative device in understanding change in social systems.

In the analysis of .CFC cases we use the inertia metaphor and further attempt

to specify social. properties and their relations/influence on stability

(remaining at rest or res~sting change in IImotion") versus change and its

direction. To accomplish this, we lIl:ust also review some .additional concepts

of social institutional theory relating to processes that impact the

inforniqtional search and processing activities of actors iri organizational

fields.

Isomorphic processes in industrial' systems

The. institutional spheres of an organization act as arenas where rules or

norms are created, II ••••• ••meaningful action occurs, power relations are

formed and concrete forms of social organization are set in place" (Fligstein,

1991:312) that constrain and shape actors' behavior. The actors are

embedded in a network of dependency relationships with other actors that

will affect the material resources and social relations any given actor has to

its relevant environment. Where there a set of rules exists, established and

tightly structured relationships, and a clear division of labor, fundamental

change is less likely to occur. the ability to set rules or start a change process

is a tesult of power positions within a network. Such positions cart be held

by a single actor as well as by sets of organizations. Inertia is the result of

stable interests of central or powerful actors in the network to maintain at

hand some distribution of power and resources in the industrial system.

The state may play an important role in maintaining stability or instigating

change in" an organizational field by, for example, def~ning the rules for

environmental conduct.

Recall that the institutional as well as the network approaches in

organizational studies examine restraining processes in organizational
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action. The institutionalization is the process that constrains the perceived

options for organizational change. Through a particular change process, the

structure and behavior of organizations becomes institutionalized through

pressures toward isomQrphic responses, solutions, and organizational

-structural adaptations" The constraining process of isomorph.isnl is one "...

that forces one unit in a population to resemble other units that face the

same set of environmental conditions." (DiMaggio & /Powell, 1983:149).

Isomorphic indicators as described by DiMaggio and Powell are q.ecreases in

variation and diversity of forms of organization. Such resemblance is

evident in organizational form but can also be observed in organizational

behavior.

Thus, for DiMaggio & Po:well, institutionalization is defined as isomorphic

change. Isomorphic change is, a process that constrains. the perceive<:i

options open to organizations for organizational change21 in a given field.22

Structuration is the process by which options becom.e constrained (as

perceived by organizational members). In their view organizations must

take intp account ,other organizations since' they each compete not only for

, resources and customers, but for political power and institutional legitimacy.

They identify three mechanisms of isomorphic change: 1)

'Mimetic/imitative; 2) Cgercive; an.d 3). Normative.

Mimetic/imitative isomorphism refers to organizations adopting

(perceived) successful elements (e.g., structures, responses, technologies, etc.)

utilized by others when uncertainty exists about the outcome of an activity

or a behavior. Organizations mimic, or imitate, other similar organizations

that they perceive to be more legitimate or successful. The similarity can

make it easier for firms to transact with other organizations. Especially in

uncertain situations, such as poorly understood technologies, 'uncertainty of

the relationship between the means, the ends, and the ambiguity of

organizational goals. The greater th~ uncertainty the more likely

organizations are to model themselves on other organizations that are

21 Change refers to change in organizational structure, culture, and goals, programs, or missio~.
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perceiv~d 'to be ~uccessfu1. Imitation can be expected to be prevalent in

industrial ne~orks since "... actors are aware that particular actors' changes

also create changes, for the others. Therefore, the actors watch each other/

closely ..." (HAkansson & Johanson, 1988). Thus, mimetic behavior tends to

create homogeneity in organizational solutions to' specific problems.

Coercive pressures stem from the legal, political, cultural, :and

organizational environments on which an organization is dependent. Such

pressures can be felt as force, as persuasion, 0r as invitations to join in

collaboration. Organizf;ltional structures and activities in a certain

organizational field become increasingly similar as"they reflect the rules

institutionalized and legitimized by and within that field. As nation-states

expand their domain, for example, organizational structure increasingly

reflects the rules institutionalized and legiti~ized by and. within the state.

The theory predicts that the. greater the dependence of one organization on

another, the greater are the similarities in their organizational structure,

climate, and behaVioral, focus. It also predicts that the greater :the degree of

centralization of resource supply for a given organization, the greater will be

the preSStlres on that org~nization to adopt forms/structures similar to the

organization upon w,hich it depends.

The third and last source of isomorphic organizational change is

Normative. According .to DiMaggio & Powell (1983), nor~ative' pressures

primarily stem from professionalization of occupations. The major

normative influences come from the legitimacy and homogeneity that

formal education brings about, and from profe~sional networks that span

and influence organizatiol1al decision-making. Institutions like universities

are important centers for the development of organizational norms among

professional managers. Professional education often brings with it a

socialization process that instills common expectations (i.e., norms)

regarding personal behavior, values, and group interactions and interests.

Additionally, educational and professional institutions also develop shared

22 ":The theory...addresses not the psychological states of actors but the structural determinants
of the range of choices that actors perceive as rational or prudent." DeMaggio'& Powell, op.cit.,
footnote, page 149.
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approaches to problem framing and solving for their "members" by

standardizing decision-making models and tools. Powell & DiMaggio (1991)

hypothesized that the 'greater the reliance on academic credentials in

choosing personnel and the greater the participation of managers in

professional associations, the more likely it is that an organization will be or

become like other' organizations in the field.

DiMaggio & Powell (1983) also identify field-level predictors of the extent of

isomorphism evident in a particular field. The result of institutional

i.somorphic change is an homogenizatidn of organizational form.

Therefore, the indicators of isomorphism are a d~crease in variation and

diversity of forms of organization. The variation and diversity variables

that describe the organizational field are: similar resource dependencies

among organizations; similarity in number and type of transactions with i

agencies of the state; number of visible alternative organizational models;

the degree of structuration; the degree of uncertainty of technologies or

goals; and, the degree of professionaliz,ation in a field.

Therefore, extrapolating institutional isomorphic change theory to our focal

domain, industrial networks facing environmentalism, ~e could expect that

such networks may be highly susceptible to' isomorphisnl, gi;ren the lac;~ of

understanding of environmental impacts and their handling, as well as th.e

uncertainty involved in pursuing, sometimes conflicting short- and long

term organizational goals. The organizational i~pact on the environment

has just begun to be seriously observed and few organizations have the

competence and motivation to understand and handle pressures to change

towards ecologically adapted practices. Thus, there tends to be great

uncertainty regarding what solutions to adopt when faced with

environmental problems. Firms may be motivated to merely wait and -see

until ma~ket pressures and/or leg~slation force them to either b.egin to /

cooperate toward more apt solutions or imitate those firms that do.

Even though individ·ual firms do not directly participate in development

towards sustainable practices, those who imitate environmental solutions in

industrial networks still indirectly contribute to the environmental
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compliance. Their imitation could contribute to legitimizing one solution

instead of attempting to develop better solutions' that are ·relative. Thus,
./ .

isomorphic pressures could influence the whole industrial network to adopt

a homogeneous solut~on both through firms that cooperate to develop

environmental solutions and through following imitators. In this way,

environmental compliance could follow patterns of institutionalization

throughout the network.

Stability, inertia and change in industrial networks

The development of exchange relationships~ routines and activities will

over tim~ create stability in the network structure. A basic assumption in

the industriall}etwork approach is that stability is both a restriction to and a

prerequisite of change. The process of developing relationships takes time

and adjustments, which creates natural adherence in established routines.

~hanges occur within established relationships through adaptation and

problem-solving processes. The property or tendency of a system to remain

stable and to resist change has been called inertia as discussed above.

Institutionalized exchange relatiol1ships will either constrain or facilitate

changes in response to changes in the environment.

In the organizational design literature there is ,general agreement that

resistance to change is inherent in the organizational structure. Existing

internal organizational' arrangements such as goals, authority structure, core

technology, and marketing strategy, create and maintain stability as well as

influence the direction of change (Hannan & Freeman, 1989). Internal

factors are', believed to inhibit rather than stimulate change, while forces

promoting c~ange are usually attributed to external pressures such as

evolving ·technologies and governmental regulations. As for the direction

of change (the organizational response) it is argued to be influenced by the,

relation between .perceived level of external pressures and organizational

design that "filter" the response in different directions and to varying

degrees. Thus, change is then viewed as a competitive response with respect

to competitive pressures.
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In: addition to internal ~esign, organizational theorists also' bring up other

fact~rs potentially contributing to inertia. For example, existing

investments, structural conlplexity and interdependence in organizations'

internal activity systems, organizational size and age, standardization of.

tasks and activities, and prior success of change activities, are mentioned.

Also, organizational goals have been found to be quite stable over time.

March and Simon attributed the sources of goal stability to be sunk cost and

assets in capital and know-how, as well as the routinization of

organizational activities time (Simon 1976; March & Simon, 1958). The

majority of the organizationa~.literature use inertia to' describe or explain

unsuccessful attempts to change organizational design (usually formal

structural arrangements and management systems) in a specific

organization. This approach has emphasized the connection between

structural elements of the organization and its impact on organizational

perfQrmance, suggesting a framework for managerial act~on.

Network studies have displayed interdependencies and inertia in the

technological as ·w·ell as the relational (social) systems. Change and inertia

are co-existent and integral parts of network structures and pr<;>cesses.

Stability in some dimensions is regarded as a prerequisite to change while

change is sometimes necessary to preserve stability in other dimensions

(Gadde & Hakansson, 1992). It is argued that we need to understand not

only the forces for change but also the forces restricting change. Change and

stability are created by actors with different perceptions of how a, potential

change might influence their activities and their position in the network,

while they may react differently to pressures to change. But the majority of

network researchers do not study perceptions but mainly actions of the

actors and change in their resources. For exan1ple, as described by Hertz

(1992): change in the network ..."develops mainly through mobilization and

coordination of activities and ~esources".

Empirical studies of technological change have revealed that dev~loprrients

take place through interaction within established relationships; that

innovation results from the process of problem definition and search for

solutions in local settings; and finally that technological change is
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evolutionary with accumulation of technical knowledge over time

(Lundgren, 1991).

Radical change is rare but small changes and adjustments, incremental

innovation, cont~nuously take place in o.ngoing processes in 'industrial

relations. Ac~ors build relationships over time with integration and

standardization of their technological systems that will create technological.

lock-ins and path-dependent processes. Products, production systems, and

administrative routines are coordinated and adapted to each other that will

create stability and restrict possible paths of change for the individual firms

in the network.

Social relationships between firms partly built on trust and loyalty, ,is

another source of stability in the industrial system. Krackhardt (1992) argues

that trust in strong long-lasting relationships is a major resource required to

bring about major change in social networks. The exis~ence of a network

structure ... "is in many ways a serious limitation of the space of action of

the firm". (Hakansson & Johanson, 1988:375). Also, the incentives to

coordinate activitie~ and resources to manage change might differ within

the industrial network.

Inertia or adherence to network positions and routines is often the result of
( .'~

stable interests of central or powerful actors in the network. With the

existence of' strong relational bonds, highly interdependent technological

systems, and actors with an interest in ma~ntainiI(l.g the status quo in terms

of power positions and activity patterns, inertia will put' serious limits to the

willingness and ability to engage in re-design of the system. Thus, studies of

industrial networks suggest that stability exists in ~xchange relationships

between ?rganizations., Le., in the network structure" in the technological

system, and finally in the pattern of change, Le., process stability.

The industrial network approach sees the l1.etwork of actors, resources, and,

activities as embedded in a) larger context of social, economic, and

technological systems. However, explicit studies of behavioral response

patterns of change that are reflected in society at large or outside the direct

exchange· relationships of the industrial actors are less frequently seen. For
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example, some of those behavioral aspects of change have a bearing on the

cultural contexts of organizations. In the network literature these are

sometimes referred to as the network "logic", "rules", or "norms", but are

seldom highlighted or regarded as problematic. The key emphasis is on

understanding the actors' activities and possession of resources within the

framework of their exchange relationships without any values attached to

the behavioral patterns that could be observed.

Thus, how /change processes influence the resulting patterns of behavior in

network structures is related to the actors' abilities to adapt and adjust

resources and activities relative to each other, and to other ties to the

economic and teehnological systems of which they are a part. Influence on

the adaptation processes is governed through exchange relationships, and

may result, in new ways of organizing resources and activities as well as

shapin.g existing or emergent network structures.

Change and structuration in industrial networks

In order to understand change, the network approach emphasizes the

importance of a dynamic perspective where industrial change is described as

an on-going development process involving several interd~pendent actors,

activities and resources. Interdependencies occur ~s a result of delimitations

of the industrial system where a set of actors and resources are identified.

When strong interdependent relationships exist between a set of actors"

there is usually a need fpr coordination between them. The coordinati9n

between individual actors therefore influences the coordination of the

system, through network processes (Easton, 1992). The coordination

processes are of a continuing character, where actors, activities, and

resources constantly change, modify, enter, or exit the network.

Hakansson (1992) distinguishes two basic, though interdependent, n~twork

processes: 1) 'combining resources and activities, and 2) of actors trying to

control the activities and resources. He identifies two main ways of

combining resources and activities -- structuring and heterogenizing. If the

change process is charact~rized by elaboration of existing ways of combining

activities and resources, we have a struct:uration process. Structuration
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usually takes place within existing relationships as a result of problem

solving interaction processes between individual actors. If the tendency is to

find new ways of combining activities and resources, it is a pr.oc~ss of

heterogenizing. Heterogenizing can take place through regeneration within

established relations and/or through reorientation or mobilizing of new

relatipnships outside, but linked to, the network in focus. For the network

as a whole, the effects of the change processes can vary from revolutionary

to marginal, .though the former is very' uncommon due to inertia and other

stabilizing factors of the industrial (relational system.

Hakansson likewise identifies two tendencies in the process of struggling for

control. If there is a tendency towards'concentration of control by fewer and

fewer actors, we have hierarchisation. On the other hand if the control over

a resource or activity is diminishing, we have extrication. In a chal1ge

process it is likely that investments to lllcrease control over one resource

also means ~ divestment of some other resources. The processes of

hierarchisation and extrication imply changes of relationships in terms of

the organization of resources and activities. Thus, there are effects on both

the network and on the production system level.

On an aggregate level we can identify patterns of change in a network

structure as being of two types; exit and entry patterns (Gadde & Mattsson,

1987). Over time it is possible to identify changes in a specific network

structure by analyzing the additions and exclusions of relationships that

constitute the network. ·By analyzillg the irtdividual patterns of exits and

entrances and connecting t~em to the acto:rs' changed positions in the

network, we can detect structural changes on the network level. Changes on

the production system level can be effectuated by identifying changes in "th~

type and number of resources employed as well as the activities performed

in the system.

Network processes of change may be the result of one actor's internal

motive for change' as well as stimulus to change from outside the network.

The type~ of change processes that are typically dealt with in network

analysis are those resulting from pressures or impulses for change within
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interdependencies of the actors and the 'interconnectedness on the

production level in explaining many aspects of change dynamics in

industrial systems, institutionalism places these in an even broader <;iynamic

process of the structuration of norm and meaning systems in an explicit

att~mpt to link outcomes to constraining processes. Both network and

institutionalism ultimately acknowledge that to fully tmderstand change,

and perhaps predict it, one must look. at the "actor" (Le. strategic intentions

in network 'approaches). New institutionalism doe~ so, not by making

assulJ1ptions about "the actor'" (Le., rationality vs irrationality) but rather by

looking for clues as to how actors' problem choice sets might be influenced

by institutional pressures and processes of structuration impacth1g both

what is valued (legitimized) regarding acceptable outcomes, al1d the accepted

means for achieving them (norms). This helps us further specify the

"intentions" of -strategic actions that the network approach suggests as key

components to understanding change processes at the actor level.

Both approaches aiso employ tl1e concept of "movement" of social systems,

and the metaphor of inertia to explain dynamics of change in relation to

stability in social systems. In this section our attempt has been to review and

integrate the literature related to the network and institutional approaches,

in particular with ~espect to change. We 'have indicated where we sugge~t

that propositions can be derived from. these theoretical approaches, and

have set the stage for the analyses of our empirical CFC cases.
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Cllapter 4: Understanding industrial environmental change

This chapter will narrow our theoretical discussion from the previous

chapter by presenting the framework used to analyze our CRC-case. The

framework brings into focus the theoretical concepts and variables used to

analyze cha~ge processes and their outcomes in the ban on CFCs. We close

the chapter with a deseription of how the study was organized.

Analytical framework

This thesis broadly sets out to describe and understand industrial change

processes resulting from societal demands to protect the natural

environment. Focus is achieved by specifically addressing processes at the

inter-organizational and institutional level within the industrial setting

which restrain and/or ·promote change towards sustainable practices. In this

section we present our framework of theoretical constructs and variables

used in the analysis of the case of banning CFCs. The framework has its

origins in inter-organizational and institutional theory, ,and focuses on

restraining and facilitating processes and structures influencing

organizational change.

Domain of the study

Obviously in our study factors influencing change in particular directions

are bound in time and space. Our analysis of the cases are limited in time to

the years between the ratification ot" the Montreal Protocol in 1987 and the

Swedish phase-out in 1995, though earlier organizational, technological, and

institutional history relating to the case will be touched. upon. Also, the

outcomes of change issue needs to be commented on. The outcomes of the

CFC change processes in our analysis ·are by no means static and/or final.

Rather, they are. to be seen as temporary structures that feed back to existing
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institutions, technologies and organizations that will restructtlre and

influence future change in the industrial network, technologies, an.d

institutions, and so on.

The study is primarily performed in the Swedish institutional an.d

industrial context though both the Swedish CFC-regulations and industrial

networks are internationally connected which will therefore be referred to

where relevant.

~he domain of this study is illustrated in figure 4:1 below. Our point of

departure is 1) a growing societal recognition for environmental

management and protection, 2) that industrial actors and other institutions

piay important roles in facilitating and restraining change towards

\sustainable practices, and 3) environmentally sustainable practices influence

societal recognition for environmental management and protection. Social

structural elem~nts and change processes influencing progress toward

achieving environmental goals are of particular interest in the study. The

specific context is the change instigated ~y the discovery of the degrading

effect the release of CFCs has on the ozone layer.

We view the domain of the study as a problem area identified, defined and

constructed by actors in a socially structured, embedded, but not. overly

socialized (Granovetter, 1985) context. This context is represented by the

shaded area in figure 4:1 below. The context provides the media by w'hic'h

structures, intentions, and processes interact through time and space in ways

that influence (structurate) problem definitions, outcomes, and their

evaluations. The contextual media is comprised of normative influences

upon interpretations of problems, desired outcomes (intentions) and

feedback from results of previous actions taken and normative evaluations

of them. It must be stated that 'outcomes' are de'fined by tempora~ .and

spatial boundaries set by,the problem domain and its definition. The actors,

institutions, and problems making-up the domain of the study continue, of

course, to exist, be re-defined, changed, etc. in an end-less process. Similarly,
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existing relationships. A common classification of changes is that they are

continuous, referring to co-ordination of activities within \ an existing

network, and dis-contmuous, referring to changes only loosely connected to

the n~tworkunder study (Lundgren, 1992).

The .industrial :network approach does not directly deal with regulations or

other changes or pressures for change that occur outside exchange

relationships in a specific .network. We could simplify by likening the

network approac;h to understanding change to that of focusing on changes

that begin to affect relationships in a networ~. Thus, regulations or other

.external stimuli for change are elements that will tend to be incorporated by

the network approach once the process for change has started for individual

actors or whole sets· of actors in a network. The forces that actually initiate

and shape the change are not dealt with to' a great extent. The network

approach does not explicitly exclude non-economic relationships with, for

example, political decision-makers or environmental groups that are

outside the commert;ial network, but the legal or institutional environment

is implicitly treated. as part of the context and therefore only indirectly

influences the change pro~ess in the industrial network (c.£. Hakansson,

1982; Hagg & Johanson, 1985; Johanson. & Mattson, 1985).

Theoretical summary

Both the network and institutional approaches suggest that there exist

restraining and facilitating influences on organizational change. These

influ~nces originate from both structural as weil as dynamic aspects of the

industrial system, and come from internal and external sources. The

governance structure and patterns of institutional change that evolve

during the course of change have the~r own influence on, and interact in,

shaping both the process of change and its outcomes.

Organizational institutionalism goes a bit further than the network

approach in making predictions about the interaction of change process

dynamics with governance structures which we find particularly relevant to

our focal domain. As where the network approach focuses on
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the outcomes are defined more by the delimitations of the study than as

objective results or finality of industrial, adaptations to env.ironmental

problems.

Figure 4:1 Domain of the study

Recognition, structure and structuration

In this study, the reco~nition of environmental management and protection

influence are influenced by both industrial structural elements and

processes (industrial system) and the structuration of problem field

(institutional processes) represented by' arrows 1 & 2 in Figure 4:1. Note that

'solid arrows represent intentional actions and interpr~tations at a given

time, and that dashed arrows represent the reproduction of structures
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through ·time as influenced by on-going structtlral and institutional

processes that in th~ir turn are 'influenced by the outcomes of earlier

.intentional actions. These are what Giddens (1984) refers to as reproductive

circuits.l In our case the recognition of environmental management and

protection is (re)enacted, (re)defined, (re)interpreted and thus reproduced

over time in interaction with existing and changing structures, as these are

influenced by current' intentions and normative evaluation.s of outcomes of

actions taken earlier.

The context within which the problem of CFC usage is raised is part of a

general recognitioll for management and protection of the environment. In

addition to the influence from an awareDess of environmental protection in

society, industrial change towards improved environmental products and

production processes is also influenced by structural elements and practices

pertaining to a given industry and its history. By such elements an~

practices we mean the technology t~at pertains to its production system and

proc~sses, the institutional setting, and the relationships between ac~ors and

their history (arrows 1 in Figure 4.1). This thesis attempts to describe the

explanatory value of these industrial elements and- practices in regard to

understanding change processes themselves and ul~imately change towards

environmentally sustainable practices in industrial networks (arrows 4 + 6

in Figure 4:1).

Environ·mentally sustainable industrial practices.

We use environmentally sustainable practices not as a precise or measurable

tool, but in a socially defined way. Changing towards sustainable

development has ev,olved as one of government's greater challenges

(www.regeringen.se. 1999) and will therefore influence society at large 

including industry. Since the Brundtland Comm~ssion defined sustainable

1 Reproductive circuits refers to the influence of systems of interaction upon the ordering of social
relationships which tend to orient actors toward sustaining (reprod~cing)those same systems of
interaction over time.
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development in 1987 as "development that meets the needs of the present

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their' own

needs" (WCED, p.43), governmental, NGOs2, industrial, and other actors

have initiated projects, participated in conferences, and developed

organizations and institutions around sustainable development. For

example, the governmental sector in Sweden has since the UN Conference

in Rio jn 1992 worked on numerous local and national projects on

sustainability. During 1997-1998 the former Swedish Environmental

Minister Anna Lindh chaired a go'vernmental commission on "ecological

sustainability". Their work develop.ed into today's organization where

change towards sustainable development is a natural part in all area~ ,of

responsibility of the Swedish Government. Sustainable Sweden has set three

goals: 1) th.e environn1ental goal - to r.educe the impact on ,the natural

environment to what it naturally can process; 2) the resource goal - to

preserve the production capacity of our natural resource base and use a

larger share of renewable resources; 3) the usage goal - to considerably

increase efficiency and effectiveness in the use of materials and energy.

These three goals were augmented when the Swedish Parliament decided to

s/upport 15 national environmental goals on clean air, living lakes and

wetlands, limited' impact on the climatic conditions, poison-free

environment, etc., that a large number of local, regional and national public

organizations are involved ,in, to further develop and specify. The target is

to achieve the 15 goals on environmental sustainability within one

generation.

For our purposes sustainable environmental change will be used as a crude

indicator in regard to the direction and guidance of change. Can we find

articulated environmental considerations' in -industrial change processes or

not? If so, how do these influence the processes and outcomes of the

change? Can we say anything about the chosen path in terms of

2 Non Governmental Organizations
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contribution to improved environmental impact? For example, is a

particular ch"nge guided by strategies to improve environmental

perforfi1.ance of a particular firm, or network of firms? Is the outcome of the

change in accordance with goals of environmental sustainability or

environnlental improvements? Are other solutIons available that are

possibly better from an environmental impact standpoint? Examples of

environmental considerations are evaluations of environmental impact in

choice of materials and technologies, integration of en'vironmental

standards into practice, strategies of pollution prevention, or environmental

management systems in production, product, purchasing and marketing

systems, implementation and/or use of environmental performance

in.formation in guiding a change process.

The analysis of sustainable industrial change is not intended for cross

comparisons of environmental performance of specific industries or

networks but merely a tool to understand what role environmental

consid.erations play among other facilitating and restraining forces for

change in industrial networks.

Framing and solving environmental problems in industry

The structuration of the problem field (e.g., -the 'iso/pluri-morphism' of the

problem definitions, solutions and outcomes) influences and is influenced

by two key cont~xtual factors: 1) existing ~ndustrial structural elenlents and

processes, (e..g., institutional, technological and inter-organizational

relationships and history) that either enhance existing structures and

relations or put strains on them (arrows 3 in Figure 4:1). 2) Intentions and

interpretations of the 'recognition of environmental management and

protection' in the general social context (arrows 2 in Figure 4:1).

Interlocking technologic'll systems influence and are influel1ced by problem

definitions (arrows 3 in Figure 4.1) and outcomes (arrows 4 in Figure 4.1) by

virtue of 1) organizational, production, and competence/knowledge

resources already existing 'in the actors' contexts, as well as 2) the relative
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discontinuio/ required to implement new technological solutions. For

example, the early e;rn.ergence and <;ommitment by a powerful actor to avoid

particular technological solutions that are disruptive to the actor's own

technological systems may greatly influence the process of problem

definition and steer normative discussions away from other (feasible)

alternatiye solutions.

At an inter-organizational level of analysis, established relationships

between actors, based on complementary knowledge, similar perceptions,

needs, and wants, will work to frame a given problem, develop pat~s to

solve it, and evaluate its outcomes. At an -industry level, change towards

environmentally sustainable industrY"is also' influenced by formal and

infotmal institutional elements, su~h as regulations, environmental

standards,. and societal norms, as well as by institutional process~s (arrows 5,

6 + 7 in Figure 4:1) in the industry that take place during the events of

change. For example, the organization and coordination of activities by

industry as~ociations in the development of industrial environmental

standards may be highly influential in problem-framing (arrows 3 in Figure

4:1), J)roblem solution identification (arrows 5 in Figure 4.1) and outcome

evaluations (arrows 4 + 6 in Figure 4.1). Also, new technological or social

solutions may influence the way we think about ~nvironmental problems 

or may enhance the detection or recognition of an environmental problem

(arrows 7 in the figure).

Althou·gh industrial patterns of change can be detected that will conform to

the patterns outlined in figure 4:1, it is not a causal diagram. Rather it is.' .
intended to be used as a framework to visualize the m'ost important

theoretical concepts in this thesis and part of the interactive dynamic that

could be prevalent in environmental change processes.
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'Processes and elements of change in firms, networks and institutions 

levels of analysis

Our cases examine the influences the above mentioned structural elements

and change processes have on the patterns and outcome~ of environmental

change in, industry at multiple levels of analysis. The levels .are: 1)

industrial relational network, 2) product and productions systems and, 3)

institutional system. As suggested by Mattsson (1997)., by adapting a not

overly socialized, but socially embedded perspective pn change, we are better

able to focus on the links between the micro- meso- and macro-levels of

analysis. That is, we believe in embeddedness at the micro-level (e.g. the

individual dyad) and the meso-level (e.g., the focal net). However we

reframe our perspective of these levels so~ewhat from that of Mattsson.

Our ftamework considers the micro-level to be the individual firm, the

meso...,level to be inter-firm relations, and the macro-level to be institutional.

The elements at each level that we examine in ou~ cases are presented in

Figure 4:2, thougl1 the analyses are' not formally organized around these

elements.
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Macro Institutional Level

Industry history (age, traditions, norms, etc.)

Governn1ental Actions/Rules/Regulations

Industrial Organizations/Professional Associations (and their

involvement in change)

Meso Inter-firm (focal ip.dustrial net) Level

Supplier /buyer relations

Co-operative alliances
\

Technolo,gical path dependenc~esbetween firms

Micro Individual-firm Level

Participation in problem defining/solving

activity

Adoption of solutions

Figure 4:2 Conceptual Levels of Analysis

Adopting a multi-level approach to the study domain (Figure 4:1), sets the

·framework for examining how industrial structural elements (mainly

macro and meso-level variables) influence the "structuring" of problem

identification and definjtion, which influence commitment toward patterns

of solutions, which guide the change processes and ultimately become

defined as outcomes in, the study.
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Our case analyses examine the interaction of structural elements and

processes and the forces leading toward homogeneity or heterogeneity of
1, "

problem definitions and outcomes.

Since the thesis is limited to the study of one particular compound, CFCs,

and industrial activities in relation to the ban of this chemical, the time

frame is described in a somewhat arbitrary way to take into consideration the

differing c0ntexts influencing each application of CFCs.

Institutional/industry history regarding how long the CFCs have been us~d

in each production system as well as in the'time frame given to phase out

the use of the chemical are decisive in setting the time frame in the

description and analysis of each industrial application of CFCs. In general

the descriptions will be in chronological order, though many activities and

events overlap and interact with each other. We fully understand and

acknowledge that we can only capture part of the con1plexity and dyna~ic

involved in the change processes under study and the events may appear

simpler than in reality. In the analysis the time frame is even more blurred

since we sometimes concentrate on phenomena pertaining to multiple time

. periods. To simplify, we use "phases" to focus attention on dynamic aspects

of the change processes.

The industrial system - a network of relational couplings and te~hnological

interdependencies

The analysis of the case of CFCs is framed in the conte'xt'of industrial

organization and change. The organizational and technological resources

employed and'the functions and activities performed by a firm are seen as

interdependent with other firms who are part of the same industrial system.

The exchange relationships between the industrial actors govern the

production system which, in turn, is formed by production and marketing

activities that employ, transform and ,develop resources, which in turn
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influence the connectiolj'ls and exchanges between the actors in the network

(see Figure 4:3)~

When studying change in industrial networks w,e look at changes in the

exchange relationships among actors, changes in activities performed, as

well as at changes in the resources used or employed in production.

Separating the exchange activities performed by the actors from production

resoUrces and processes will give us, greater ,precision in the analysis of the

forces at play. Industrial actors are usually tied to several production

systems as well as to different networks of actors which often creates

. tensions in on-going change process. Also, specific resources in a production

system could be used ~n multiple ways and span many actors that do not

necessarily have exchange relationships with each other. For example, the

production system involved in the manufacturing and marketing of CFCs

spans many industrial networks of exchange relationships, which in turn, in

their specific deployment of the CFCs, are tied to several other production

systems with different logics and actors. The network qp.proach is therefore

quite ·useful in helping to distinguish betwee!1- tensions and forces

pertaining to the resources employed in the production system -(for CFCs in

our cases) and the exchange activities connected to the actors Involved in

efforts to phase-out CFCs, and the inter-relationship between them.

In line with Johanson & Mattsson's nlodel (1~92) of an industrial system the

distinction and link~ between interdependent. ubuilding blocks" of the

industrial syst~m can be illustrated as in figure 4:3 1;Jelow.
I
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~Figure 4:3: Interdependencies in the industrial system (source: Johanson &

Mattsson, 1992:209)

This distinction between exchange activities performed by the actors and

production resources and processes of the production system is useful, and

in our analysis we set the industrial system in a broader institutional

context. After arguing for the importance of understanding the institutional

contextual influences in industrial systems, we refine the distin<;:tion

between /social and production systems, informed !?y our institutional

context, and operationalized by relative degrees of "couplings" among actors

and degrees of technological interdependencies among their production

systems. We further operationalize this perspective by focusing on

couplings and interdependencies relating to the product (CFCs) and
...1<

production ,technologies of the users of CFCs. Examining the relative

stability of these technological interdependencies and social couplings in

relation to forces, for change win help us to get a better understanding of the

logic' behind change patterns' - Qr how logic develops in the' course of change.

Industrial systems in institutional context

In addition to interdependencies among actors and resources, the industrial

system also includes institutions and institutional rules that frame,

influence, and support the system. The industrial system can be placed in an
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institutional context, or setting, as in figure 4:4 below. Johanson & Mattsson

defines the institutional setting as the "social, cultural legal, political and

economic conditions ,for industrial systems influencing actors' values and

"world views'"I, (1991:266).

Figure 4:4. The industrial system embedded in an institutional context.

Adapted from Johanson & Mattson, 1991.

The institutional contex~ is as much a part of the interdependencies in the

industrial system as the technology used. It is important to consciously

account for the roles and influences of institutional contexts in industrial

systems when analyzing industrial change. In the case of CFCs, institutions

played an important role both with respect to inducing change via the

implementation of regulations (rules) regarding the usage of CFCs, and in

the means by which these rules were operationalized and interpreted by

industry institutions, such as trade associat~ons, and large, tightly coupled

users of CFC products. ,
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The industrial system consists of a fabric of interdependencies between

actors and resources. Change can, therefore theoretically be influenced by' the

degree or strength of these interdependencies. But there als9 exist less

visible elements, for example norms and beliefs, that arise from such

interdependencies and play an important role in the direction and outcome

of change processes. In the network approach the intentions, strategies and

views of the actors are often mentioned, to take accqunt of the interaction

and action that takes place in networks. These variables (actor intentions,

strategies and views) are of cours~ subjective and usually "measured"

indirectly by analyzing the interdependencies in the network structure, or by

studying the behaviors of the actors, or by taking at face value what actors

relate to the researcher as motivations for their behavior. We consider these

to also be a part of an institutional context as supported by Weick'.s (1979)

notion of laymen "network theories"'. Thus, we suggest that the

institutional context is both social-organizational (consisting of trade

associations, government organizations, historic(:ll relationships, etc.) and

socio-cognitive consisting of rules, norms, routines, beliefs, lay'theories, etc.

These institutional elements and processes are difficult to analytically

handle in a straightforward' way. Following Weick (1976, 1982) we suggest

that looking at the degree of relational couplings in comparison to

production interdependencies will help us understand and describe change

in industrial systems. Degrees of relational couplings v~ewed in the context

of and in relation to production system interdependencies offer an

operational characterization· of the industrial system context.

Industrial system interdependencies - Relational couplings and production

·syst~m interdependence

As noted in Chapter 3 loose coupling is evident when elements (e.g.

individuals, sub-units, institutions) affect each other suddenly (rather than

continuously), occasionally (rather than constantly), negligibly (rather than
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significantly), indirectly (rather than directly), and eventually (rather than

immediately) (Weick, 1982). The network approach suggests that production

system interdependencies significantly influence relations between

organizations in a given network (via degrees of technological lock-ins and

path dependencies, for example). By corrLb~ning these operational

definitions of IOQse/tight couplings with characteristics of production system

interdependencies we operationalize a framework for characterizing

industrial system interdependencies used to I analyze our cases, and present

it in Figure 4:5.

In each cell in' the matrix presented in Fi~ure 4:5 there are four

operatiol1:alizations of the industrial system interdependencies. The top two

points in each cell describe production system interdependencies and the

lower two points in each cell describe relational couplings. The top row of

the matrix presents operational descriptions of high, and the bottom row

loW, degrees of production system interdependence. The left column of the

matrix presents operational descriptions of loose" and the 'right column

tight, relational coupliJ;lgs. Diagonal ,",cells thus present high-Ioose/low-tight

& low-Ioose/high-tight operational descriptions of production system

interdependencies and relational couplings.
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Production System
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~

Low

~~ High degree of integration of ~~High degree of integration of
production system & products production system & products

~~ Relatively high degrees of ~~ Relatively high degrees·of
technical co-ordination technical co-ordination

~ Fewer standardized routines and ~ t} Many standardized routines
,activities ~ong actors and activities among actors

t} Links between a¢tors tend to,be ~ t} Links between actors tend to
around teci:mical co-ordination be around technical co-
issues, are more sporadic than ordination issues and to be
continuous, 'and indirect. continuous and direct

~ Low degre~ of integration of ~ Low degree of integration of
production system& products production system& products
themselves themselves

~ Technical change requires little ~ Tecnical change requires little·
co-ord~atiqnamong actors co-ordination among actors

t} Very few/no standardized ~ ~ Few standardized routines
routines and activities among and activities among actors
actors ~ ~ Links are continuous and

~ Links tend to be sporadic and direct
often indirect

()

Loose Tight
Relational Couplings

~

Fjgure 4:5 Industrial System Interdependencies

A tightly coupled industrial network is characterized by a strong, stable

connectivity Wi-tIl many standardized routines and activities between few

actQrs, usually. Change may be quick and forceful if induced by the actors in

the network since the adaptability and coordination between the actors

already in the network is facilitated by the existing links. But. change might

also be difficult in situations where all actors have to change simultaneously

or it might be resisted if it threatens existing relationships or technologies.

A tightly coupled net"Vork may.also be "insulated" from external pressures

to ch~nge if the control is centralized and there are few links or possibilities

to adapt to variations in local demand.
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A loosely coupled network is characterized by numerous actors with few

connections that are, less restrained and interdependent to that of a tightly

coupled system (Andersson, 1996). A loosely coupled network -is more open

and flexible to change in that it has many links to "external" actors. But

change might be difficult if a system-wide change is required rather than a

local adaptation or change. Since few routines and standardized activities

exist between the actors in a loosely coupled system, a coordinated change

will take longer time or require the system to change towards more tight

couplings. If the production system is highly interdependent, the loosely

coupled system may increase its capability for to system-wide 'changes - for

example regarding production technology shifts.

The concepts of tight/loose couplings and productions system

interdependencies will be used in our description and analysis of the three

different applications of CFCs. Each ,CFC application will be analyzed with

regard to stability and change over time in actor relations,,, technological

interdependencies, and interactions with institutional contexts. We will

look at different patterns of change with regard to changes in tigh~ess and

the deg.ree of lock-in in the relational and production systems..

Institutional organizational theory is also used in our analyses to support

the influences of norms and beliefs in change processes. This thesis suggests

when and where' we should expect to find strong/weaker influences of

norms and beliefs (socio-cognitive institutional influences) in change

processes and relates them to outcomes observed. In particular, we adopt

and modify the metaphor of social "inertia" in influencing the forces,

direction and outcomes. of the change processes. In general, it is proposed

that the greater the social inertia the more difficult it is to change industrial

logics of how production and market systems "work." Social inertia is

studied and analyzed at both the meso-industrial network level (inter-firm

relations and production system interdependencies) and at th'e macro

institutional level (rules, problem definitions, and their normative
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interpretation, for example). We will attempt to describe i~stitutional

(macro) forces working on the actor (micro) level, such as the pressures

toward adopting solutions in ~ specific industrial network which lead to

either isomorphic (homogeneous) or plurimorphic (heterogeneous)

outcomes.

Based on the earlier theoretical discussions we anticipate that social inertia

exists with regard to accumulated adjustments and interconnections in the

~echnological system. The more complex and interrelated the tec.hnology,

the greater the social inertia to hold to existing practices is likely to be, and

therefore the greater the difficulty in changing firms' behavior in the system.

We also expect and examine how social inertia in the relational system

influences change patterns. The number and stability of relationships in a

network/field will influence the direction of change as well as tIle relative

closeness of relationships. We anticipate and examine the extent to which

networks -with few, stable and close relationships (tight couplings) have a

greater degree of social inertia, and thus, are expected to be more resistant to

change than a network with loose couplings.

We argue that institutionalization processes,. or processes of organizational

patterning and conforming to their social environment are important in
"-

order to understand the direction and patterning of ecological industrial

change processes. For example, formation of norms in society at large

towards "zero-emissions" will likely influence a firm's choice towards or

away from emission-free technologies or activities. These normative

pressures will be reflected in the .production system and influence network

relations, for example in terms of common technological development

efforts, or in changes in positions of network actors resulting from

compliance with or neglect of such norms.

We also believe recognizing isomQrphic pressures (homogenization in the

field) are important for our undetstanding of the direction of industrial

change processes towards sustainability. For example, the environmenfal
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management system ISO 14001 has rapidly diffused and evolved as a strong

norm in Swedish industry. 60% (Belz, 1997) of all large Swedish firms have

adopted the stand~rd which will likely influence the direction of sustainable

ecological change in industry as the licensing process continues to diffuse in

the industrial network.

Isomorphic pressures are of three main types, mimetic/imitative, coercive,

and normative (as present~d in the previous chapter). Mimetic/imitative

isomorphism refers to organizations adopting, or mimicking, practices,

technologies, structures, etc., used by other organizations when uncertainty

exists about the outcome of an activity or a behavior. Coercive pressures

stem from an organization's legal, political, cultural, professional,

educational, and occupational environment. Such pressures can be felt as

force, as persuasion, or as invitations to join in collaboration.

Another important process we will examine in our cases is that of

structuration. Structuration is an important concept in our model to

understand the direction of the change ,process towards environmentally

more apt industrial systems as outlined in figure 4:1. As described in

Chapter 3, in the network approach structuration describes the process of

elaboration of existil1g activities and resources, usually within established

exchange relationships, to create change. Structuration. is contrasted. by, but

does not exclude, heterogenisizing where change processes are characterized

by new ways of ·coITlbining (new or existing) resources and activities, often

involving change in network relationships as part of the process or as a

result (Hakansson, 1992).
\

In the institutional approach structuration is a process by which options

become constrained and systems of interaction reproduce themselves. The

I guides for structuration lie in the actors' perceptions ?f what options are

viable taking into account other organizations competing for resources,

customers, political power and institutional legitimacy, etc, Four

indicators/forces of structuratiop. were presented in Chapter 3: 1) an increase
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in interaction of organizations in a -field; 2) the emergence of defined inter

organizational structures of domination and· patterns of coalition; 3) an

increasing information 'load with which organizations within a field 'must

contend; 4) the development of mutual awareness among participants.

These indicators are compared descriptively (if not measured empirically)

across each of our cases in relation to their different outcomes.

In the analysis of structuration, the institutional approach places focus on

the relationships and perceptions of actors, while the network approach

primarily focuses on the more tangible activities and resources that are

elaborated during change processes'in a network of exchange relationships.

The institutional approach also focuses less on the exchange relationships

between all actors in a field and is more interested in the structuration' of the

relationships between organizations that compete .for the same customers or

input resources. We think it is fruitful to combine these network and

institutional approaches in looking at structuration, processes, though we

focus a bit' more on the institutional approach. The network approach

allows a broader set of, actors to be included, which might be crucial, in the

study of ecological change processes. The activities and resources employed

are used as a selection variable for choosing actors for study. But it is the

~p.stitutionalapproach that brings our attention to the influence of "outside"

actors, institutions, norms, and cultures which might influence a given.

change process. These are influences that a given actor in a focal net (as

selected by the network approach) may not have direct ties to, but

nevertheless are important in the creating <;>r'defining of norms and beliefs

inherent in an institutional context that influence paths of industrial

ecological change.
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From analytical framework to empirical observations

In this .chap·ter we have re-captured and further defined the main variables

that were discussed in chapter 3 and that we will use in the analysis of the

CFC-case. The following chapter will broadly describe three different

industrial proce~ses of change resulting from the regulation of CFC. In

chapter 6 an analysis of the case will follow, which ties ou,! framework to the

case and our main purpose to "understand .... change processes Involved in

solving ..... ecological .problems... at multiple levels .... within.. industrial

settings.
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Part III CHANGE PROCESSES TOWARDS

ENVIRONMENTALLY SUSTAINABLE SYSTEMS

Chapter 5. The case of replacing Chloroflourocarbons 
achieving change and preserving stability

This chapter presents the case of the regulation of Chloroflourocarbons.. W e

begin by presenting a brief, general background to the underlying

environmental problem raised by CFCs and the political processes leading

up to their international and national regulation. The "case" itself is

comprised of three different applications of CFCs. We present these three

applications describing each in terms of industry response to the regulations

involved and the change processes leading to a total phasing out of CFCs.

B.ackground

In 1988 the Swedish Parliament ~oted in favor of a proposition for the

phasing out of 'the use 'of CFCs in all product and production applications

before 1995. The. 1988 Swedish regulations followed on from regulations

adopted in Sweden in 1979, banning the use of CFCs as a propellant in

aerosol packa~ing, and an international agreement negotiated in 1987 by

UNEP, the United Nations Environmental Program. The 1987 UNEP

agreement cap:ped CFC consumption at 1986 levels and outlined a decrease

by 50% of those levels by 1999. These regulations· and the UNEP agreement

followed the discovery of the role of CFCs in eroding the ozone layer.

As an important instance of an attempt to solve a serious environmental

threat, we chose to study the change processes of three industrial networks

involved in replacing CFCs in their products and in their production system.

The CFC case presents and describes some of the key actors involved in

finding alternatives to CFCs in three different in~ustrial applications. The·

applications include the use of CFCs: as a refrigerant and as a blowing agent

-in household refrigerators; a blowing- age~t in flexible foams used in
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furniture and automobiles; and as a cleansing agent for electronic products.

The actors are from the chemical industry, major appliances industries,

flexible foam manufacturers, electronics industry, as well as governmental

bodies an.d non-governmental organizations, NGOs, (e.g., The Swedish

Fe,deration of Industries).

Protection of the natural environment

The problem as to how to deal with env-ironmental pollution has

increasingly come into focus for th.e general public, industrial managers, and

policy-makers. Reports on oil spills, seal deaths" freshwater poisoning,

re~uction 6f natural resources, emission of harmful gasses, discharge ·of

he~vy metals and harmful chemicals into rivers, lakes, and seas, are seen

with increasing' frequency around the world. With the increasirig burden

that expanding populations and increasing industrial activity associated with

them place on nature, and - with our growing knowledge of the many

different sources of environmental impact associated with industrial and

population growth, the pressure, on policy-makers and industries to take

responsibility for reducing or minimising environmental disturbances has

intensified.

In the area of environmental protection, many nations now take

governmental action, as well as inter-governmental action through 'UN and

other international organizations, in order to formulate and implement

national and international policies. Accordingly, many regulatory laws and

rules have emerged and evolved. Early environmental regulations often

f~cused on industries' emi~sions into the air or discharges.into water. Today

there is an increasing focus on the whole systeJ;n of pollutants and therefore

an increasing pressure on industry to take responsibility for environnlental
\

protection throughout a product's life cycle - from choice of raw materials to

a .product's final destructioy'"

These preSsures instigate new challenges and opportunities for industrial

development. As well as integrating environment awareness into everyday

business, it is also a matter of thin~ing "green" earlier in ,the strategic
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planning stage. Decisions regarding plant locations, the materials used in

product packaging, and how to re-cycle or limit waste production when the

product is disposed of, will likely increase in importance for consumers and

other stakeholders~ Since. most businesses do not have control over the
\

complete chain of activity from raw material to the use or final

consl.lmption of the product, individual actors will face new challenges of

co-ordinating and. controlling whole networks of organizations. Meeting

these challenges as well as challenges, from environmental policies

implemented by rnitional and international governmental institutions will

likely result in structural changes.

Replacement of Chloroflourocarbons in industry

Chloroflourocarbons and their related environmental problems

Chloroflourocarbons and Halons comprise a group of widely used chemicals

that, when released into the stratosphere, are today considered to be one of

. the most important causes of the ozone layer eroding. In the I stratosphere,

located 14-42 km above the earth, a layer of naturally occurring ozone made

of heavy oxygen molecules filters most of the sun's dangerous radiation

from reaching the earth.

CFCs are synthetic compounds that occur in both iiquid and gas forms. They

consist of hydrocarbons where some or all hydrogen atoms have been

artificially replaced -by chlorine and fluorine. These compounds offer some

appealing a?-vantages for use in products and production processes. For

example, they are free from coior, almost odorless, non-combustible, and

have 'a low boiling point. These characteristics explain their wide usage in

the manufacturing of everything from foam coffee cups to furniture

cushions and refrigerants.

CFCs are considered to be relatively harmless at the terrestrial level.

However, the problems caused by CFCs occur when they are relea~ed into

the stratosphere. CFC emissions occur throughout their own lifecycles:

during their production;, in their usa~e to manufacture other products; in
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the c'onsumption and service of the products containing CFCs; during the

disposal or destruction of p.roducts containing them. 'Ultimately, CFC

emissions occur during transportation, storage, a~d manufacturing of all

value added chains of which they are an ingredient. As these compounds

rise into the stratosphere the sun~s, ultraviolet radiation breaks apart.

molecular bonds 'inherent in the CFC compounds at lower levels. That is,

ultraviolet radiation breaks down the CFC compounds which "releases"

separate chlorine atoms into the stratosphere. These chlorine atoms attack

heavy oxygen molecules found in the stratosphere. These heavy oxygen

molecules ·are a natural occurring filter for dangerous ultraviolet radiation

(see Figure 5:1 below). Each chlorine atom "survives" from between 75-150

years, and in this time can destroy up to 10 000 ozone molecules before

finally dissipating.

Without protection provided by the ozone layer, the sun's ultraviolet

radiation easily reaches harmful levels. Over exposure causes increases in

the frequency and severity of skin cancers, eye cataracts, and even crop

damage. According to nleasures conducted between 1969 and 1986, the

ozone layer in the northern hemisphere had on average decreased by 30/0

over that time period. The emissions of 'CFCs' during the 1980s were also

estimated to be responsible for 250/0 of the global greenhouse warming

(UNEP, 1987).

CFCs were invent.ed in the early 1930s by Thomas Midgley Jr, a researcher at

General Motors who was asked to find a better refrigerant for GM's

Frigidaire division. Midgley introduced CFC as a non-toxic coolant to

replace toxic ammonia, methyl chloride and sulphur dioxide in household

refrigerators. CFCs were considered to be completely safe because of their

properties of not reacting with other substances and. be~ng relatively stable.

Since their invention CFCs are ~ound in a variety of applications. CFCs have

been sold under a number of trade names such as Freon, Frigen, Arcton, and

Isotron, and were commercially produced in the late 1980's in five different

,qualities/ compounds.
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.Figure 5:1: 'l'he Ozone-CFC Relationship

Source: Governmental proposition 1990/91:90, part A p. 13. From a drawing by Hans Nilsson.
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Production

The world production of CFCs was about l1l).illion metric tons in 1987. A

small number (10-15) of large chemical producers, including Du Pont,

Allied-Signal, ICI, Hoechst, and Asahi Glass, accounted for the major part of

the production. IJl.e largest producer was Du Pont who alone accounted for

25% of world CFC production.

In 1987, at the time of the ratification of the Montreal Pro.tocol, no CFCs were

produced ~n Sweden. But in 1986 there were. many users who had a total net

use (including import of pro,ducts containing CFCs) of 5 000 metric tons. The

main areas for CFC use in Sweden were as a' foaming agent for soft- and

hard-foam products, and as a refrigerant in refrigerators and refrigerating

plants. Other usage areas included use in heating pumps; use as a solvent to

clean debris and excess solder for' products in the electronic- and mechanical

industries; use as a solvent in the dry cleaning industry; use as a propellant

in aerosol sprays; al1d applications for sterilizing medical equipment.

Discovering an ecological threat

In the early 1970s the first concerns' about OZ011e depletion were related to the

high-flying supersonic transport aeroplanes that the U.S., Britain, and France

planned to build. A German scientist theorized that the exhaust wotLld

catalytically consume ozone '(Crutzen, 1970 as cited in Litfin, 1994). As a

result the U.S. Congress voted to terminate the funding for the aeroplanes in

1971, much to the dismay of France and Britain.

At the same time several programs to study the potential impact of space

vehicles were started. With this, focus'shifted to the chlorine in the exhaust

of the planned space shuttle. NASA, the .National Aeronautics ap.d Space

Administration, was at the' time spending one third of its budget on the

space shuttle. NASA took immediate. action to change focus to other sources

of chlorine. NASA convinced the U.S. Congress to give funding to them to

study stratosphe~ic ozone and quickly established itself as, the most

important authority on ozone. NA~A spent $15-20 ~illion annually during
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the years of international negotiations. That was approximately 70 percent of

global research funding ,on the ,stratosphere (Litfin, 1994).

In an article in Nature in 1973 a British scientist published the results from a

study of the concentrations of CFC-11 in the atmosphere. He estImated the

concentration to be roughly the same as the global cumulative production,

indicating that the compound was indestructible (~ovelock, 1973). One year

later Molina and Rowlalld published their seminal paper in Nat4re arguing

for an immediate ban on CFCs used as aerosol propellants. They pointed

out the connection between the emissions of CFCs and, the harm to the

ozone layer. Molina and Rowland (1974) hypothesized that CFC's would be

un-reactive in the troposphere. The chlorine atom originating from a CFC

molecule would be resistant to the sun's ultraviolet radiation until it

reached altitudes as high as to the stratosphere. At this altitude a process of

breaking-down of the molecular bonds occurs, thus releasing the chlorine in

the stratosphere itself.

The third influential event in regard to CFCs and their impact on the ozoIi.e

layer was the discovery of the ozone hole above Antarctis. Since the British

Antarctic Survey announced the discovery in 1985, ozone depletion has been

reported in 'both the southern and north~rn hemispheres, but probably most

severe above the Antarctis with a.50-600/0 depletion.

Controlling an ecological problem

The first regulation of the use of CFCs came into effect 1979. Based on the

scientific discovery of the hazards causeq by CFCs, together with pressure

from ~he general public, USA, Canada, Norway, and Sweden introduced

national policies banning the use of CFC as a prope~lant in aerosol sprays. At

the same tin1e Japan, Australia, and the NE~therlands introduced programs to

red:uce the amount of CFCs used in aerosol packaging. In 1980 the EuropeaN

Economic Community, EEC (now European Community, EC) placed a

production cap on the two most commonly used CFCs: -11 and -12 .
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111 the mid-1980's data on the depletion of the ozone layer instigated tougher

regul~tions aimed at controlling the emissions 'of CFCs. The policies

adopted earlier were evaluated at various workshops arranged by the UNEP.

Production of CFC-11 and -12 for use in aerosols declined, but productions

and use actually increased for other applications resulting in a net increase

in overall CFC-11 and -12 production by the mid 1980s. The failure to

achieve a reduction in CFC use was attributed to the low number of nations

imposing limits on the use as well as the focus on one single usage area -

the use of CFCs as an aerosol propellant. Thus, limiting the ban to one usage

area left other CFC applications to occur unhampered, and as such did little

to stimulate innovation to develop CFC substitutes. Furthermore, in the EC

the maximum production level in 1980 was limited to 480 000 tonnes,

considerably greater than actual production, while CFC output remained

fairly constant.

Besides failing in reducing the amount of CFCs used, the policies failed also

to signal to map.ufac,~uring and user industries to develop alternatives. On

the' contrary, some of the existing users expanded their use of CFCs; e.g.,

refrigeration, foalfl, and electronics industries; and new usage areas were

developed during the period fQllowit:\g the first restrictions and regul,ations.

Negotiations for an international agreement to restrict the emissions of

CFCs began at a UN meeting in Stockholm 1980. Those' negotiations

resulted in an agreement in principle on co-operation to protect the ozone

layer. The Stockholm meeting was followed by years of discussions and

negotiations along with alarming reports on the erosion of the ozone layer

and pressures from environmental groups and the public to ban CFCs. But,

up unti11985, when the issue recaptured interest due to the discovery of the

Antarctic ozone hole, the, markets for CFCs expanded into new applications

and production increased (see Figure 5:2 below). The ozone hole discovery

increased public demands for controlling CFS emissions. Negotiations

between political institutions and industry to reduce the use of CFCs

intensified. As a result a UN treaty was signed by 24 countries in Montreal
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in 1987 (UNEP, 1987). Under the agreement, consumption! of the most

commonly used CFCs was to be capped at 1986"levels beginning in 1989, and

gradually reduce to 50% of the 1986 level by 1999. The parties to th·e

agreement agreed to report annually on the consumption.
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Figure 5:2: CFC 11 & 12 Production
Source: UNEP,1987

Prices of CFCs increased in response to the supply restrictions introduced in

the Montreal Protocol. The prices of CFC-11 increased from USD 0,61 per

pound in early 1989 to USD 0,90 a year later. The most commonly used CFCs

(11 and 12) in refrigerators were commodity chemicals, marketed by most of

the chemical companies involved in the production of CFCs. That is, they

Consumption is defined in the Montreal Protocol (UNEP, 1987) as production + imports 
exports in bulk form, i. e., pure CFCs.
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were sold in large volumes at low prices. Most of the CFC substitutes offered

by the chemical industry were ~xpensive specialty chemicals, characterized

by complex production processes 'and low production volumes.

The Montreal Protocol was revised at the 1990 UNEP meeting in Londo,n

and in the 1991 ~eeting in Copenhagen which speeded up the phase-out of

CFCs. More than 70 countries had ratified the agreement in October 1991.

The UN-coordinated international work also includes the formation of

committees to co-operate on technical and scientific matters in relation to

the ozone depleti.on and CFC phase-out. Regulatory as well as industry

bodies participate in these committees.

The Swedish CFC phase-out plan

As noted earlier, no CFCs were produced in Sweden, but in 1986 Sweden

used some 5 000 metric tons. About 50% of Sweden's .CFC usage was either

as refrigerant or as' blowing agent hi. the production of hard)and soft foam

plastic products. In 1987, the Swedish Government explored the possibility

of accelerating the phase-out of the use of CFCs at a faster rate than proposed

in the Montreal Protocol. Evaluations for all applications ·of CFCs were

made in an attempt to establish what available substi~tes there might pe,

and the' time needed for migrating to their use." Industrial trade

organizations from the different application areas, toget~er with some of the

larger industrial users of CFCs, were involved in those investigations and

evaluations.

A submission system. normally used in policy-making processes in Sweden

was followed, but industrial actor participation was encouraged at earlier

stages of the. policy process than would normally be the case. The resulting

regulation was the first of its kind in Sweden to include industry in the eaIly

stages of the regulatory process. Some of the participating firms were also

called to hearings at tJ:1.e Department for Environmehtal Affairs where they

presented thei~ views on the probable impact of proposed regulations on

their buSil1ess.

. Sweden was the first co:untry to adopt a national phase-out plan in 1988 with

a gradually restricted use on a yearly/basis with a complete bal1 beginning in
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1995. The Swedish_ regulation embraced nine usage areas with different

timetables for each area. These timetables resulted from ,negotia~ions with

industrial actors and trade organizations. Close consideration was given to

both the difficulties involved in finding CFC-substitutes and the amount of

CFCs used for a specific application.

CFC manufacturers and activities towards finding solutions

As mentioned earlier, the world production of CFCs in 1987 was about 1

million metric tons. ,A small number (10-15) of large chemical producers

with global activities, (including Du Pont, Allied-Signal, ICI, Roechst, and

Asahi Glass) stood for the ma.jor portion. 400/0 of world CFC production was

produced within the EU. For these producers( CFCs basically represented a

relatively small fraction. of their total activity, a'small group of rather simple

and relatively undifferentiated commodity products in a much larger

portfolio of chemicals.

CFC manufacturers were the first to experience pressures to find substitutes.

Prior to the first regulation in 1979, the chemical industry itself was opposed
- .

to a--ban on the use of CFCs. In a 1975 advertisement in The New York

Times '(Moore, 1990), Du Pont urged for a d~lay of the ban. It argued that

more research was n~eded to develop "definite information" about the

CFC/ozone relationship. During the period following the first regu~ations,

uncertainties existed regard-ing the exact' relationship between the CFC

emissions and the ozone layer depletion. The chemical industry organized

to prevent further regulations. Industry actors argued that the scientific

evidence was far too uncertain to justify further regulations, and called for

additional research to justify any further government action.

After a short period the search for alternatives and the research on

substitutes were discontinued by CFC manufacturers. The search for

substitutes halted for two main reasons: a) the uncertainties of the

CFC/ozone relafionships made it clear that no immediate new regulation

was forthcoming, and b) po.ssible candidate substitutes were relatively costly
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and there was a perceived lack of business opportunity resulting from such

costs.

However, considerable research and a continued growing negative public

opinion, as noted earlier, created a new climate for regulating CFCs, and by

the mid 1980s new regulations appeared (e.g., those stemming from the

discovery of the hole in the ozone over Antarcticis in 1985 and the Montreal

Protocol of 1987).

As a response to these new bans on .selected CFCs, the chemical industry in

1987 selected two compounds, Hydrochloroflourocarbons (HCFCs) and

Hydroflourocarbons (HFCs), as the .most favorable substitutes to develop.

HCFC and HFC compounds were selected since they promised less ozone

depletion potential, but kept the benefits of the CFC compounds, as well as

being perceived t9 be the options "J:I:l.ost likely to succeed"2. Reservations

about introducing HCFCs, with their high level of chlorine and relatively

strong greenhouse warming potential had been expressed by policy makers

but were ignored. HCFCs were also mentioned as compounds likely to be

banned in the future. At the time the chemical industry took these

decisions, HCFCs and HFCs had undergone practically no testing in end-use\

applications.

Collaborative activities were started within the chemical industry to -test and

further develop these substitutes. Due to long development cycles, with

toxicity tests, end-use a~plication tests, and large investments in production

facilities, the chemical industry estimated it would take five years to

commercialize substitute compounds. Characteristic to the product

development process in chemical firms is that new products develop

through 'two main lines: (1) application related activity where researchers

g~~t a task to solve a problem with an existing molecule (for example the CFC

problem); and (2) new findings in research laboratories where the task is to

find applications. The process is usually long and research intensive with

Statement of Mr Heckert, chairman of the board at Du Pont, in a letter, to a u.S. EPA
administrator, March 1988, (Hoffman, 1990).
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rigid toxicity testing to detect dangers to human health, and lately,

environmental hazards.

Governmental and supranational organizations engaged in encouraging

industrial collaborations and research activities. For example, the US

Environmental Protection Agency, EPA, supported industry co-operation by

l:telping industries to obtain exemption from antitrust laws for joint

research, as well as itself being active in ,the search for substitutes. In 1988,

leading US, European, and Japanese chemical firms jointly announced a

collaboration..project intended to avoid duplication of research effort as weli

as shortening the completion of toxicity tests.

Activi~ies in the search for alternatives to CFCs - Connecting developments

with users

Theoretically there w·ere numerous ways of reducing CFC emissions. CFC

manufacturers could stop manufacturing CFCs and develop and

manuf~cture alternative chemicals. Users could shift to products not based

on CFCs. Other existing chemicals could be used in products using CFCs.

Production methods using CFCs could be supplemented by, for example,

recycling or more efficient use· than those used. More careful use and

reducing CFCs through service and repair of products could reduce

emissions. Alternative products or methods could be used in post

production stages. And CFCs could be collected for destruction at the end of

the lifecyle of products using them (i.e., refr.igerators). But, increased

interI).ational support for imposin.g limitations on the manufacturing and

use of CFCs as well as the already instigated restrictions on their use,

prompted CFC makers to invest in the search for less harmful'substitutes.

European, American, and Japanese chemicaI-manufacturers all invested in

research to find alternatives to the CFCs. HCFCs, derived from petroleum

distillates, and solvents made from citrus fruit rinds are two examples of

compounds which were researched.

CFCs were at that time a straight-forward, stable commodity product. A

search for substitutes called for large expenditures on research and

development, rigorous toxicity testing, in.vestnlents in production facilities,
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equipment and in markets ,to manufacture and market the substitutes. A

variety of research projects on compounds that could replace or substitute

CFCs emerged in the late 1980s. Du Pont developed HCFC-22. ICI worked

on CFC-134a and -123. Allied-Signal and Atochem formed an alliance to

. develop substitutes for CFC-ll and -12. Common to all the compounds was

the lack of knowledge about their actual effect on the environment and the

fact that it would take about five years of testing before any of them could be

commercially prodqced and marketed.

Du,Pont developed a substitute for the electronic industry that would be less

destructive to the stratospheric ozone than CFCs. Unfortunately, the new

solvent, 132b, was found to cause m~le rats to be sterile after exposure to the

product. Du Pont decided to perform further res~arch before making it

commercially available. Some chemical companies developed l1ew breeds of

CFCs in the laboratory but at that time had not yet found ways of producing

them on a large scale. Both Alli~d-Signal .and Du Pont invested large sums

to find m.ethods for .producing a chemical called HFC-134a, which contained

no chlorine but had much the same properties as the refrigerants used in air

conditioners for cars. Unlike the conventional CFCs, which could be

manufactured in a one-step process, HFC-134a would require at least two

steps causing unwanted by-products in the manufacturing process. HFC-134a

was also very costly to produce.

Another compound that was ~ade commercially av~ilable was HCFC-22. It

contained hydrogen which facilitated its break-down before it reached the
~

stratosphere maki~g.it 95% less destructive on ,the ozone layer than standard

CFCs. HCFC-22, despite being up to 500/0 higher priced, was gaining

popularity as a coolant for commercial and residential air-conditioning

systems. It also gai~ed approval in the U.S. for use in fast-food containers.

HCFC-22 was a g~od -substitute Jor some applications. But because of some

of its properties, like poor insulating qualities and low boiling point, it was

unattractive as an 'alternative for the construction- and car industries.

HFA 124 was an alternative refrigerant that was produced by Du Pont in .~

pilot plant~inNew Jersey in the early 1990s. HFA 124 was ~ 'key component
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in several new compounds which potentially could replace CFC 12 and R

500 in many refrigeration applications. HFA 124 underwent toxicity tests

and had an estimated 950/0 lower ozone degradation potential and 90% lower

contribution to the greenhouse effect compared to existing refrigerants. HFA

124 could be mixed with other refrigeration media and could thus be used in

refrigeration applications that .originally contained CFC 114.

Du Pont also developed an alternative to R-500 ~refrigerant, which was used

in de-humidifiers, coolers, and other medium-temperature refrigeration

applications. The alternative was a mixture of HFC 22, HFC 152a, and HFA

124, with an estimated 90% lower ozone degradation potential and

contribution to greenhouse effect compared with R-500. leI intended to start

production of AFC 'l34a at a new production facility in Los Angeles in the

mid 1990s. It was intended as an alternative for CFC 12, and was to be

marketed under the brand name KLEA. Also, the Du Pont Corporation

announced on August 21, 1991, its decision to construct, in Corpus Christi,

Texas, the world's largest plant for production of CFC substitutes. The

production capacity was set at 32 000 n1etric tons yearly' of the compounds

rIFC-134~and HCFC-124.

It was only the large chemical producers who invested in R&D to find

substitutes. Smaller more specialized chemical companies also tried to

develop substitutes. Petroferm, a privately held specialty chemical company

in Florida, USA, developed a solvent to clean printed circuit boards. The

compound, Bioact EC-7, was made of terpenes extracted from citrus fruit

rinds. They have tested the comp?und together with AT&T on electronic

products that are immersibl~in water during manufacturing.

The development activities among the CFC.producers were spurred not only

-by demands from users and regulators but also by the threat of new

competition. But once the strategic decision had been taken by the CFC

producers to concentrate their efforts on the selected substitutes, a start was

made on·projects with end-users to test t.he new compounds.

On the user side, the search for substitutes was of high priority. In the white

goods industry, Electrolux, Siemens-Bosch, General Electric, Whirlpool,'
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Philips, Thomson, and AEG all invested in f4iding CFC-free alternatives- for

cooling and insulation. In the early 1990s, the large CFC users were testing

how the new compounds could be adapted to current production technology

and products. In the late 1980s and early 1990s Electrolux, which accounted

for 12% of the CFC-use in Sweden, invested about SEK 20 million annually

in development costs and employed .20 engineers and researchers full time,

searching and testing substitutes for CFCs in its prod~cts.

A large variety of possibilities existed for finding alternatives to CFCs,

depending on the application. It seems like the white goods- and air

conditioner industries had the most severe problems, finding a viable

substitute. This is interesting since CFCs were first developed for' these two

applications.

The case of refrigeration - co-ordination among .manufacturers and ,keeping

the stability

The refrigeration application describes some of the-key actors involved in

finding alternatives to CFCs as coolant and insulation in refrigerators and

freezers. The actors in this industrial network are from the chemical and

major appliances industries, all with substantial international or global

businesses. Electrolux, the single largest user of CFCs in Sweden, was 'the

first among the world leading refrigeration firms to be legally pushed to

address the CFC problem. Electrolux had no solution to the problem of

finding ,a replacement for CFCs for its products, refrigerators and freezers,

and was forced to taJ<e immediate action to solve it. In the beginning of 1993

full scale production of CFC-free refrigerators and freezers started in Sweden

while implementation in Electrolux manuf~cturing plants abroad was

accomplished over a two year period thereafter.

Refrigeration - historical and technological 'landmarks

Refrigeration technology was developed for storing and preserving food

stuffs, an activity that places the study of CFCs at the core of societal

development. Early ,cooling solutions attempted to "preserye" cold
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temperatures or create cold storage environments. They relied on

transportation and insulation. Cooling solutions to store and preserve

eatables were found in early history in India and Egypt. T.here, evaporation

cases (receptacles) were used comparable to the containers used today to keep

butter from being spoiled. In 329 B.C. Alexander the Great installed large ice

cellars deep in the mountain to handle the provisions of food to the troops

during the long siege of the fort in Petra (the "forgotten city" in today's

Jordania). The Romans transported snow and ice from the Alps. In Pompeii

the remains of cooling "bars" have been found which were cooled with.

snow and ice. Cooling mixtures of ice and saline, and a variety of saline

solutions, were widely used during tp.e 1500-1700 centuries and as a

complement to the ice-cabinets during the following .centuries.

Mechanical coolhlg process appeared for the first tinle in 1755 with the

Scotsman W. Cullen's experiments in the evaporation of water with the

help of a vacuum pump. But for cold storage of foodstuffs in households

and grocery stores, the use of natural ice, (taken during the winter trom

frozen lakes, stored in sawdust, and sold by special ice companies), continued

to be the most widespread method used long into the twentieth century. Ice

was stored after the English model in insulated cabinets that created a cold

environment for food. In Swed~n the ice-cabinet was used from late 1800

into the first three decades of the 1900's.

The first refrigeration machines intended for households were developed

during the early 1900s. They incorporated and extended technology 'and

knowledge. developed during the nineteenth century· when the

phenomenon of latent heat was explored. With expanding cities and'

industrial development came the need to preserve food for longer periods of

time and the need for mechanical refrigeration grew. By the end of the

nineteenth century refrigerating machines were used in several areas for

food-preserving ·purposes. For example, .breweries used them to cool their

products while they aged. Meat packers used refrigeration in the handling

and processing of meat. Others manufactured ice for sale of it to households.

~old storage services began to appear, and refrigerated transports became

more common and less expensive. Though commercial refrigeration was
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wjdely available in the beginning of this century, it took almost another

three decades before the production of refrigerators for household use began.

Some important developments following Cullen's machine:

1834 The Anlerican Perkins invents the compressor machine usiI}g ether as a
coolant. The machines were very problematic because of frequent ether explosions.

1849 Gorrie in England invents the first cold-air machine.

1860 The Frenchman Carre launches the absorption machine using both liquid and
solid absorption agents. In 1864 he inlproves Perkin's compressor and three years .later
he starts using H2N as a cooling agent. .

)

1861 The Australian Mort and the Frenchman Nicolle construct the first
refrigeration facility in Sydney, Australia.

1870 Linde in Germay develops a reliable compressor machine.

1876 The Frenchman Tellier mqkes the first transportation of goods in a cool
storage room from United States to Europe with the steamship "Frigorifique".

1895 Linde c;levelops oxygen appar~tus for cooling purpos~s.

1903 The abbe Audiffren constructs the first completely hermetic compressor unit.

1908 The Frenchman Pollard defines the principles for the first tpermostatic
expansion valve that later is constructed by Delco Light Company in the United States.

1922 The Swedes Munters and von Platen invent the first cooling machine without
moving parts.

1930 The Americans Midgley, Henne, and McNary introduce Chloroflourocarbon
as a cooling agent.

1946 Large scale production of the hermetic compressor starts with the ,Tecumseh
compressor taking the lead.

1955 Collins invents a commercial expansion machine for the production of
helium.

1957 Philips in Holland introduces the oxygen absorption machine oil the market.

1958 The Peltier effect becomes popular as a cooling process for smaller
refrigeration needs.

Two methods emerged for household refrigeration: absorp'tion- and'

compressor technologies. The first refrigeration machines used in Sweden
!

stemmed from ,Linde's (1870) compressor machine. Linde experimented

with compressing and expanding gas, which gave a refrigerating effect. The

early compressor machines were expensive, not very reliable, and suffered

problems caused 1:;>y inadequate valves and leakage. To solve these obstacles

the Swedish engineer Hengt Ingestrom further developed the compressor.

During .the fall of '1920 the first valve-Ie~s machine was constructed and

tested. These early constructions were solely based on the' comp-r,essor

teclmique but, orLly a few years later, Ingestrom started development of
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Caree's (1860) absolPtion machine. After several trials using different

technological solutions, a patent was filed in late 1922 on a valve-less,

absorption machiIle. To fully utilize the developments, a factory was needed

and during 1922 a modern manufacturing plant was bought and AB Arctic

founded.

In 1923., the two Swedish engineers Carl Munter and Baltzar von ~laten, at

the Royal Institute of Techn9logy in Stockholm, had dev~loped a

refrigeration machine based on a closed system that worked without any

moving parts (see I figure 5:3 below for a photo of the inventors and their

machine). It was designed to run continuously without any automatic

controls. The refrigeration ~principle was based on the! transformation of

heat from a radiator to coldness -using the apsorption technique. The

refrigerator used ammonia as a coolant, and could be run with _the help of

electricity or gas.

Figure 5:3: Photograph of Munter & von Platen and their refrigerator
Source: Electrolux
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In June 23, 1923, an agreement was signed between Munters-Platen

Refrigerating Systems and AB Arctic. The agreement gave Arctic the sole

right to use Munter's and Platen's patents, inventions, and constructions in

the area of cooling technology, within Europe, (except England and her

colonies), the non-European countries, around the Mediterranean, and

South America. The development work that followed was substantial and

the first refrigerator for households that could be manufactured on a larger

scale was shown in February 1925.

The first refrigerator had yet to be put -on show for the public when

Electrolux acquired the right to manufacture the refrigerator according to the

Munter- Plate'n system. Electrolux was at the time mainly producing and

selling vacuum cleaners and was interested in expanding its product-line

into a new promising field. Electrolux first received the rights to market the

absorption machine in the parts of the world not in.cluded in the agreement

with Arctic, which constituted about 4/5 of the world n1arket. At the same

time there were also negotiations with AB Arctic's founder, lngestrom,

about integrating the two companies. 111 Marcl1 1925 they made an

agreement on the Electrolux acquisition of AB Arctic's patent rights, to the

refrigerator in Arctic's district. AB Arctic was fully acquired -by Electrolux

later the same year. The acquisition brought well-needed money to the

refrigerator project, and further developments could be achieved.

'The first aim of further development was to' replace the water-cooled

machine with an air-cooled one. Munter and Platen's first machine was

water-cooled which required both a water pipe and a source for heat, like

electricity or kerosene. 'The first assembled air-cooled refrigerator was shown

at Liljevalchs Fair in 1925 in Stockholm (see figure 5:4). Manufacturing on a

large scale started in Arctic's plant in Motala paralleled with further
/ -

development of the refrigerator system. Electrolux also adjusted the

absorption machine- for consumer needs and industrial production.

During the 1930s and -40s, the absorption machine was very successful. But.

increased demand for larger sizes and growing electrification of households

led to the absorption machine b~ing faced with a competit~ve alternative, the
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compressor machine. Around 1920 the 'compressor machine was largely

used for commercial purposes~ thus adapte,d for large refrigeration needs.

For domestic refrigeration usage the compressor machine was still not

developed. to appropriate scale use in the household. For example, the

compressor was sold separately from the compartment and the technology

was not very reliable (frequent malfun~tions and service need.s). Frigidaire,

founded 1916, was one of the larger companies involved in the refrigeration

business and in 1919 General Motors acquired Frigidaire f~rthering its

development and production of compressor machines.

Figure 5:4: The 1925 absorption refrigerator
Source: Elecuolux
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By the 1940s, the refrigeration business in Sweden wf:ls dominated by

Electrolux.· However, with increased atcess to the compressor and

absorption technologies several othe~ firms entered the market. At that

time the market for household refrigerators in the U.S. was dominated by

four manufacturers of compressor machines:, General Electric,

Westinghouse, Kelvinator, and Frigidaire. Each of these were very large

firms that had significant activity in the electric industry or some other

major industry g~ving them substantial financial resources to engage in

large-scale production and marketing of refrigerators.

The entry. of CFts in refrigeration

In the early 1930s Charles F. Kettering; the research chief of Gener~l Motors,

asked ~hemists at GM's Frigidaire divisio~ to find a better refrigeran~ for

compressor driven refrigerators. The chemists Mid'gley, He;nne, and McNary

quickly developed a series of synthetic refrigerants to be known as CFC's.

The objective with the invention of CFCs was to find a stable, odorless, non

corrosive, and nontoxic replacement for the coolant gases used in

.refrigerators. The Du Pont Corporation and _General Motors soon made an

agreement that involved the technical development, production, and

marketing of the newly invented CFCs. The development of the compressor

machine as the leading technplogical solution, together with the properties

of the. CFC and Du Pont's decision to start irtd~strial production of the

compound, hastened CFC adoption by refrigerator manufacturers.

By the lat~ 1940s, CFCs had becpme the dominant refriger~nt used in

refrigerators. Another milestol}e in the development of the compressor

refrigerator was the 1946 start of'large-scale production of the hermetic

compressor. The hermetic compressor reduced the need for service; and the

Tecumseh compressor took the lead in development and sales. Compressor

technology became more reliable, relatively silent, efficient, and ~heir

compartments Were smaller, ~hich helped to increase their popularity. In

the late 1950s demand i~creased for larger refrigerators fo~ which c~mpressor

tec~nologywas eve~ better suited.
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One important trend-setter in the USA was Ramon Louis who designed

many products in" the 1950s !ncluding large American refrige!ators.

Absorption technology-based refrigerators could not easily adapt to these

larger sizes. By the end of the 1950s compressor machine ·were the dominant

technology used in refrigeration, leaving absorption machines to niche

markets like recreational vehicles and hotel mini-bars.

With the advent of the hermetic compressor, most of the fundamental

innovations (with the exception of automatic defrosting) in the design of the

household refrigerator had been made., New features like temperature'

zones, flexible shelves, ice-makers, and lights, became part product

differentiation strategies in a competitive market. These were incremental

improvements not based on any major technological innov~tions in

mechanics or physics.

In the 1960's, CFCs were introduced as a very effective ingredient in the

insulation-foam used between the inner- and outer mantle of the

refrigerat,or. This foam also had an important structural stabilizing function

for the construction of the refrigerator.

The Swedish market, network for refrigerators and the use of CFCs

App~oximately 450 000 refrigerators and freezers have been sold yearly o'n

the Swedish market since the 1970s. They are sold as separate units of

refrigerators and freezers, or as combination units. According to estimates

made by the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency, Swedish

households have refrigerator~containing a total of about 5 ~OO metric tonnes

of CFCs in their homes. Each refrigerator cqntained, in 1991, 0.1-0.2 kg of

CFC-12 as refrigerant and 0.4-0.6 kg of CFC-11 in the insulation.

There are about 40 suppliers of household appliances in Swed.en, most of

them providing refrigerators and freezers. The market is largely dominated

by Electrolux, 'which· has 52% of the. total sales of the appliance market.

Electrolux's major competitors do not have any refrigerator or freezer

production facilities in Sweden, -but import them from their production

units abroad, usually located in central Europe.
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Electrolux AB

One of the fi~st refrigeration \ firms to meet the demands on phasing-out

CFCs was Electrolux, one of the world's leading manufacturers.

Electrolux was formed 1919 through a merger between the two corporations

Elektromekaniska AB and Aktiebolaget Lux. AB Lux was formed in '1902

and manufactured a paraffin lamp for outdoor use. Elektromekaniska' was

formed in 1910 by Axel Wenner-Gren, who developed a Swedish vacuum

cleaner to be sold following the American marketin,g practice of direct selling

to households, backed by' instalment financing. A few years after its

inauguration, the company IO'oked into extending the product range, which

led 'to a co-operation in 1912 with Elekromekaniska AB in producing

vacuum cleaners for households.

In 1925 Electrolux acquired AB Arctic (as /noted above) which held patent

rights to manufacture Von Platen & Munter's innovation the absorption

refrigerator. The same year Electrolux launched the "D-fridge" on the world

market. This first refrigerator was simple and functional. In 1927 Electrolux

built plants in England and France for manufacturing of vacuum cleaners

but later extended the production facilities to accommodate refrigerators. In

1928 Electrolux had grown to include five manufacturing plants, twenty

subsidiaries, and 350 sales office~ around the world, and Electrolux stock was

introduced on the London Exchange.

The first built-in refrigerator was .launched by Electrolux in 1930. It was

shown at the 1930 Stockholm Exhibition. A fire destroyed the Electrolux

manufacturing plant in Stockholm in 1936. This is an important event -in

the company's history as in combination with re-building the plant, a new

central research laborat<;>ry was established with a department dedicated to

refrigeration. In the late 1930s standards for Swedish kitchens emerged.

Electrolux developed refrigerators fitting these standards and the concept of

"the peoples refrigerator" was born, much in a Swedish style.

During World War II, refrigerator manufacturing slowed and refrigerator

production at the Motala plant was replaced by the manufacture of steel

fixtures. During the same period Electrolux started production of vacuum
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cleaners in New Zeeland and Australia and launcliled a new product, the

kitchen machine "Assistant". By -the end of WW II Electrolux added

washing machines for the residential, market to its product line by acquiring

Bohus Mekaniska Verkstads AB (of Sweden).

After the war, Electrolux re-opened its activiti~s in Germany and the

production of,refrigerators was located in Berlin. In the 1950s Electrolux

continued its world expansion. In 1951 its first washing machine for

households was marketed. In 1955 it started production of refrigerators in

Argentina. Several new models were introduced and product design was

elevated as an important factor In competition (see figure 5:5 below for a

photograph of one of the 1950s refrigerators). In 1956 Electrolux launched its

first freezer and first compressor operated refrigerator. A few years later

Electrolux successfully engaged in exportation of absorption refrigerators for

trailers (recreational vehicles and mobile homes) to the u.s. market. In the

late 19508 the first dishwasher designed by Electrolux itself, was launched.

Figure 5:5: A 1950s refrigerator from Electrolux
Source: Electrolux
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In the late 1950s sales of absorption refrigerators slowed and Electrolux was

forced to make a strategic decision to switch over to large scale

manufa~turing of compressor refrigerators and freezers which had gained

popularity over absorption technology. In 1962 Electrolux acquired

ElectroHelios including new plants in Mariestad, Sweden, for t,he

manufacture of compressor refrigerators. That acquisition gave Electrolux
",its own production unit and product- as well as production knowledge of

compressor technology. Other important products included in the

acquisition were stoves and appliances for industrial purposes.

Since 1964, Electrolux has acquired several manufacturers of both

absorption- and compressor refrigerators. The most important ones were.

the acquisitions in the mid-198Gs of Italian Zanussi and the U.S.-based,
Q

White Consolidated Inc. In 1991 Electrolux was the world leading

manufacturer of absorption refrigerators and the third largest manufacturer

of household appliances.

Product and Production design at Electrolux

At the time of this investigation the Design Group at Electrolux had a

fragmented and diffused orgal1ization with departments located' close to

Electrolux' production units and markets. The Group has fIve departments

in Europe and three in the United States.. There are also three Design

Centers, two in Stockholm and one in Italy. All departments operate under

the same strategy and they report to their local manufacturing and sales

units as well as to the manager of the Design Group, who is located at

Electrolux's central headqt:tarter in Stockholm. The Design Manager reports

to the Market Manager of the White Goods Division, the single largest

division at Electrolux.

The design of white goods is very 'closely related to their manufacture.

Production technology sets the parameters for the forms that, for example, a

refrigerator can take. Physical features are added to a given technical capacity

to create differences between models and brands in the product family.
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Design units add aesthetic fe~tures such as door handles, colors, interiors' of

refrigerators, etc, to basic product 'units.

Other aspects of design at Electrolux are the functional aspects of the

products and their i,mprovement. A number of standards for architectural

plans and product performance have a strong influence on product design.

For example,. the size of refrigerators is adapted to the Swedish construction

standard for kitchens (Svensk Byggstandard). The Swedish Board of

Consumer Policies (Konsumentverket) evaluates functional ~ aspects of

consumer products and, among other things, the energy consumption for

refrigerators.

Another important factor in ~he product development process is to develop

and modify ,products to increase productivity in their production. Large

production series are essential to gain economies of scale at the

man\.1.facturin'g plants. As noted previously,. major technical innovatIons

regarding the basic mechanics and physics of refrigerators occurred fairly

early in this century, and these innovations were basically refined until the

1980s (in terms of production efficiency and impact product design) for

Electrolux (as well as most other manufacturers).

Main actors involved in the process of finding alternatives, for CFCs

The industrial actors involved in the replacement of CFCs in refrigerators,

. in the case /of their use in refrigeration, are from the refrigeration-,

compressor-, and chemical industries. The network" we pre~ent, including

the actors directly and indIrectly involved, is mainly constructed from the

perspective of :Electrolux (as it is dominant in· S-weden accounting for over

50% of market share) and is depicted in figure 5:6 below.
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Figure 5:6: The Electrolux network in replacing CFCs

By the late 1980's, the global refrigerator ihdustry was characterized by

increased concentration in the three major nlarket regions Japan, Europe,

and the US (Salvell, 1989). A few large multi-national firms dominated

manufacturing, though the products were sold under many brand names.

The world's largest manufacturer in the major appliance industry was

Philips-Whirlpool. Some of the other large manufacturers included

Electrolux, AEG, Bosch-Siemens, Mitsubishi, Matsushita, Hitachi, and
\

General Electric. As markets matured, the familiar pattern of low-cost

production, augmented by product differentiation (mainly by adding features

to ~asic models) became key strategies. Refrigerators were manufactured in

plan~s with highly specialized and automated assembly lines, wi~h most

components and materials sourced externally.
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The German manufacturers AEG and Bosch-Siemens are today (and for

some time have been) considered within the industry to be leaders in

environmental product- and market development. However, in the case of

CFCs the refrigeration industry was not prepared for the coming legislation,

and Swe~ish legislation came into effect earlier than other countries forcing

Electrolux to take an early initiative compared to other European

competitors.

A few of the firms control worldwide supply of compressors. General

Electric in the U.S.; Matsushita, Sharp, Mitsubishi, and Sanyo in Japan; and

finally Danrifoss, Necci, Aspera (W~irlpool), Zanuzzi and Unidad Hermetica

(Electrolux), in Europe'. The Danish firm Dannfoss is a critical supplier of

compressors to most European manufacturers of ,refrigerators. Originally,

Dannfoss manufactured the Tecumseh compressor, developed in the U.S.A.,

under license. Due to the large size of the A,merican compressors Dannfoss

developed a smaller size for European needs, starting 1956. Since then, it has

been among. the leading firms in technological development of hermetic

compressors for domestic refrigerators and freezers.

The compressor and the refrigerant are interdependent. Consequently,

Dannfoss developed new compressors .-in clos~ collaboration with some of

their important customers (the refrigerator manufacturers) and a few

chemical firms.

As noted earlier, in 1986 a small number (10-15) of large multi-national

chemical producers accounted for the major part of the world production of

CFCs\ (1.2 million tons in that year). Sweden ha9 many CFC users. Two

usage areas of CFCs, as a refrigerant and an active ingredient in the

production of insulation foams, accounted for approximately 50% of

Sweden's total CFC use. By 1987, the largest ot the CFC producers were

collaborating on research projects aimed at developing and testing

substitutes for CFCs. The chemical firms 'also.-co-operated closely with the
I

user industries to find and adjust suitable compounds that could replace

CFCs in various applications. Chemical companies manufacturing plastics

for the inner mantle of the refrigerator, lubricants for the compressor, and
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compounds for the insulation were also involved in the industrial nefwork

because of the potential for interaction between chemicals and compounds

used in, each of these .refrigerator ele~ents.

)

TodaY'we (the market) demand that refrigerators should be energy saving,

operating without any electric or other disturbance, and not be dangerous to

the environment -- as well· as achieving this at the lowest possible" prices

while offering a variety of sizes and other appealing physical design

characteristics. CFCs are used as' refrigerants and as blowing agents in the

insulating (and' structural) foam of the refrigerator. Available substitutes at

th~ time of the study violated one or more of the "market demands" just

·mentioned. For example, HCFC-22 w,as not a very good insulator. This

increased ,energy consumption, and the pipes and canals in the refrigerators

w~re not a~apted for HCFC-22 which would have forced investments in

production facilities and new product form. This in turn increased both the

size and the price of the product. All resulting from a simple change of a

commodity product (CFCs) used in entirely different aspects of refrigerator

production (e.g., foams) and functioning (e.g., the refrigerant medium).

Independent of the problems involved in finding alternatives to CFCs,

everybody involved in the production or use of CFCs was investing large

sums on ·the finding, testing, and evaluation of viable alternative

compounds. Three Japanese companies, Daikin, Industries, Showa Danko,

and Asahi Glass published a preliminary report in the beginning of .the 1990s

on safety confirmation tests on substitutes for CFC's. According to the

report, the compounds HFC 134a, HCFC 124 and -141b were observed not to

cause any acute toxicity, sub-acute toxicity, irritability, or deformation, nor

were th~y expected to have any carcinogenic properties.

Electrolux, (the largest CFC user i~ Sweden) was involved m Swedish

regulation proposals both indirectly, through its trade organization, and

directly through submitting its views to the legislative body, before t~e

Swedish proposal was adqpted. Top management from ·Electrolux also met

with representatives from the legislative authorities during the process.

Ele~trolux and its trade organization,'Swedish Federation of Industries (SFI),
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were a'gainst a specific national regulation that did"~ot harmonize with

European Community or UNEP regulations. Instead Electrolux, in their

comment to the Swedish, Government Proposition 1987/88:85, agreed with

the line proposed by the SFI, arguing for a voluntary program for the

reduction of CFCs.

The proposition to gradually redu~e the use of ,CFCs, with a total ban, from

January 1995, was adopted by the Swedish Parliament in May 1988. The

refrigerator industry was given through 1994 to find a substitute for CFCs.

The CFC-project at Electrolux

In 1988, after the Swedish proposition to ban CFCs was in effect, Electrolux

called a meeting where i,t was decided to start a CFC-project aimed at testing,

evaluating, and implementing substitutes. Tests with various compounds

for insulation, including water-based foams, were done by Research &

Innovation at the Electrolux headquarters in Stockholm. At the same time,

Dannfoss in Denmark tested different compressor refrigerants in co

operation with a few chemical firms. After a few initial tests, the Product

Area Board,'PAB, at Electrolux decided to work along the two main lines of

(a) reduction and (b) replacement of CFCs by HCFC-123 and HFC-134a. ~AB

made strategic decisions regarding the products and production, setting the

framework for further work at the different divisions. Beside staff members

from Electrolux Ma.jor Appliances, division managers and representatives

attending the meeting were members of PAB and making the decisions on

the CFC-project were the Major Appliance subsidiary, Product Division

Refrigeration (including its market department Marketing Europe)" and

Research & Innovation.

During phase' one, Electrolux's aim was to reduce the amount of CFC-11

used in the insulation by 50%. The reduction of the compound could be

completed in the spring of 1989 without reducing the insulation properties

too much, thus, not causing energy consumption to increase. The first set of

refrigerators produced with the reduced amount of CFCs started in January

1989 at the Mariestad facility, and was completely introduced by April the

same year. By the end of 1989, most of the large refrigerator firms had
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halved the use of CFCs in the insy.lation foam. Parallel to the reduction

project, several alternative substitutes were tested and evaluated at the

Ele<;trolux R&I department in Stockholm. R&I was working together with

Hoecht arid ICI on a few HCRCs as an alternative to CFC-11 for use in

insulation foam. A decision was made internally during the fall '.of 1989 to

concentrate further efforts to HCFC-123, which were publicly announced in

February 1990. Among the reasons that were given, the insulation

properties and price were considered the most important.

In the process of testing HCFC-123 problems regarding t~e fit to the plastic

material used in the i~er mantle of the refrigerator were discovered. To

solve these problems, R&I worked together with the chemical companies

ICI, Dow, and Bayer. New polyol-materials were tested in Stockholm

together with foaming tests at the Mariestad plant. The insulation foam was

evaluated for (a) how well it filled the space between the inner- and outer

mantle; (b) its ability to attach to the materials; and (c) its insulation capacity.

A remaining problem was HCFC-123's relatively low ability to attach ,to the

plastic of the inner mantle. Several of the chemical firms joined forces to

find solutiol1s to this problem' as, for example, the co-operation between ICI

and Montedison. The problem was not solved within the group of

established relations to the chemical firms Electrolux had. In 1986 Electrolux

acquired Zal1ussi, the leading major appliance firm in Italy. Thro,ugh
I

Zanussi's network of relationships, Electrolux came in contact with

Montedip, a subsidiary to the industrial conglomerate Montedison.
'"Montedip fou~d a sol~tion to the problem by inventing a technique to

"nap" the surface of the plastic and by using materials that could be recycled.

Regarding the replacement of CFC-12 as a refrigerant, the initial screening

and tests were mainly done by the compressor firms. Electrolux did not

manufacture compressors up until the acquisition of Zat:\ussi, who owned

the ZEM-plant. Thus, Electrolux again used Zanussi's network and was

working with ZEM but also with its ma.Jor supplier, Dannfoss, to find

alternatives to the CFC-12-based refrigerant. Dannfoss was Electrolux's

strategically most important supplier of compressors, but ZEM and
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Matsushita also delivered compressors to the Mariestad plant. Around 1/3

of the compressors were sourced internally from ZEM.

Initially Electrolux was working on two alternatives as a refrigerant: HCFC

22 and HFC-134a. The major problem was the compounds' compatibility

with the lubricant used in the compressor. ZEM was testing different

lubricants during 1989, and eventually found an ester oil that seemed to be

functional with HFC-134a. Co-operative research projects to find alternative

refrigerants were also c,onducted between universities and the refrigerator

manufacturers. In Germany, for example, Bosh-Siem~ns, Electrolux, AEG,

and a few other German refrigerator manufacturers jointly funded a

res€arch project at a technical university aimed at finding CFC substitutes.

In May 1990, the first refrigerator was manufactured using both HFC-134a as

a refrigerant and HCFC-123 as an ingredient in the insulation-foam. The

first 400 ·manufactured "CFC-free" refrigerators' were delivered in November

1990 to a newly constructed apartnlent complex in Stockholm. During 1991,

regular deliveries of the refrigerators were planned to start on a small basis.

The main restrictions for a complete switch to the "CFC-free" refrigerator,

were the limited supply of HCFCs and HFCs. All major competitors. in the

refrigeration industry ha9- started projects in 1990 using the same type of

replacements for ~FCs as Electrolux.

On June 24, 1991 the consortium of CFC manufa.cturers testing HCFC-123,

announced that tests had shown the compound to be potentially toxic, since

male rats had developed benign tumours. Electrolux decided that the

manufacturing and delivery of the award-winning refrigerators at the

Mariestad plant shquld be postponed until the uncertainty regarding HCFC

123 toxicity was solved, or until new alternatives' had been properly tested

and implemented. In November 1991 the R&D department had tested

HCFC-22 and HFC-134a as potential blowing agents for ins~lation foam. Due

to the new facts the R&D and R&I departments projected it difficult to

completely replace CFCs by the end of 1994.

The compressor manufacturers and chemical firms worked on solving some

of the problems involved in using HFC-134a as a blowing agent for
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insulation foam._ They made progress in devel9ping a durable synthetic

foam with the same insulation properties· as HCFC-123, i.e., keeping energy

use at the same or lower levels. Due to the prog~ess made, Electrolux could

(again) start the manufacturing of the CFC-free refrigerator. In the beginning

of 1993 full scale production of CFC-free refrigerators and freezers started.

The preceding development of the "CFC-free" refrigerator involved several

phases of which some were intimately connected to other industrial actors

and their perceptions of suitable solutions to the CFC-replacement. The

product development process at Electrolux went through four phases

between 1988 and 1993, before the completed "CFC-free't refrigerator was put.

into full-scale production. Initially, the research laboratory constructed and

tested prototypes. The next phase included product tests performed at the

plant through a test-series of 20-30 refrigerators. Evaluations and changes

were made continuously during this phase, involving both the compressor

manufacturers ZEM and Dannfoss, as well as the chemical firms. The third

phase was the production test, controlling if the product could be

manufactured on the automated production-line. The last phase was th.e

start of full scale production in early 1993.

Main .events in the search for alternatives to CFC

The network that emerged around the events that forced the regulation of

CFCs and around Electrolux, when different activities were initiated to solve

the problem of replacing CFCs, was a function of historical technological and

relational factors as well as of .interrelated events and activities that took

place in the course of change (see figure 5:7 below).
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Figure 5:7: Critical Events and Industry Activities to replace CFCs in
Refrigeration

CFC as a solvent in the electronic industry - re-defining the problem

The electronic industry in Sweden consisted at the time of the study of

approximately 320 firms manufacturing a diversity of electronic products.

The industry was heterogeneous and most of the firms small -- with less

than 50 employees. Only 14% had more than 500 employees including, for

example, Ericsson and ABB. The
l
electronic ~dustry reacted strongly against

the Swedish proposition in 1987. Some of the larger users and their ,trade
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organizations were of the opinion that the timetable was too short to find

alternatives, and that an earlier ban in Sweden could force the industry to

make p~emature investments that could later lead to weakened

competitiveness.

The Replacement of 'CFCs - Co-ordination on the network level

Electronic products have spread into an almost infinite number of

applications. Approximately 900/0 of all electronic products manufactured' in

Sweden are for military, telecommunication and industrial electronic

purposes placing high demands on reliability. The reliability of electronic

products is to a varying degree dependent on the cleanliness of the

components and circuit boards. Electronic components are sensitive to

contamination both during the assembling process as well as during usage.

The contamination of the boards ,and electronic components during the

assembly.phase is managed" by using different cle~ning techniques, while

contamination from usage can be avoided to an extent by using different

shielding methods.

In~reased demand for smaller, lighter, and more reliable products was. seen

during the last decade. The trend toward smaller electronic units led to a

switch-ov.er to new assembling and soldering techniques. Hole assembly

was earlier the dominating technique used in the industry but in the late

1980s was increasingly replaced by surface .assembly in response to the

demand for smaller units. Circuit boards assembled with the old technique

were relatively rob-ust and easy to clean. But changed manufacturing

techniques and 'smaller components placed greater demand on cleanliness

and reliability, and also increased the difficulty and complexity of cleaning.

The ban on the use of CFCs for cleaning purposes came into effect January I,

1991. The CFCs used in the electronic industry were almost without

exception CFC-113 as a cleaning and degreasing solvent for components. It

gained popularjty because of its non-flammable properties, quick clrying

time, and its relatively small impact on components and workers. During

the peak year 1986, the industry was using ab.out 400 ton/year of CFC-113.

The electronic industry was also using a few other organic cleaning solvents.
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These were: 1) trichloroeth,ane; 2) prechloroethane; 3) alcohol; and 4)

terpene. Cleaning solvents' "Yere usually used together with specialized

equipment developed for specific solvents.

Some product areas had restrictions regarding type of cleaning method as

well the type of flux that could be -1;1.sed. Commonly used in the industry was

the American military standard, MIL, a publication prescribing methods,

chemicals, and technologies to use in the manufacturing of electronic

products. For example, one of the MIL standards did not allow water

dissolvable flux for the manufacturing of military electronics. The MIL

standard had ~een adopted 'in most every product application including civil

usage.

The TRE-project

IVF, The Swedish Institute of Production Engil1eering Research, is an

independent institute conducting applied research in the production

engineering field. The department for material analysis at IVF helps firms,

on assignment, tq solve problems related to materials. The tasks can include

laboratory analysis, literature research, and/or technical advice. In

February/March 1987~ IVF invited the electronic industry in the Nordic

countries to a meeting regarding ideas for CFC replacements. Three different

aspects were discussed in relation to the use and replacement of CFCs: a)

production-line (production te<:h.nology); b) the effects on the product; and

c) usage-environment.

The issue first discussed related to the amount of allowed emissions of

chlorine. The industry was concerned with product quality if CFCs were

banned. In electronic products measures 'of migration, corrosion and cracks

are important factors in deciding on a product's quality and potential

lifetime and CFCs were considered to be well suited for the purpose of

cleaning without causing such harm.

~As a result of the meeting, IVF, a number of firms, Swedish EPA, the. Nordic

Industrial Foundation, and the electronic trade organization

(Mekanforbundet) decided to set aside funds, SEK 18 Million, for the TRE

project (Technology for a Clean Environment). About 20 subscribing firms
I •
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participated and industry federations as well as Environmental Protection

Agencies from all Nordic countries co-operated as partners in the project.

The project was funded 50-50 between industry and governmental

institutions.

The project was divided into three phases, the first one starting 1988 and _the

third ending December 1992. The aim was to co-ordinate the resources in

the. Nordic countries in order to identify al!d test different 'alternatives for

CFCs in response to the phase-out of the use of CFCs for cleaning purposes.

The project was mainly intended for small and medium sized firms in the

electronic industry, but some of the larger ones also joined. For example IVF

gained access to Ericsson's research results evaluating alternatives. It was

also decided that no chemical suppliers of solvents or manufacturers of

cleansing equipment could participate in the p,roject alth~ugh firms outside

the project co-operated with suppliers to test alternatives.

The purposes of the project were to: a) develop' technology aimed at

soldering without the use of ~FC or, for several categories of products,

without any cleaning at alIi b) develop specifications of different grades of

cleanliness for different applications; and c) develop methods for assessing

cleanliness on cards and components for production processes.

Phase one :- identification

The first step was to identify demands that the electronic industry had on its

products in relation to CFCs. A survey of 80 electronic firms was conducted

inquiring about the use of CFCs as a cleaning solvent. The survey also

included general questions regarding demands on the products and the

production-line. The popularity of CFCs was due to their properties. They

evaporate quickly (= decreased drying time, Le. the production process was

running without any significant interruptions), and compared to other

solvents are relatively harmless to humans and equipment.

As' a result of the first srody, cleanliness and reliability "Yere identified as

,among the most impor~ant issues. The degree of req'uired cleanliness

varied, but th.e problem was common to all firms in the industry.

Cleanliness could be critical, as in the case of precision mechanics where the
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main problem was to avoId stains and corrosion, while for others
(

cleanliness was a matter of aesthetics. Also, many manufacturers were

changing over to surface mounting assembling techniques using new

soldering techniques as well as increasing the pattern density on the circuit

boards. These changes intensified difficulties in cleaning electronic products.

Most firms in the industry used the MIL standard as a guiq.e to what cleaning

methods and te~hniques to use in their operations.

The next step included testing a number of electronic components sampled

from a selected number of firms in the industry. The aim was to determine

the contamip.ation levels of electronics manufactured at the time. Pre-
, /

studies were 'then performed to test and evaluate new manufacturing

methods, solvents and solder chemicals in relation to the den1ands on

cleanliness and reliability expressed by the industry. During the project the

group' of researchers at' IVF received numerous calls from suppliers of

solvents and cleaning equipment, who kept the TRE-group informed on the

developments of new solvents, materials, and machinery made in the

industry to replace CFC cleaning. HCFCs were decided against in an early

stage since legislators indicated that HCFCs were not an acceptable long-term

solution.

As a result of the studies, new standards for cleanliness and methods to

measure cleanliness were developed. The results from the first phase were

published in a report in the form of recommendations that were sent to the

electronic industry3. The identified alternatives to CFC cleaning included

alcohols, water, terpene, ultrasonic cleaning, C02-ice sputtering, and oth'er

cleansing -chemicals. The project also identified methods of manufacturing

that included no-cleaning in the combination 'of low solid flux and

controlled process. The recommended method was based on the

combination of application area, type' of flux, type of soldering technique and

demands on reliability. The results were also diffused' in workshops held,

"Rekommei1dation fran TRE-projektet rorande ~1ternativ till CFC-anvandning 80m
tvattvatska

inom elektronikindustrin". IVF Report 1990-08-25. BB/TRE2.
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for example, by the Norwegian EPA and resulted in a 50% reduction of the

use ofCFCs.

Phase two - testing and evaluating alternatives

The second phase included continuation of the work performed' in the first

phase aiming at ~ total phase-out of t~e use of CFCs for cleaning purp~ses.

The first task was to verify the alternatives for CFCs identified earlier. The

verification process included the development of specifications and

verification of cleanliness for different solvents. The influence on the

material and functioning of components resulting from the cleansing

solvents and solder chemicals was also examined as well as testing differ~nt

cleansing methods. Evaluation of the new' alternatives was performed and,

based on the evaluation process, nleasures for cleanlilless developed.

Phase three - evaluation and diffusion of results

The techl1ological results presented were~ identification, verification and

publication of alternatives to CFC-cleansing; evaluation of methods for

cleanliness measuring; identification of nlechanisms for corrosion,

migration and cracking in soldering; evaluation of different solvents,

soldering chemicals and cleansing methods. The results have been

presented at numerous national and international conferences as well as

resulting in some 20 articles in electronic industry journals. The results

from the TRE-project were also included in a UNEP-report on alternative

solvents replacing CFCs.

Industry Response

The electronic industry had different demands on their products and

therefore adopted different methods in replacing CFCs. In 1993 50% of all

firms chose a non-cleaning alternative. Among those who used a solvent

for cleaning purposes the distribution was as follow:

45% Alcohol
220/0 Water soluble flux
130/0 Water and saponifier
13% Organic solvents
70/0 Terpene

Source: Bill Brox, IVF
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A few of the larger firms which also used international manufacturing

facilities decided to stop using CFC-cleansing in all of their facilities, as well

as banning input products. or packaging manufactured with CFCs.

As a direct result of the project and its meetings, the participating parties

have found a forum for exchanging information and experiences about

advances in the electronics field. The actors participating in the project

group met five to six times per year and during the meetings a direct

exchange of information and sharing of experiences between the participants

took place. The project-group presented results and received information

about the activities of the large non-participating firms through participating

suppliers or contracted manufacturers. The TRE-project created an

atmosphere of openness and security and information was exchanged freely

and openly and as a nat~ral outcome a forum for the Nordic electronic

industry to meet and exchange experiences was created.

The replacement of CFCs in polyurethane production - industry coalition to

comply

In June 1989 the Swedish Plastics Federation announced the joint decision of

Cirrus AB and Nordflex AB, the two Swedish flexible polyurethane foam

manufacturers, to stop the use of CFCs in the production of their foams by

January 1, 1990. The industry thereby complied with the Swedish phase-out

plan one year earlier than stipulated.

Polyurethanes4

Polyurethanes (PUR) are ~ group of plastic materials obtained through the

chemical reaction 'of polyol and isocyanate compounds. PUR materials can

be divided into three main product groups: (1) flexible foams; (2) semi-rigid

foams; and (3) rigid foams. The largest applicCl;tion is flexible foams used for

the manufacture of upholstered furniture and mattr~sses. Other large

application areas include: flexible and semi-rigid foams used in automobiles

This section draws on Hirtz & Uhlig, 1985. Polyurethanes and their Market.
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for cushioning and insulation purposes and in the production of integral

skin products; rigid foams used as insulation in the construction of

buildings and industrial plants and as insulation material in refrigerators,

freezers and coolers.

The production of PUR is mainly concentrated on the three industrial

regions, Western Europe, North America, and Japan. The market f9r PUR

has undergone high growth since its start, with a production of around 45000

metric tons polyurethane mat~rials in 1960 to the 1985 level which surpassed

4 800 000 tons (see .figure 5:8 below for \the nordic production). In Sweden~the

four industries: furniture and bedding, automotive, construction, and

appliances play a dom~ant role in the polyurethane market, accounting for

more than 2/3 of the total consumption.

Finland:
Espe Kauhava 1 000 tonnes
Espe, Kouvola 3 '000 tonnes
"New company" 300 tonnes
(SOK) Asko 1 400 tonnes

TOTAL: 5 700 tonnes
Sweden:

Cirrus 4500tonnes
Nordflex Gislaved 5 400 tonnes
Nord!1ex Getinge 2 000 tonnes

TOTAL: 11 900 tonnes
Norway:

Brekke 1 300 tonnes
Westnofa 1 200 tonnes
Porolon 1 000 tonnes

~

Ekornes Sykkylven 500 tonnes
Ekornes Fettsund . 3 000 tonnes

TOTAL: 7 000 tonnes
Denmark:

Cirrus Foltmar 3 000 tonnes
Cirrus Metzeler 2 800 tonnes
Danfoam 800 tonnes
KBE 3000 tonnes

T9TAL: 9 600 tonnes

Figure 5:8: Production volume in the Nordic polyutheran' foam ~ndustry

1986. Source: SPF
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During the 1970s a transition from applications largely invisible to the end-.

user to highly'visible usage areas took place. This shift caused a focus on the

appearance and quality of the PUR surface which in turn opened up for the

expan~ion into new markets. The fast expansion of PUR-materials into a

multitude of applications induced the organization of PUR manufacturing

and marketing into three specialized functi~ns: (1) suppliers of raw

materials who provide the chemical synthesis and compounds; (2)

polyurethane processing machine manufacturers; and (3) the processors

who use the chemical compounds to process and market foams, elastomers,

and non-cellular materials that are used in the industrial production of enci

user products. This early structuring of the industry still plays an important
\

role in the organization of new' product and market developments.

Th.e Flexible Foam Production Network

In our study the main actors involved in the flexible foam production

network were CFC manufacturers, polyol manufacturers, foam

manufacturers and foam users.

The main suppliers of CFCs to Swedish flexible foam manufacturers were

Du Pont, ICI, Hoecht, and Atochem. The fir~s that provided the chemical

synthes~s and compounds (polyol and isocyanate) to process the foam were

also large international chemical firms. They had the technical expertise to

find special, solutions to various plastic ~pplications. .. In some cases they

manufactured all three main ingredients to 'th,e polyurethane foams: CFCs,

polyols and icocyanates, but individual c~emical firms more commonly

bought the CFCs from CFC manufacturers and then used them to supply

standard mixtures to the foam processing firms. Standards had been

developed fOF different applications' and qualities, but specialty compotlnds

were sometimes developed to meet customer or quality needs. The number

of compound s~ppliers to the flexible foam manufacturers in' Sweden were

around ten, the most important being Dow, B~yer, Shell, ICI and Union

Carbide.
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The flexible foam manufacturers were two relatively5 large firms, Cirrus and

Nordflex. They were selling foams in the Swedish nlarket but also, to some

extent, to the Nordic market. They manufactured cushioning and resilience

products mainly for the furniture and automobile industry using both the

sla"bstock and moulding methods (see below for explanation). In 1986 the

total consumption of CFCs in the flexible foam iIldustry was 500 tonnes, 9%

of the total consumption of CFCs in ,Sweden.

The two large and important user industries were the car and furniture

manufacturers. The buyers from the car industry consisted of the two

Swedish firms Volvo and Saab. They were important to the flexible foam

manufacturers in terms of. putting forward demands on the flexible foam

production systems (including product, logistics, quality aspects, etc). The

furniture industry comprised several hundred small and medium size firms

but also a few large and powerful on~s., for example IKEA, KF, and the

Kinnarp/Granstrand Group. IKEA was the single largest buyer of flexible

foams in Sweden. IKEA bought mattresses directly from the foam

manufacturers and other foam products indirectly, being the largest

customer to many of the smaller furniture suppliers that in turn were

custom.ers to the foam manufacturers.

The Technical System of Flexible Foams

The production of flexible polyurethane foams takes place through an

expansion process using polyol and isocyanate compounds and adding a

blowing agent. The blowing agent could be gas or low-b,?iling compounds.

The main agent for flexible foams is carbon dioxide (C02) which is received

tnrough a chemical reaction of water and isocyanate. Other agents include

Pentane, CFCs, and methyl chloride. Flexible foam has an open cell

structure that causes the blowing agent to evaporate during or just after the

production process.

Large in terms of domestic production, but in comparison to the chemical firms they are very
small. There were also 7-8 other manufacturers of foams that had considerably smaller production
volumes (and had most often not foam production as their main business area) that have not been
included in the study.
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The most important quality dimensions of flexible PUR foams are: (a)

density; (b) firmness; (c) static subsidence; (d) ability to circulate air; and (e)

fire-safety. The manufacturing of flexible foams is generally done according

to two methods; slab stock or moulding. The slab stock method casts the

PUR into large blocks later cut into products, for example mattresses,

whereas the moulding method refers to the process when products are

directly formed into their final shape in the manufacturing process, for

example armrests for automobiles.

CFC 11 was used in· combination with C02 in the production of lower density

foams «25 Kilograms/Meter3) being added in the polyol mixture in certain

heavy quality :foams to obtain a softer surface. In general, the primary quality

of flexible foams is connected to its density and firmness. The higher the

density of the foam, the higher the quality, which usually means a higher

price. High density and firmness makes the foam more stable and incre.ases

its life-expectancy. The amount of water in th.e cO2 mixture determin.es the

density of the foam and the firmness depends on the polyol and isocyanate.

Thus, adding CFC to the process made it possible to manufacture lower

densities, since it served both as a coolant and a blowing agent, and made it

possible to add comfort in making higher densities of foams softer. CFCs

also served as a release agent contributing to the form and finish of the

moulded product.

Mobilization to handle the regul~tion threat

The CFC-ban and industry mobilization through trade organizations

The Swedis~ phase-out plan banned the use of CFCs in flexible foams

J effective January 1, 1991. Prior to the 1988 Parliamentary decision to phase

out the total use of CFCs before the end of 1994, the flexible foam industry

was .partaking in lobbying activities as well as in government industry

negotiations on time-tables for a potential phase-out. Much of the· activities

took. place through the industry trade organizations. The flexible foam

manufacturers worked prima'rily with the issue through The Swedish Plastic
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Association6 (?PF), but several industry organizations also co-operated on a

jointly held view on the CFC issue. SPF co-ordinated its view with the

Chemical Suppliers As:sociation and the Federation of Swedish Industries.'

Activities on the production level

,When the CFC phase-out plan was decided, Cirrus and, Nordflex considered

the available alternatives. One alternative blowing agent, commonly used

in the U.S., was methyl chlpride. It is classified as a carcinogen and

considered to be dangerous for both workers coming in con~act with it and

the natural environment.

'''Myrsyra'' was another chemical widely available that also was consi~ered

too hazardous fo! workers. An alternative to CFCs presented by the

chemical suppliers was HCFC. Nordflex and Cirrus ruled out HCFC because

it was not yet commercially_ produced -and therefore only a limited supply

was available. It was also considered too expensive as a blowing agent for

lower densities of polyurethane foams. At the tirne, there were also signals

from policy-makers and the Environmental Minister, Birgitta Dahl, that the

use of HCFCs was not a long-term alternative to CFCs and that. it would

possibly be subject to future regulation.

Co-ordinating; activities through. intra-industry co-operation

In May 1987 the Federation of Swedish Industries apd the Federation of

Swedish Whol~salers submitted ..a letter to the Governmental Department of

Environment and Energy giving a proposal for a phase-ouf of the CFC use.

The industry did not object to the CFC phase-out stipulated by the Mont'r~al

Protocol, but objected to the proposed plans of an accelerated phase-out in

Sweden. Later during the fall a number of discussions took place between

representatives from the government and the industry federation where

recognition of the environmental problems caused by c:PCs was

acknowledged and that a phase-out was necessary. Although' the parties
I I

agreed on the types of CFC that' should .be considered in a phase-out, the

timetable for a phase-out was still a subject of disagreement.

Sveriges Plastforbund
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As a follow up to the discussions with the Department of Environment and

Energy and to once again state the industry view on the CFC issue, in

December the same year the Federation of Swedish Industries submitted a

proposal7 for a CFC phase-out. The proposal was based on the assumption

that the industry must await international technology development to be

able replace CFC. The proposal included specification of possible phase-out

dates for specific application areas. Based on the timetable presented, and

evaluations of potential reductions, tl1e fede~ation estimated a 250/0

reduction possible by 1991, in line with the Nordic Council's decision of

1987-10-07.

Cirrus and Nordflex are members of SPF. In the 1970s a special department8

(hereinafter OFF - department for flexible foams) was., founded within the

SPF for firms which manufactured and/or processed flexible polyurethane.

It started with the purposes of: (1) serving as a central institution. for issues

pertaining to flexible polyurethanes and their usage; (2) being an

intermediary for contacts between the industry and governmental

institutions; (3) working towards the implementatiC>'n of common products

and shared production standards as well as of norms for quality testing; and

finally (4) being a ~orum for discussion and handling of technical and other

issues of common interest to the department members. The board consisted

of a yearly elected chairman, secretary, and a minimum of one additional

board member.

In 1986 DFF was alerted to work with the CFC issue. A working group

within the department was formed to follow political developnlents

regarding a possible ban of CFCs. The working group at SPF discussed

internally the problems with CFC-free production. The problems they

discussed were'related to the difficulties in produci~g lower density foams
. -

because of '.flammabilIty, and to reach softness without CFCs in higher

densities. The flexible foam ~anufacturers did not perceive other materials

. as a real threat to their "products. Alternative materials for the same

"Avvecklingsprogram for CFC-anvandning". Promemoria 1987-12-22, pp 1-4. Federation of
Swedish Industries.
Avdelningen for Flexibla Cellplaster
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purposes were polyethers, horsehair, an.d paddings. They constituted a very

small percentage of total use and were not -consfdered as "real" competitive

alternatives.

The pessimism that was first prevalent in the group turned after they had

discussed the opportunities that could be gained by discontinued production

of lower densities (Le., lower qualities using CFCs as a blowing agent).

Competitive developments in the furniture and mattress industry had led to

a shift towards the use of lower density foams to cut cost and be price

competitive. The foam manufacturers saw an opportunity of stopping

manufacturing the low density mattresses which they considered to be of

poor quality, thereby solving some of the related quality problems.

In 1989 DFF agreed. to stop the manufacture of foams with a density below 23

kg/m3. A SPF decree, dated June 1989, was sent to all relevant parties

informing about the voluntary agreement to stop the production. of flexible

foams with a lower density than 23 kg/m3. They also agreed nof to partake,

dire~tly or indirectly, in imports of CFC produced quaHties. The agreement

was effective from January 1, 1990, one year earlier than the Swedish ban

stipulated.

Finding a solution to the CFC replacement and beyond

Competitive threats

After the agreement to stop using CFCs, DFF turned to a new problem. The

flexible foam manufacturers felt a threat from the imported CFC-based

products. The joint industry decision to ban the use of CFCs by not

producing foams in qualities less than 23 kilos/m3 resulted in customer

demands for price compensations. The customers, mainly furniture

manufacturers, argued that the 15% price difference between the qualities 20

and 23 kilos/m3 should be reduced by lowering the price to the same level as

for th.e CFC blown foams. Norwegian and Danish foam manufacturers also

offered to deliver the. lighter qualities made with the use of CFCs. Fruitless

discussions for the. purpose of reachi~g a voluntary import ban of CFC-based

products had been .held with the leading actor in the furniture industry,

IKEA.
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, To fight this threat the industry again joined in trying to get an import ban.

On an initiative from the manufactur~rs of flexible foams a meeting was

held at the Swedish Environmental Protection Agency in October 1989. 'The

purpose was to get an import ban on products containing CFC based 'foams.

The industry representatives (from Nordflex and Cirrus) argued that the

technical and market investments they had made to obtain an early phase

out of their use of CFCs, as well as th~ resultant environmental gains, were

threatened from imports of the less expensive CFC-based foam products,
I

especia!ly from bordering countries.

The result of these attempts was an investigation of the amount of imported

products containing CFCs or produced with the help of CFCs and! a Swedish

EPA. proposal to incorporate import bans in the Swedish regulation SFS

1988:716. Such an import ban came into place effective January I, 1991 after

extensive negotiations primarily with representatives from the European

Community.

Technical and social problems in response to the production halt

When manufacturing of lower densities came to a halt, the density 23 Kilos

replaced the lpwer densities and was sold to fill the same purposes. The

transition to the heavier foam increased the cost for the furniture industry

but increased the quality of the foam. The foam manufacturers were

positive since they did not have to sell foams for certain purposes that were

earlier laden with quality problems. However the users were not

emamoured and threatened to buy from other Nordic manufacturers unless

they were con1pensated. for the 'increase in price. Such price adjustments

were agreed on.

After Cirrus stopped using. CFCs in production, it manufactured the qualities

23-55 Kilograms/m3 with an average density level of .. the foams of 27

Kilograms/m3. Nordflex produced 36 different qualities of foam in the

densities 23-55 Kilograms/m3 and firmness levels of 50-330 Newton.

Before the agreement came into .place, the flexible foam manufacturers were

further pressed to find a solution to replacing CFCs from its largest
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customers in the car and furniture industries. In 1991 IKEA adopted the IS09

9002 standards that stipulated a formalized quality system that is

Implemented to ensure a minimum standard/quality throughout the

product system. IKEA, Volvo, and Saab were pushing for a general increased

focus on quality aspe<;ts among Swedish suppliers; and put pressures on

them to adopt such a system. A firm intending to be a 'supplier to IKEA,

Volvo, or Saab had to join the ISO stan4ard and go 'through testing and

monitoring before becoming licensed by "Statens Provningsanstalt" and

thereby qualify as a supplier.

Saab, Volvo and IKEA have demanded CFC-free production from their

suppliers, through ISO-standards. IKEA had formalized its demands on

suppliers to not· supply products containing or produced with CFCs. Saab

and Volvo have demanded CFC-free products since the end of 1989. There

was no negotiation or discussion between the automobile' and flexible foam

manufacturers, the demand came as a decree from ~he automotive industry

sent to all relevant suppliers.

Some of the technical problems that occurred' after the ban'were connected to

the higher density foams. They had harder'surfaces and were very heavy

and more expensive for the end-user. With less. flexible, heavier,. and more

expensive end products, Nordflex asked the parent cOPlpany, Recticel, for

help in solving the proble~s. However, it did not receive any support from

Recticel during the, first part of the CFC phase-out. Recticel was alerted

during 1~91 when the .deadline of using CFCs in the larger European

markets "was coming closer and when Nordflex competitor Cirrus had

started finding sol,utions to the problems that had occurred. Polyurethane
\ -

suppliers were working on finding alternatives or additives that solved the

surface softness problem. They had a standard set of polyols and a number

of tailored polyols that were used to get softer foams. Cirrus' did not work

closely with the suppliers but was presented with standard solutions. Some

of the alternatives Cirrus' worked on at that time included: a) mix of specialty

polyols (softeners); b) experiments with more icocyanates; and c) to dr~ss

Swedish standards follow~g international equivalent, and are comparable to BS for example,
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the foam applications with different types of padding bought from other

firms.

During 1991 Rectciel's central R&D laboratory, IDe, in Belgium, started to

test new palyols for their ability to get high density fo~ms softer~ The ne'f

concept that was implemented in production in November 1991 was to add

softeners and hereby r~duce the amount of iso~yanat and still attain high

.' quality'foam as if using CFCs. Nordflex had also worked since the beginning

of 1992 on the quality aspects of the foam in terms of its tensile and tear

strength. Tests did not exist prior to the CFC-ban, but the industry became

aware of the lowered strength in some foam qualities since the banned use

of CFCs. Nordflex laboratory at the Gislaved plant is today responsible for

quality tests and controls while the central laboratory in Belgium develops

and tests new chemical mixtures and foam qu~lities.

-The caSe of replacing CFCs - three applications - three processes

In this chapter we\ have described three industrial ~pplications. of CFCs and

the processes of change that'took place as a result of the regulations of the

CFC compound. The changes that too'k place within the refrigeration

industrial network was most extensively descri1;>ed due to the greater

complexities involved in adapting their industrial system to the demands of

CFC-free products. The refrigeration case represents an insight in to

industrial strategies regarding complex technological and organizational

change processes. The electronics' and flexible foam cases show different

change strategies, one focusing on the technological system and the other on

the network dynamic and postitions. Taken together the' three cases will

give us an overview of industrial systems with similarities and differencies

regarding' structural and institutional properties as well as to processual

changes and choosen strategies.

In the next part of the thesis an analysis of the CFC-case will be' presented.

the Br~fish Standard.
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PART IV ANALYSIS & CONCLUDING REMARKS

In the fourth part we will first analyse the change processes resulting from

the regulation of CFCs as described in chapter 5. Each application of CFCs

will be analyzed separately and then the three prdcesses will be compared in

relation to common or general patterns as well as to differences.

In the concluding chapter 7 we will discuss how the insights from the CFC

case can inform us on the subject of sustainable industrial practices. Can we

expect certain strategic responses or behavior in relation to environmental

problems, given a specific set of characteristics in an industrial network or in

an. industrial sector? What will the implications for .understanding

industrial change be? Are there any implications for industry strategy and

public policy? We will also suggest a few·topics for future research.

Chapter 6 Patterns and processes 0.£ change in the CFC-case

The analysis of the CFC applications will apply theory to observations. Each

application will be analyzed with regard to th.e technological, relational and

institutional patterns of change prevalent in each case. The technological

and relational patterns will be analyzed over time as well as the .institutional

processes that characterized the phase-out processes. The degrees of

technological interdependencies, relational couplings in the network and

degree of isomorphism of the solutions to the CFC challenge will then be

used to analyze the relative inertia of each CFC application network.

CFCs' beginning and end: the case of Refrigeration

The application area that received greatest attention in Sweden and was

given the longest phase-out period was the CFC-application in refrigerators.

This should not be surprising considering the long period of use of CFCs in

refrigeration, and bearing in mind that CFCs were invented to propel the

growth of the domestic refrigeration market. The compressor refrigerator,

first introduced in the 1930s, had been selected in 1987 \as the worldwide
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standard. With demand for larger units in the househol9-, the absorption

technology introduced by Electrolux became inefficient and an industry-wide

adoption of the compressor technology was seen in the early 1960s. The

development of "a standard refrigerator" went together with the

formalization of construction standards for multi-family homes, particularly

in Sweden. Multi-family home construction programs were launched in the

1960s and 1970s in response to growing urban populations at a time of

housing shortages in the cities. The goals of these programs included a

general effort to continue to raise living standards for the majority of the

population. These aims often became articulated in design forms lik~ built

in kitchen appliances and the inclusion of refrigeration units in the homes.

Over the 60+ years since the introduct~~n of CFCs as a refrigerant, many

technological modifications have been made to the system of refrigeration.

These combined changes resulted in CFCs becoming an integral part of

refrigerators and their production, inter-locked with other technologies in

the product and. production systems. The technological interdependencies

and inter-organizational couplings (particularly.' associated with product

contents and production processes) will be the basis for analyzing the change

processes that took place in the area of replacing CFCs in refrigeration.

Since Swedish industrial actors were tIre first to face CFC phase-out,

Electrolux's work on replacing CFCs had implications for others involved in

refrigeration, manufacturers who later faced the same dem,ands to phase-out

the use of the relatively simple chemical compound.

The production system in the case of refrigeration

The industrial system involved in the production, sales and usage of

refrigerators involves a number of important resources. The knowledge as

to how to build, the capital to finance manufacturing plants and processes,

the connections to actors in the supply and distribution chains with

supporting and complementary technologies, the services and expertise,

these are some of a manufacturer's more important resources. The

production system for refrigerators could be described as including two

technological but related systems, the production-line and the product, each

with its own logic and interconnected relationships and artifacts.



B~ing a capital intensive production system, great efforts have been made

over time to increase production-line productivity. This particularly applied

to Electrolux1
• Since refrigerator production first started, their constant

striving towards increased production efficiency achieved results. The

refrigeration plants of today are large assembly plants with high degrees of

automation. .Outside firms mostly supply inputs to production and very. few

details are manufactured in-house. The basic refrigeration technology has

not really changed since the early 1960s when tne compressor ulotor became

the dominant technology. Since then increment~lchanges hav,e been made,

mostly modifications to improve pro.duction efficiency or product design

features. One of the more significant design changes, however, relates to

the introduction of CFC blown foams as an insulation .. agent. This was

significant because the replacement 'of fiberglass insulation by CFC blown

foams influenced both the production process and the product design as will

be shown below.

Production process and product component interdependencies

During the evolution of household refrigeration the production process

system has. been refined and increasingly more interconnected. As a result

the design of a refrigerator has been strongly and concurrently related to the

possibilities and limitations of the production line. All proposed produ<;:t

changes have b~en measured ag~inst their impact on the assembly process...

If a suggested product change would cause large disruptions' or modifications

to the production line, its implementation was less likely to succeed.
(

Since the introduction of compressor technology in household refrigeration,

CFC h,as been added at the end of the production line as a coolant in the

radiator plumbing that connects to the compressor ·motor. The compressor

motor 'has undergone some changes during its evolution. In the late 1950s a

new line of ,compact compressors was introduced by some European

manufacturers to meet. the European market's need fo~ refrigerators that

were more compact. They replaced the larger North American

"Techumseh" compressor that 'had dominated the market up until then.

Since the introduction of the compact compres'sor no radical changes were

1 Efforts to increase production efficiency are mentioned in almost every issue of Electrolux's annual report
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made to the compressor system or it's components prior to the Montreal

Protocol.

One major design change that did' indeed occur (prior to the regulation of

CFCs) was the introduction of foam as insulation material in refrigerators in
(

the late 1960s/early 1970s. This change proved to be fundamental to both

product and production processes. Prior to foam, insulation consisted of

fiberglass or other materials also used ill other standard .applications, , for

example as insulation in buildings.

The construction of the refrigerator and the installation of fiberglass

insulation were neither integral nor highly related. The fiberglass was added

in the space between the inner and.outer mantYe of the refrigerator and did

not affect the materials used in the mantles. Thus, apart from its' insulating

functions, insulation itself was not a critical, nor a highly integrated,

component of the refrigerator prior to the use of CFC blown foams.

Foam insulation changed the "design and production processes

fundamentally as the insulation became part of the structural integrity of the

refrigerator shell itself. The use of foam reduced the thickness of. the walls

and increased the in~ulation effect, thus energy efficiency was improved.

CFC was "injected", ~ogether with other chemicals, into the space between

the inner and outer mal1tle of the refrigerator. The' mixture of chemicals

created a foam that served two purposes: to stabilize the structure and to

'insulate from loss of ·cold. The. materials of the refrigerator walls were also

affected by the new insulation technologyI chemicals, which increased the

intet-relati,onship between the parts. This new technique of integrating the

insulation with the inner and outer mantle was called "sandwich

construction"2 ~hich led to an increased tec-hnological interdependence of

the technology in the refrigerator.

Global oil-crisis creates. institutional forces for change in product design

The "forces" present to implement such a change in design and production

were indeed great and increased in the 1970s. They stemmed from strong

•
since th~ early 1930s.
2 Term used by the refrigerator manufacturers to describe the construction where the inner and outer walls
of the refrigerator are IIglued" together by the insulating foam in a 3 layer fashion.
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demands on energy efficiency brought about by a truly global oil-crisis. That

crisis mobilized consumer affairs, KoV/ to make product comparisons

which created both coercive (consumer demand) and mimetic

(company/p-roduct comparisons) isomorphic pressures to adopt energy

efficient technology.

One such solution was to improve the insulation in the refrigerator. CFCs

, were already known and used as a coolant by the refrigeration industry

while adoption of foams using CFC propellants to reduce energy use was

relatively easy. The public debate in the mid- to late 1970s on the harm of

CFCs as a propellant in aerosol packaging did not spill over to refrigeration

and the refrigeration industry felt relatively unaffected by the regulatory

pressures to. ban CFCs. at the time.

Also, the institutional forces that s~pported the use of CFCs in insulation

were gre.at. Strengthened norn1S regarding energy use and efficiency in

society at large, paralleled with institutional measures brought forward by

institutions like KoV, h~lped to support the refrigeration industry in the

transition to the new foam insulation technology. Energy efficiency became

the strongest norm, guiding product development and design in the field of

refrigeration. Today there are numerous pro.duct reports and tests available

to the consumer with energy consumption comparisons. Tests are

performed not only by KoV, but also by retailers and consumer associations.

The manufacturers also provide detailed product information with regard to

the energy use and efficiency of their products.

Thus, since the 1970s energy consumption has been increasingly

institutionalized. It has instigated product improvements as well as shaped

the design of the refrigerator and its production system. Also, energy

consumption is one of the most communicated elements in marketing

communication as well as consumer reports, that over time have shaped

consumer preferences and demands on a refrigerator. Today it is virtually"

impossible to buy a refrigerator without learning about its energy use.

3 In Sweden Konsumentverket, KoV, (Consumer .Affairs) was instrumental in influencing the direction of
refrigeration design by strongly ~mphasizingenergy efficiency as a major performance criteria. KoV
regularly tests and compares products. Usually the test is paid for by the producer.
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The "perfect" refrigerator production system - before the discovery of the

oz0rte hole

The production system for household refrigerators was at the time of the

Montreal Protocol negotiatioJ1.s characterized by perhaps' even greater

stability than in the 1970s. The dominant product design was compressor

technology, using CFC as a coolant, and CFC propelled insulating foams to

which fundamental product structural adaptations had been made. The

walls of the refrigerator had become thinner due to the efficiency of CFCs

and the interior had adapted accordingly with increased shelf-space. The

asse~bly line was adapted and optimized for the production of this

technology, as the technology itself survived the previous tfcrisis 'in des.ign"

brought on by the oil crisis.

By this time mimetic pressures were increasingly ·evident. Virtually no

differences regarding functional (especially energy use and basic performance

in the home) criteria could be found between brands. Critical input

resources used for production were the same. Differences that co:uld be seen

were primarily attributable to visual design features. In,relation to CFCs the

productiop. system with the product and production resources could be

characterized as a highly interdependent system with exceedingly

interconnected technological artifacts (figure 6:1). The production line was

largely automated and dependent on a well functioning flow of inputs along

the factory line. The productivit,y of the plant was sensitive to disruptions

along the production line. Disturbances were costly and measures to protect

against such disturbances were part of the design of the production system.

Any new product development was evaluated with regard to existing

production fechnology and possible disruptions of the assembly line. The

CFCs were added at two different stations along the production line! which

increased the complexity in replacing CFCs.
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• C~Cs highly integrated
in product and production
system
• Several product (:omponents
interrelated with CFCs
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has increased since 1930s
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Production process'Interdependence

Figu~e 6:1: Technological·interdependenc~ in the'refrigeration
, production system 1986

The refrigerator in itself was also a system of technological parts. The design

of the refrigerator was highly interconnected with the possibilities of the

production line. The basic design features of the refrigerator had been

shaped and adapted to each other since the 1930s and the production line

11ad been set tip accordingly. Over time changes .in the refrigerator design

had been increasingly dependent on existing production technology and

design and we can characterize the technological system of the refrigerator as

highly interdependent. The use of compressor technology ~as inter-related

to the coolant, which in turn was related to the materials in the pipes and to

lubricants used in the motor.

Thus, by the mid- 1980s the refrigeration production system was high~y

fnterdependent with ~egard to its technology in product and production.

The high technological interdependence had been ~reated over time_ through

path~dependentprocesses.

The relational system and processes

The actors in the refrigeration industrial system were few and highly

internationalized. Main actors in the refrigeration industrial system were

refrigeration firms, chemical suppliers and compressor firms. The l1etwork
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of supplier relationships was highly overlapping between competing

refrigeration firms and characterized by' stability and standardization. In

Europe the supplier network for many of the critical inputs was virtually the

same for all refrigeration manufacturers. Compressor technology suppliers

were few and in principle product development was only carried out by one

actor 'in Europe,. Dannfoss, while the other suppliers of compressors were

often manufacturers owned· by the refrigeratio~ firms to secure a second

sou;rcing in relationship to Dannfoss. In Electrolux's case, it had used the

same supplier, Dannfoss, since the purchase of Elektro-Helios and its

compressor technology in the early 1960s. With the acquisition of the Italian

white goods manufacturer Zanussi,,\·a smaller compressor manufacturer was

included and added as a supplement~l and price competing supplier. Thus,

the relational system in refrigeration was characterized a~ a tightly coupled

system with stable and routinized relationships.

Chemical ~uppliers were large and international firms, also few in number.

For the most part, CFCs were supplied to most refrigerator manufacturers by

one or two suppliers. (The relation~hips in the supplier networks·at the time

of the Montreal Protocol were characterized by high stability. Both

distributive and administrative routines were well ·established. The main

chemical suppliers delivered not only the CFCs but also a mix of chemicals

to be used in the foaming process as well as the chemicals for use' in the

making of inner mantles of the refrigerator. The metal and plastic used in a

refrigerator's outer and inner mantle react with the chemicals used in the

foam and a change of chemical supplies might cause defoamation of the

refrigerator ,With consequent interruption of the production process. As

well, the different chemicals used in the foam itself had to be compatible,

giving tested chemicals clear advantage.s over others, while the cost of

changing one kind of chemical for another could be considerable if it

resulted in an interruption of production.

Accordingly, a stable relational system could be observed, with high coupling

between the industrial actors., Thus, in line with the theoretical'framework,

the indus'trial system in the refrigeration industry could be characterized. as

tightly coupled and highly interdependent, see figure 6:2.
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Figure 6:2: Interdependence and couplings in the refrigeration
industrial network 1986

Institutional system and Isomorphic processe~ i;n the refrigeration industry

The industrial system involved in the manufacturing of household

refrigerators has evolved over a 70 years period. Not only have the

technology and the actors developed and adapted to each other, the

development has also been supported by the evolution of institutional rules,

norms and systems to support the manufacturing and use of refrigerators.

On the user side, infra-structural investments in society, such as

electrification, have beel1 crucial for the development of a mass market.

Safety rules regarding use of refrigerants have also influenced development

towards the use of compressor refrigerators. CFCs.were specifically designed

to reduce risks of flammability and explosions when first developed as an

alternative refrigerant.

The development and design of household refrigeration was also supported

by other societal projects such as architecture and building ideals and

standards. Functionalistic ideas and architecture influenced the interior

design of kitchens to incorporate built-in appliances which in turn
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influenced the design of refrigerators. As mentioned, the development of

pro~uct standards in Sweden as well as efficiency in production was spurred

by large municipal building projects for multiple homes between 1940-1970s.

A few large builders came to be important in shaping the demands on the

design and function of the refrigerator and price became an important

competitive tool. Thus, the refrigerator industry, experiencing increasing

pressure to improve production efficiencies, became more professional and

specialized.

Further, events like the oil crisis, technological possibilities, and the

professionalization of refrigerator manufacturing induced a higher degree of

institutionalization of the refrigerator industrial network. Energy efficiency

and safety were influential in shaping functional demands on the

refrigerator, which in turn pressured the design of the product and

production processes to adapt to existing systems. The developments since

the oil.-crisis show an increase in couplings and interdependencies. The

number of actors in refrigeration has been drastically reduced to a few large

firms operating in an international arena. The emphasis on energy

efficiency has also institutionalized norms which has increased product

standards and thus spurred tighter couplings and higher

interdependencies.

To summarize, the industrial system in refrigeration was at the time of the

CFC regulations in 1986 characterized by a high degr~e of technological

interdependencies with many standard technologies with high mutual

interdependencies. It was also characterized by the dominance of a few large

industrial actors who where connected in a tightly coupled relational system.

In many instances European refrigerator manufacturers shared the same

supplier network, or at least had highly overlapping networks. The

relationships to main suppliers had been stable an~ were rarely

discontinued. When new relations where developed it was usually as a

result of mergers, or to secure second sourcing. The refrigeration industrial

system was also highly institutionalized due to both specialization and

professionalization of the refrigerator industrial system as well as to

demands on greater safety and energy efficiency ,that were translated into

product design. In accordance with the theoretical model we can describe the
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r~frigeration industrial system as having a high degree of interdependence

in the technological systenl. with a few large actors in a tightly structured

industrial network (see figure 6:2).

CFCs flnd change processes in the refrigeration n~twork

The. actors' in the industrial network in this case have coordinated their

resources and activities to solve the replacement of ·CFCs in refrigerators.

Per~onnel from R&D departments, 'p:roduct and production engineers, and

managers from refrigerator, ~hemical, and supplying companies actively

participated and combined experiences and resources in the pr9ces~.

Individual act<?rs in .the involved industries also built re,lationships with

legislative bodies in developing and negotiating solutions to the CFC

problem.

The coordination of resources and activities in the industrial network can be

viewed as a formation of an informa~, cooperative attempt to resolve the

CFC replacement issue. Reasons for cooperation (as compared to individual,

isolated activities) that can be identified were: (a) to red~ce lengthy

development and te,sting procedures, thus increasing the speed of the

process as well as reducing. costs; (b) gaining access to other actors' resources,

,both knowledge and capital-based; (c) reduction of overlapping activities; (d)

for' chemical companies to maintain their 'position as suppliers of coolant

and insulation 'compounds to the refrigeration firms; and (e) to legitimize

the chosen solution by presenting a unified result.

The cooperation formed in this case was an extension of earlier exchange

relationships between the actor~ in the network. A tighter cooperation on

research projects was implemented in order to test and adjust the new

compounds to the refrigerator as well as in the production-1ine~ The

chemical manufa.cturers, being pressured to find CFCs substitutes, ~ad to

quickly test their suggested replacements for various applications. Some of

the driving forces to find broadly accepted solutions were the availability of

earlier developed <;ompounds, uncertainties regarding differences 'between

the CFCs and the substitutes, as well as the environmental status of the'new

chemicals.
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Thus, engaging. in collaborative network projects enhanced the diffusion

and support of the chosen solution in the industrial ~etwork of users. The

support in the industria~ system also strengthened the industry position

towards legislators, reducing the risk of regulatory action towards the new

compounds. The existence of a tightly coupled network helped the actors to

identify possible solutions relatively fast as well as to start test projects on

alternatives. But the network also prevented new, perhaps mor~

innovative, solutions from being developed.

\ A number of obs~rved isomorphic pressures were propelling this process of

uncertainty reduction. Coercive pressures stemmed fronl the international

and national regulation of CFCs. The previously discussed alternatives to

CFCs were included as suggested substitutes in the Governmental and UNEP

documents. These suggested substitutes could be 'understood as standards

for what solutions to adopt. Coercive forces could also be identified in terms

'of pressures felt from within the network to adopt a certain solution. The

chemical industry had solutions that were developed as a response to the

1979 ban, wh\ch had never been tested for various applications, and were

active in promoting these compounds.

The process of finding substitutes for CFCs was mainly performed within

already established relations. The probable greater relative power of the

chemical corporations in' terms of their .dominant position in the CFC

market enabled them to steer the refrigetator and compressor firms towards

HCFCs and HFCs as substitutes. The chemical firms had the knowledge and

resources to engage in q.eveloping and evaluating different compounds that

the other actors lacked or llad no interest in, pursuing. These established

relations could be viewed as a force or persuasion towards an isomorphic

solution, thus hindering :the refrigerator firms from finding solutions

outside the established relationships.

Once a solution .became perceived as successful by leading firms, other

refrigerator manufacturers applied the same solution. Thus,. mimetic

behavior was observed when the solution applied in one- firm was a40pted

by others in the network through imitation. The mimetic pressure could be
i

observed in both the chemical and refrigerator industry. The CFC

manufacturers quickly adopted the solution p;roposed by some of the leading
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chemical firms like Du Pont and leI. Cooperat~ve research forces were soon

organized, thus reinforcing the institutional processes towards an

isomorphic solution. Collaboration to quickly find alternativ"es to CFCs was

also supported by environmental policy-mpkers aI;ld other legislative bodies.

A number of seminars, workshops, and other, less formal, arrangements

supported the diffusion of HCFCs and HFCs. --

One explanation for the fast adoption of this solution is that all the actors in

the study belonged to large, international, and n1ature industries. In Weick's

(1982) terms the relationships between the actors involved were all tightly

structured and the established, highly structured network of relationships

enabled the chemical firmS to rapidly test the suggested substitutes for

different applications in close cooperation with the refrigerator and

compressor' firms. In more' "fragmented industries the process would

probably ha\te been slower.

In this case, the tightly structured relationshIps which doubtless enhanced

the speed of finding substitutes for CFCs, at the same time impeded new and

possibly better solutions from being found outside the network. Thus,

network relationships can be said to be have been both a blessing and a curse.

A blessing because they facilitated the organization of actors and resources to

solve common problems, but a curse in that they probably hindered tne

development and adoption of innovative solutions originating "outside the

established structure.

From the perspective of the firm, it would have been very expensive and

risky for Electrolux to develop the chemical competence needed to find a

better solution on its own. It lacked the necessary resources to develop a

close substitute for CFCs and was not ready to develop a completely new

technological solution to refrigeration and insulation. Electrolux also

viewed it as far from certain that customers would be willing to pay

significant premiums for "greener" refrigerators. Thus Electrolux did not

perceive it feasible to develop its own solution. Instead, Electrolux

participated in the institutionalization process of the industrywide

environmental compliance, replacing CFCs first with HCFCs/HFCs and later

with pentane, "a volatile fluid paraffin hydrocarbon contianed in petroleum.
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High

The stability in the refrigeration industrial network relationships,

uncertainties regarding the alternatives, lack of incentives for competitive

solutions, as well as readily available compounds offered by the chemical

actors were likely reasons for the compliant behavior of th.e actors in the

network involved. Significant attempts to find more environmentally apt

solutions than these replacements were cOI1spicuously lacking in this

network. The observed network behavior is attributable to a combination of

relatively high degrees of technological and relational lock-ins, (see Figure

6:2) and institutionalization processes in the network studied. We will
...

compare this network on these dimensions in relation to the other network

cases we examined. We consider this case to be. a manifest example of when

system effects produce macro-behavior different from, and often counter

intuitive to, the motives of participating members in ~he system (e.g.

Schelling, 1979).

Tighter couplings with~
suppliers and competitors

Increased integration ~
refrigeration manufacturers

+/ - Production system
remained highly

Production system interdependent
interdependence ---------+----=------

Low

Loose Tight

Relational couplings

Figure 6:3: Changes in interdependence and couplings in the refrigeration
industrial network 1986-1995

If we analyze the events during the lO-year period. of the CFC phase-out we

can see that the already tightly connected network of actors went through a

structuration process where the relationships became even closer (compare

figure 6:2 and 6:3). One such structurati0n outcome was an increase in the
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interaction between competing refrigeration firms. The relationships

between competing firms developed into several cooperative projects such

as the one between Electrolux "and AEG at a .German university to test the,

properties of CFC alternatives. AEG and Electrolux have since merged.

Cooperative efforts were formed not only between refrigeration firms but

also between chemical manufacturers and between groups, of actors In the

whole supplier network. For example, in testing' CFC alternatives

refrig~ration firms, CFC manufacturer~, compressor firms, and plastics

manuf~cturers were all involved in finding solutions to specific problems

that evolved during the ,process.

Thus, the Montreal Protocol and the Swedish CFC regulation created an

awareness of shared problems in the refrigeration inq.ustry that spurred

increased interaction and 'exchange of knowledge and other resources. In

light of the earlier Swedish regulation, Electrolux could have had the

oppor~nity to gain an advantage relative to its competitors in launching the

first "CFC-free" refrigerator, and thereby attempted to change its strategic

position in the network,. But instead the resources and actions of the

re£rigerator firms were coordinated, the structuration increased, and as a

result the isomorphic pressures to adopt a common solution, no position

changes between the refrigeration firms were apparent.

On the other hand, some positional changes could be Seen on the supplier

side. . One supplier that came into the Electrolux network with the

acquisition .of Zanussi played an important role in solving' a chemical

compatibility problem during the phase of testing CFC alternatives and as a

result received greater status in Electrolux's network of suppliers. But in

general ,few new relationships developed, the existing supplier relationships

'being strengthened during this change process. The large CFC suppliers not

only played an influential and active .role in identifying and supplying the

alternatives, but also strengthened their position vis-a-vis the refrigeration

ma~ufacturers.

Thus, stability in both the technological as well as the relational structure

was maintained in the refrigeration network (see figure 6:4). Change in the

production was minimal· and in line with the technologies and techniques
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used before the CFC regulation. Due to structuration of coordinated ·efforts

to find standard solutions at the network level, we can understand the result

of this change process as a manifestation of the high interdependence in the

production system and the tightly coupled relational system. The

interdependence in the technological product and production process

systems had gained momentum over 50+ years, manifested in technological

lock-ins and resulting 'in a relatively high .degree of social inertia.

The relational system that evolved around the technology was also highly

structured with tight couplings, especially in the supplier network but also

among specific professionals in the refrigeration industry. The engineers

involved in the CFC change project(s) were often physicist~ with shared

educati~onal background who often met at trade fairs, conventions and

professional meetings. During the CFC change process the interactions

between them increased with exchange of information, knowledge building

and cooperating in testing. This resulted in a tightening of the bonds

between the people involved in the CFC change -projects.

Conclusions from the Case of Refrigeration

In summary, we find that cooperative efforts and isomorphic pressures,

emanating from within the established industrial network as well as from

legislative bodies, helped to shape the solution of the CFC replacement.

HCFCs and HFC~, the substitutes for CFCs proposed by the chemicai

manufacturers, were widely adopted among the major refrigerator firms.

The solution became institutionalized through a process of coercive and

mimetic pressures.

These firms 'were prisoners of the environmental dilemma and it is easy to

view inter-organizational collaboration as a major solution (cf. Axelrod,

1984; Schelling, 1979). For example, Teece (1992) s.uggests that such

collaboration can promote innovation through coupling complementary

assets, users and suppliers, competitors, and technologies. He stresses that

horizontal cooperation .can contribute more to innovation than competitive

diversity since the for,mer assists the development of 'standards, motivates

more R&D investments through .higher pay-off expectation~, and reduces

wasteful duplication of effort.
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Our case shows that cooperation on the network level may not always create

sustainable solutions, but may institutionalize adoption of less ideal

solutions. Interlocking relationships and technologies may force individual

firms to adopt a certain solution already adopted and diffused in other parts

of the network. This highlights how important it is to study industrial

cooperative or co'l~aborativeefforts from a multi-level perspective, since our

findings restrict the reasoning of Teece (1992) that horizontal cooperation

promotes innovation. Benefits from cooperative efforts experienced by

individual actors at the micro- and network levels may be negated when

, analyzing the consequences at the societal level., A rapid and un-problematic

change procedure with the adoption of _a specific solution diffused in an

industry may ""inder efforts to develop new cleaner technologies.

The development and diffusion of innovations are typically driven by

expectations of future gains (e.g., Brown, 1981; Walton, 1987). The more

uncertain and potentialiy lower these :pay-offs are, the less likely firms will

be to invest, in R&D and adopt innovations, and the more likely that firms

will resist mandated adoption. In this case, the production system

interdependencies framing the problem and motives for developing more

environmentally correct solutions were lacking. As long as environmental

pressures are seen more· as threats to be minimized than as opportunities to

be individually or collectively exploited, the defensive side of inter

organizational cooperation can be expected to dominate.

It would indeed be remarkable if an industrial network with the vast

resources at the disposal of most of the leading firms within it were not able

to -develop environmentally apt solutions, rather than the seemingly inapt

HCFCs over the period of almost two decades since the first 'warning signals.

We suggest that the phenomenon of adapting an isomorphic solution is

related to uncertainty and processes at the production and relational system

level. The technological cooperation and inform,ation sharing of the

industrial network studied is far from sufficient to internalize the

environmental externality of CFCs. To solve an environmental problem in

interlocked network structures may not be enough to internalize

environmentally apt solutions, but may in fact hinder such development.

The system effects of inter-related industrial relationships and technologies
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may slow or hinder the development· and adoption of radical new solutions

and may also impede the diffusion of new environmentally adapted

products or procedures'. It will, however, e~pedite t~e diffusion of chosen

solutions. In this case, the industry-wide adoption of the chosen

environmental solution was made possible through the collective efforts of

the network and the process of institutionalization. In fact, the process of

solution, selection was a key aspect of its diffusion and adoption among

participating firms.

In the case of refrigerators, interlocked relational structure and technological

path-depend'enci~s played a major role in shaping the isomorphic CFC

solution. Imitation and coercion regarding solutions shaped the solution

while keeping the network structure and the production system relatively

unchanged. A possible alternative outcome could have been the adoption of

the already existing thermo-technology. This technology was evaluated at

Electrolux in terms of its influence on the ozone layer and possible

contribution to the greenhouse effect but was quickly abandoned due to the

necessarily large investments required in the production system.

Breaking up from institutionalized norms - the case of Electronics

In the electronics case CFCs were used as a solvent for cleaning (and 10%

.degreasing) purposes. Concerning the application of CFCs in electronics, we

have several conditions that are different from the refrigeration case. The

use of CFCs in the electronic' industry was limited to being a part of the

production process and not an integral part of the product. Only one type of

CFC was used, CFC 113, but with many users for a large variety of electronic

products. Users numbered about 200, ranging from .small regional to very

large multinational firn1s. The nighest consumption in Sweden was to be

found in the instrument and precision mechanics industry, CFC 113 being

used as a cleaning agent for electronic equipment where extremely high

demands on cleanliness were pr~sent (The Nordic Council of Ministers;

1993). The' network of suppliers relating to CFCs was smaller and tighter.

C~C suppliers were few and consisted of very large international firms. The
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cleaning equipment/machinery used in the 'production process was supplied

by two German firms.

The Production System in the case of Electronics

Figure 6:5 places the electronic network in our .product/production

interdependence framework. In the case of CFCs and Electronics the use of

CFC was limited fo the produ~tionprocess and only·had implications for the

functioning of the product (most often circuit boards). Cleaning and

degreasing of the circuit board was done as a matter 'of standard practice and

integrated in the production process. Some electronic products were

military applications where formalized standards' had developed that

included detailed descriptions of washing techniques and approved solvents

i.e.,CFC 113.

High

Product component
interdependence

··C Cs integrated in
Low pro uction process but

not ritical.for the production
• CFCs not integrate~ I

in product

Low High

Production process interdependence

Figure 6:4: Technological interdependence in the electronics
network 1986

The actor network could be des'cribed at several levels in this case. If we look

at electronic manufacturers, we have many small, medium and large firms

with little or no exchange on th.e horizontal plane. Thus, the electronic

network in this sense ~ould be de~cribed :as very loosely coup~ed. On the

other hand many of the small and nledium sized firms were suppliers to

larger manufacturers, for example to Volvo, Saab, and Ericsson. So if we
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i~clud~ supplier and customer relationships we have' individual examples

of very tightly coupled relationships with great interdependencies.

However, as the case uI1-folds, there were few coordinative attempts to

address the CFC issue on the actor/relationship levet Also, early in the
. ,

process, the TRE-project took a leading role in exploring the CFC-issue, th·us

the initiative, governanceJ and control was' transferred from the industrial

actors and the production level to a higher level of the network.

The TRE-project included electronic manufacturers in their project f())r

advisory and test purposes, but the 9perative and management parts of the

project were with the scientists at IVF. Therefore; we have chosen to classify

the electronic manufacturers network as loosely coupled with low

interdependence on the production system level.

High

Production system
interdependence

Low

Medium to high
couplings tO,other c uplings to customers
electronic manufacturer
• Loose co~plings to
CFC manufacturers
• Low interdependence
CFCs and electronic
products

Loose
Relational
Couplings

Tight

Figure 6:5:·Interdependence and couplings in the electronics
netwoJ'k 1986 i

Isomorphism in the case of Electronics

In the case of electronics, the fragmented nature of the network structure

WCl;S probably the most influential variable in the establishment of an

industry-supported project intended to influence the coordination and

mobilization process in the ,network. The research organization in this case
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had an influential role in re-defining the problem for the network, which

differed rather from the refrigeration and flexible foam.cases. This involved

re-defining the problem of "f~nding a solution to CFCs" into "why do we

clean electronic products.?". This re-definition acted as a major force in

shaping the patterns of change as well as the outcome of the change. The

environmental problem was transformed in this case into the need to

revitalize the technology in the industry. It thereby resulted in the adoption

of plurimorphic4 solutions, i.e. several new "wash-free" mounting

teclu1iques were launched, some applications could use water based washing

techniques, and for some of the product applications cleaning was identified

as not being necessary at all.

111 this case technological standards (Le., MIL) could be seen as an institution

shaping the .;perceptions of the technology and the elements in the

production processes involved in tl1e production of that technology. So in

relation to the use of CFCs, th~ MIL 'standard was a taken-for-granted

institution that was incorporated and referred to in contracts.

So be.fore the regulation of CFCs, the electronics network can be said to have

been on a fairly stable course with regard to the use of cleaning methods.

The regulation and the forces working ll1 the change process de-stabilized

the system. Varied solutions tied to specific applications emerged as a result,

i.e. plurimorphic solutions, and the production system interdep~ndence

decreased further.

In our framework, inertia resulting from structuration tendencies of the

electronic network was not as great as in the refrigeration network.

Relational couplings between actors were fewer (on the horizontal plane),

and production system interdependence was quite low as methods/solutions

for cleaning could be eliminated, entirely in some cases (See figure 6:6).

4 Plurimorphic is used here as opposed to isomorphic to account for multiple solutions. Pluri is defined as
useveral or many" and morphic as uhaving a form or shape" (Webster's, 1980)..
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Figure 6:6: Changes in interdependence and couplings in the electronics
network 1986-1995

To summarize the changes in the electronic network during the period 1986

1995 we can say that the technological interdependencies with regard to CFCs

were essent~ally eliminated. The isomorphism with regard to CFC usage in

'the electronics network was completely dissolved and instead a multitude of

cleaning methods were adopted, better adapted to the specific cleanliness

need of the electronic product. The relative degree of inertia. wa~ thus

lowered in this case. On the relationship side we argue that the couplings

became slightly tighter in relation to some of the larger customers (Volvo

and Saab) who soon demanded electronic products that did not use CFCs in
~

the produ~tion process. Also, the relationships between electronic

manufacturers changed in that through the TRE-project they became aware

of each other and the shared interest they had, for example, in technological

advancements in production techniques.

Changing positions in the network - the case of flexible foams

In the case of flexible foams, CFCs were used as a blowing agent for different

PUR foam products with the largest use in the manufacturing of

upholstered furniture, mattresses, and cushioning andrinsultation in cars.
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On the supplier side there were a few large international chemical firms,

some integrated forward with foam manufacturers. The foa,m

manufacturers were few but small and did not have a strong position in

their network. The users of foam products on the other hand were large

firms with a very strong position relative to the foam manufacturers.

The Industrial System in Flexible Foam

The production system in the flexible foaul case is somewhat harder to

depict in terms of pure product or process technology. CFCs were not crucial

to the product or productiol1 process but were still an integral part of the

system. They were used as an ingredient to blow PUR lower density foams.

J'he machinery in the production line to perform this task was important, of

course, but could also be used without the use of CFCs. CFCs were also used

to soften the surface of higher density foams. Here, CFCs in blowing was

rather a technique and not an integral t~chnc>logy - nevertheless, if the

technique was used, the product contained CFCs. Using this reasoning we

could say that in relation to CFCs, the foam product was interdependent - but

at a medium level. In terms of the'production process, CFCs were part of an

ingredient and rep;resented one activity along the production lhle and were

therefore interdependent but to a lower degree.
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Figure 6:7: Technological interdependence in th~ flexible foam network, 1986

Probably more important in this case was the interdependence in th~ norm

system on what products to produce and at what prices (see figure 6=7). The

CFC blown foams were of a lower density compared to other foams and had

gained market shares due' to great pressures from large buyers (for example,

IKEA, Saab, and Volvo) to eut prices. CFCs contributed to a larger

assortment of foam products, making it possible to manufacture lighter

qualities at low cost.

However, CFCs were not crucial to the functioning of the foam products 'b.ut

had i~stead been used to lllcrease productivity (redu~e input costs) by the

users, and thus played an important price structuring role in this network.

The heavy emphasis on price reductions had structur~d the production

towards CFC foams and probably also contributed to institutionalize the

roles of the actors in the network. The position of the manufacturers had

been weakened in relation to their customers and exchange was routinized

to 'purchasing orders, .broken by o~casional price negotiations. It could

therefore be said that the production system was relatively highly

interdependentl not in strictly technical terms but in that foams represented

one part of a production chain with institutionalized logics of pr~duction
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efficiency and cost reducing pressures that pushed forward the lower density

CFC blown f9ams.

.The Network in Flexible Foams

The flexible foam case shows a network with relatively tight relationships,

al~hough the relative power of the actors varies greatly. The foam

manufacturers had a relatively weak position and high dependency in

relation to their larg~r and more powerful customers. Large furniture

manufacturers and retailers as well as the car industry were -important

customers to the PUR manufacturers. The market dynamics in the PUR

industry were characterized by strong price negotiations and a weak position

for the PUR manufacturers relative to their larger customers.

On the supplier side a few large international firms provided foam

manufacturers with suitable chemicals, knowledge on alternatives, and

developed new products in the foam area. The chemicals used in the foam

production were often bought in "packa~es" and not separate from each

oth.er. One of the two PUR manufacturers, Cirrus, was also owned by a

larger chenlical nl.anufacturer and was therefore vertically -integrated.

Thus, the relationships in this net'Y0rk as a whole ·could be characterized as

tightly coupled with a fairly high level of interdependence between actors

and the functiol1S performed by each of them (see figure 6:8).
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Figure 6:8: InteJ;'dependence,and couplings in the flexible foam
network 1986 .

The Isomorphism of Flexible Foams

In the flexible foam case, there were strong incentives for the PUR

manufacturers to cooperate on the solution to completely stop using CFC·s.

By the cooperative stopping of the manufacturing of lighter quality foams

(low margin qualities) and at the same time increasing prices, the PUR

manufacturers could comply with the CFC phase out plan, increase profit

margins, as well as strengthen their position relative to their cust<?mers.

Powerful actors, customers in the network, reacted to this attempt and

managed to stall the planned price increase and thereby keep the network

positions unchanged. The result of the changes in the flexible foam case was

a reduction in the number of available foam qualities, thus reducing

flexibility and increasing the dependencies between'the actors '(see figure 6:9).
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Figure 6:9: Change in interdependence and couplings in the flexible foam
network 1986-1995

Thus, customers retained their str?ng position in this network. The

suppliers improved their position relative to the foam manufacturers since

some of the foam products required new "formulae " in order to fulfill the

demands on softness. The PUR manufacturers were dependent on their

suppliers to develop new chemical compounds that solved some of the

problems when the use 'of CFCs was abandoned. The number of PUR

product qualities offered was also reduced when CFCs were discontinued.

This resulted in some lost markets, mainly small household foam products,

for example dish-towels (Hawerman et aI, 1995).

The forces of network dynamics and conforming strategies through

institutions formed the outcome of this process. The foam manufacturers

found an arena, the trade organization, where they could cooperate, both to

phase out CFCs, but also try to change their position relative to their

customers. The position change did not suc~eed but the relationship

between the PUR manufacturers strengthened.
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Change and Inertia in our CFC cases

As the theoretical review indicates and the cases support, inertia is evident if

we focus on social change. On the one hand, there are arguably changes

going on continuously in organizations and industrial systems. On the

other hand, we might say about the same organization or industrial system.

that there exists high stability and little change. We seem to ask if change

activities could be done differently, faster, and/or better. Implicitly we add

elements of comparison between tht: studied behavior and our expectations

of what behavior is approp.riate in a specific situation. This indicates that

there is a lag not only between the evolution and establishment of general

social norms and behavioral adjustments to such norms in society as a

whole, but also in our rationalization of change patterns. Perhaps our

interpretations of tension in our environment and experience influence

what we expect as outcomes of the resolution of such tension.

In our th'eoretical review we discuss the existence of such tension between

the concepts of change and social inertia. Social inertia is given in the study

of change. That is, we study change C;1nd look for evidence of social inertia in

the process. Evidence of social inertia can be described as a relative

disinclination to change current practice. We shouid not confuse social

inertia (disinclination to change) with simple resistance to change. That is a

"tendency to remain" (the physics definition of inertia from which our

metaphor borrows) is not necessarily "resistance" to change. The notion of

resistance in. social systems reflects a more deliberate or conscious effort to

reject or to counter pressures for change, while "a tendency to remain"

reflects a more generalized state that can be characterized as more or less

sensitive to change pressures, but not necessarily opposed to them.

However, inertia in social systems can contain elements of deliberate

resistance to change as we shall discuss later, but such resistance is simply an

additive factor in the concept of inertia. The cause(s) or source(s) of

resistance to change is indep,endent of social inertia itself. Maintaining

inertia in a given social system for certain actors who benefit from it may

indeed be one of the primary causes/sources of resistance to change. Thus,

understanding social inertia as something that is not interchangeable with
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the notion of "resistance to change" is important in understanding change

processes as we will show the cases to illustrate.

Another important factor in understanding change processes is that of

stability. In the inter-organizational literature, stability is perceived to be

prevalent in all change processes and, according to the network approach, is

a prerequisite for. change to happen. That is, change is understood, and

sometimes measured, in relation to stability. S:tability, or the tendency for a

system to have a relatively unchanging network structure, is the "counter

balance" to ,change. The tendency to nlaintain stability in relational terms is

the tendency for relationships (exchange, power, or otherwise) and their

characteristics (tight/loose couplings, frequency of interaction, etc.) to remain

the same' (Le., stable) over time.

Thus, stability affects social inertia and social inertia affects stability.

Through processes of institutionalization, environmental change also

adapts to prevailing network structures and nornlS.

Organizational rationales, network (behavior and their implications for

studies of environmental change;

The three CFC studies suggest that to understand industrial change,

environmentally hazardou~ activities apart, we can benefit' from focu~ing On

the network level rather than on individual organizations. Due to social'

inertia resulting from structure and stability of social exchange, change

studies should integrate 'not only structural, technological and behavioral

characteristics of the' network, but a1so add~ess how these forces, relate to

and/or impinge on the direction of change.

The complexity of many environmental problems, as well as ambiguity and

uncertainty regarding what organi~ational response' and solutions to adopt

when faced 'with them and resulting pJ;'essures to change, is perhaps one of

the toughest challenges ,Jacing industry today. And rather than piecemeal

technological changes in individual organizations, the integration of'more

holistic, environmental standards into strategic network behavior to ensure

sustainable development remains the challenge.

Our empirical observations highlight the role of interdependencies ~nd

social inertia resulting' from the technological as well as the relationai
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systems. T.hrough" direct or indirect relationships the actors in each .case

organized themselves to handle pressures to change and coordinated _the

activities and the resources when forced to change. Characteristic of all cases

were highly integrated and standardized technological systems. But the cases

differed in terms of the structure (and relative structuration) of their

respective networks and the patterns of change exhibited in e'ach network.

The structure of the differences can be. compared in terms of their relative

stability. That ,is, their respective tend.encies to remain stable or to return to

a stahle state once disrupted by change pressures.

The network around refrigeration was mature and concentrated with few,

large actors involvin.g a high degree of interdependence throughout the

production systems. Compared to the other ~networks, the degree of

strJ,lc'turation -of the refrigeration network could be characterized as greater.

The flexible foam industry was also- concentrated but the manufactlJ.rers

were relatively small and powerless, occupying a weak position. in their

network of customers and suppliers. And finally, the electronic industry

was highly fragmented _and characterized by a strong notion of technological

requirement. mainly through a set of nor:rp.ative standards and imperatives

and not by high technological system interdependence or social/relational

couplings. These structural differences influenced the patterns of' change

that took place in each case as analyzed above.

In all. cases we observed resistance to change initially and a concurrent focus

on technological problems rather than on environmental problem solving.

The task of change was primarily defined and structured around alternative

technologies .and!or available methods. Early in the refrigeration case

alternatives were evaluated in relation to environmental impact, but the

.best performing solution, a fairly new technology, was not really considered

since it would have required a large change in the production plant. The

internalization of environmental problems into individual - or network of

firms' - behavior was not observed. Instead, when forced to change, actors

cooperated in finding solutions, within established relationships, that did

not alter the existing te<;hnology and production systems to any large degree.

That is we observed relatively strong inertial forces that tended to absorb

pressures to change in manners that supported existing relationships among
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the networks of actors. In each case, pressures intended to change the

behavior of actors were accommodated in such. a way as to preserve stability

among actors and network structures. Greater degrees of structuration often

lead to greater structuration.

We found no formal observable mechanism at work that encouraged such

preservation. That is to say we observed no formal policy development, rule

development, or other explicit mechanism which was created or introduced

in any of the cases that encouraged actors to explicitly preserve structures

and equilibrium.

The pre-existing structuration (DiMaggio & Powell, 1983) of the

envirol1,ment carried with it institutional norms which worked to constrain

perceived, competing alternatives to the CFC problem. And as we might

expect the process may not have developed the most environmentally or

technically optimal solutions. The solutions that emerged did not in all

cases live up to long-term environmental standards, but had benefits on the

organizational and network level in minimizing investments and radical

changes of the production systems, i.e., preserving structures and relations

both technically and socially.

Thus, internalization of environmental standards into organizational or

network design was not found (which may have altered stability in some

manner). On the firm and network level the patterns of responses that

emerged during the change process were the diffusion and

institutionalization of solutions, not by designS, but through overlapping

and interlocked network relations. These interlocking relationships and

technologies may have forced individual firms to adopt a certain solution,

adopted and diffused in other parts of the network, thus institutionalizing

solutions within the industrial system through normative, mimetic, and

coercive mechanisms. Rather the solutions to the required changes

followed prevailing technological structures and were 'diffused th.rough

110rmative pressures in the exchange between engineers spanning the

organizations involved in the work of replacing the CFCs.

• 5 As in carefully planned.
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In addition, the paths to finding a solution were naturally constrained by the

perceptions of individuals in the network of professions as well as of the

industrial trade associations. Traditionally, in Sweden, trade associations are

often activated by governmental intervention, or threats thereof, and

organize around issues that are perceived to be of industry interest rather

than of interest to a specific organization.

The prevailing pattern in all cases was that of transforming or re-framing an

environmental problem and forced (legislated) change into that 0'£ a

technological problem. A common pattern was also the 'notion of

cooperation, rather than competition, among actors as the best approach to

tackle environmental problems. The' focus of the change process was not

market-driven. Rather, the focus became one of techn,ical specifications' and

industry normative practice tying over competitive boundaries.

Mobilization al1d coordination was made in "networking" activities that

worked to diffuse and legitimize chosen solutions among network merrLbers

as well as in the political community.

Conclusions

Our fipdings in the CFCs case show differences as well as similarities in

change and response patterns between industrial sectors and systems.

Descriptions of the actors land relevant networks involved irt the processes

of change and their perceptions of the problems and possible solution~

provide an interpretative background to the actual process of change.

Technological interdependencies and organizational couplings are

highlighted to give the system/or network a meaning. They constitute the

point of departure from which the established systems changed.

Descriptions of the process of defining, solving, redefining and creating

problems, the process of accepting or agreeing to solutions of those problems

and how they· diffuse and, stabilize in the network will link the technological

and organizational interdependencies with systems of values and norms.

The norm system becomes illuminated through the process of problem

solving which allows for analyzing the technological and organizational

systems that. develop out of these change processes with respect to how .they

get integrated with old systems or develop into new.
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Based on the insights from the CFCs studies of the mobilization and

coordination processes, as well as using theoretical frameworks of industrial

networks, inter-organizational structuTe and behavior, and institutional

approaches to organization, it could be argued that interdependent

technologies, established jndustrial relationships a~d logics can explain

variations in change· and adoption patterns in.the transformation towards

environmentally suited products and production systems.

The presence of a well-defined environment with few actors having

specialized roles .and highly integrated technologies seems' to create a larger

degree of social inertia in the system. Stable and strongly bonded in.dustrial

systems (technological and organizational) slowly adapt to environmental

demands, not by changing the industria~ logic or norms, but by finding

solutions that tend not to challenge or disrupt existing technological systems

in production or product. In the highly structured and strongly bonded

ne~work, through processes of structuration and isomorphic pressures, one

solution to the specific environmental problem of replacing CFCs was

adopted and diffused.

The more loosely coupled ind.ustrial .system, with a fragmented relational

and technological structure, shows less stability of industrial logic and norms

and a greater variability in adopting environmental solutions. Solutions, as

with the stable systems, were diffused through network relationships but

normative pressures regardfng which environmental solution to adopt were

less evident.

The result, in practice, is ~ fairly .straightforward proposition consistent with

theori~s of interdependent technological systems as presented earlier: the

greater the impact 'on assembly line (production) processes of any proposed

product design change, the les~er the likelihood of introducing the proposed

new design changes. The corollary to this would be: in order to. achieve a

major product .design change, the rationale (or force required to overcome

inertia of existing systems) must be greater than. any "counter balancing"

forces to retain existing designs and their connections to existing production

processes.
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Chapter 7 Industrial change and sustainable development

Efforts toward' changing to sustainable development in society can be

understood as social and institutional responses to increasing awareness of

the consequences of global changes in population growth and growing

resource and energy demands of industrial activity that put increasing

pressure on the earth's ecological system. To support a growing world

population and the development of economic systems to support it, the

demands on limited resources constantly increase, as do the polluting

consequences of production and consumption. Although advanced western

cultures have made great strides in solving many of our environmental

waste problems by adopting cleaner technologies and production processes,

the earth is still stressed beyond its carrying capacity and on a highly

unsustainable course. Many global problems, such as climatic change,

depletion of the ozone layer, and loss of biological diversity still remain to be

solved. More local problems, such as contaminated land, aIr quality

problems, and the lack of clean water contInue to haunt nearly all regions of

the globe to some extent.

This thesis has E7xaPlined how social and institutional forces working' for

more sustainable industrial systems interact with other social and

institutional forces of industrial actors and networks in the case o·f CFC

regulations. The CFC cases show how a very technical or operational logic

frames and influences -/ how industrial actors, organizations, and entire

networks approach environmental is~ues. An environmental issue that

reflected a more generalized col1.cern regarding the sustalnability of our

ecological systems became translated and operationalized in a specific

industrial context into a technical logic.
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The focus in .all out CFC application cases became "how to replace or

eliminate CFCs without causing any disruptions to existing products and

processes. II In these cases the issue of sustainability did not spread to

corporate strat~gies or technological development to address environmental

challenges in general. Other studies have also shown the same patterns of

operational focus with re-engineering, cost-cutting and ~isk-reduction as

primary frames for adapting to more' green practices in industry (Hart, 1997).

Attempting to understand the industrial dynamics that are at work to

encourage such response has been the purpose and. focus of this research.

The contribution then is to help to understand some of the ~ynamics

involved in different industrial settings and· how they interact with the

developn1ent and possible solutions to environmental problems. Below we

will review som~ of the findings from our theoretical review and empirical

study of CFCs.

Reviewing our theoretical framing in light of our CFC case findings

This thesis has explored industrial ecological change using explanations

pertaining to structures of technological and organizational systems, forces

of change in networks, meaning systems (network logic and

institutionalized norms), institutloJ;l.al differences; and how these struetures,

systems and fo.rce~ transcend into patterns of change (see figure ·7:1 below

recapturing the field of the study). By elu~idating patterns of change in

industrial ,systems we are better able to describe, analyze, and develop

models of, for example, facilitating and restraining aspects of change toward

sustainability in relatively stable vs. relatively dynan1ic industrIal

systems/ networks.
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Figure 7:1: Recapturing of figure ,4:1 The domain of the study

For example, if we compare our CFC applications with regard to

structuration of the problem field, we can see that the CFC regulations and

how industry handled the transformation to (::FC-free products and

production did not chang.e the industrial structure in any major way and

only temporarily. Our theoretical review suggested a more flexible change

in loosely couple9. networks than 'we actually observed in our cases. We can

see evidence of a plurimorphic change in the electronic case but it has not

resulted in any major structural influences. The relatively more loosely

coupled system came up with multiple solutions that were adapted to local 

or user specific - needs. The tightly coupled network, refrigeration, could act

with force and speed orlly when coordinative effort was made. The 'solution

that came about .conformed to the previous technology which, in our

opinion, increased the tightness of the relationships further. In this network

environmental standards wer:e not ~uiding the process, but rather techn.ical

and financial considerations. Production efficiency has ~een a norm since

the ea~ly days of refrigeration production and is still prevailing.
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The flexible foam case is .interesting since it represents a tight network but

with little interdependence in the production system in relation to CFCs.

In this case the solution was at first simply technological - a complete stop 

but developed into being strategical (an attempt to change network

positions) which almost changed the market and power dynamic between

the actors in the network. Temporarily, the influence of the larger actors

was reduced. The change process was not primarily driven by

environmental concerns in this case but rather by concerns of a competitive

and technological nature.

In all three cases there is evidence of inertia but in varying degrees. In the

refrigeration case, with high technological in.terdependence and tight

couplings, the relative inertia is large. When pressures came to stop using

CFCs, the refrigeration network was slow to react and was initially resisting

change. When change projects were started and the coordinative efforts

were organized prog~ess took place quickly. Structuration of the problem,

the organizing of the change efforts ·and the actual solutions were following

the logic and norms prevalent in the refrigeration network. Solutions were

sought within existing relationships and considered technologies conformed

to existing solutions. The CFC ban enhanced the inertia already prevalent. in

the network. Th"e relationships between competitors strengthened and the

cooperative projects around alternative technologies probably contributed to

Electrolux's ptlrchase of AEG.

In the flexible foam case the degree of inertia was medium high and was

slightly increased by the process. The variation in foam products was

reduce.d due to the CFC ban and some of the products initially had quality

problems - both of which probably accelerated the restructuring of the foam

industry in Sweden from 10 to 7 manufacturers (Hawerman, 1995). In the

electronics case inertia in relation to norms regarding CFC use was initially

prevalent but was reduced by the .CFC ban. The electronic case is the only

case were pluromorphic solutions came about and we believe the relative

degree of inertia could be used as an explanatory variable to explain the

outcome of these three change processes.
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Different levels of analysis, i.e. organizational, technological, institutional,

production, and network, ·and individual actor intentions were also

problematiied and analyzed as important in understanding restraints in

change processes in complex systems. This thesis argues for a multi-level

understanding of change processes because both theory and empiric'al

evidence suggest that single level analysis/strategy can inform us of possible

processes and outcomes of change efforts but will not likely result in change

alone. For example, "simple" regulatory efforts will probably he weak in

, effect if they do not go beyond "changing the rules" of behaviors to a point of

understanding the dynamic ,constraints that exist in the system. An

"understanding qf the dynamics of (unique) industrial networks. can enhance

the precision" of environmental policies to encourage change in sustainable

directions as well as supporting industrial actors (change, agents) with an

analytical tool to understand the opportunities and constraints embedded in

the network.

Studying change at the network level helps us to understand multiple forces

forming and constraining change in the relational systems of networks.

Institutional theory suggested that patterns of relations lead to isomorphic

forces that influence the repertoire of organizational and individual

responses to a given need or pressure for change. The institutional and

network approach complement each other in that both emphasize:

1) the actions and intentions of related actors, as well ?lS•..

2) the influence of couplings and technological resource

interdependencies on production systems and upon existing norm

systems, can influence...

3J the direction and precision as to how we, as policy-makers,

industrial strategists, or researchers, want to approach effecting or

understanding change of a larger system.

Key to our theoretical, integration were the processes and relationship of

structuration and isomorphism, which theoretically offered some predictive

power to understand patterns of activities, actor relations, and resource

exchanges over time' in networks with given structural properties. The
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notions of structuration and' isomorphism help in formin~ an opInIon o:h.

the direction of change, given certain knowledge about a given industrial

network in terms of relational and technological structures and processes.

The industrial network approach focuses on similar processes, those of

structuration and heterogenization. If change processes are best empirically

described by an elaboration of existing combinations or activities and

resources, it is structuration. If they are best described by the elaboration of

new combinations, it is heterogenizati~n. The driving force for these

processes is the struggle for control. When structuration occurs (as opposed

to heterog~nization) it occurs in two ways: 1) hierarchitisation or· 2)

extrication. That is, control of combinations of resources becomes

increasingly centralized by fewer actors, or actors leave (extricate)' themselves

from the industrial network.

Succeeding to centralize a network requires intentional actions by actors ~o

change their positions in the network, and these actions must be legitimized

by other actors following some .form of shared industrial logic. ,In the

network approach~ the "industrial logic" is something that "exists" and will

either support or counter efforts of actors to change their positions in

networks. However, the mechanisms by which the "industrial logic" is

diffused durin·g processes ,of structuration. are not clearly identified in the

network approach. The institutional approach lends itself to' a more

elaborate analysis of this aspect as will be discussed below. Our CFC cases

suggest that how such industrial logics are diffuse9. (and the extent to which

they actually exist) is critical to understanding or anticipating the results of

pressures for change from outside of a given network (i.e., the institutional

enviro:nment).

By integrating theories of institutional processes of structuration and

isomorphism with those of network theoretical descriptions of

heterogeniety and structuratioI}, we discover:
\

1) a means of anticipating or perhaps predicting the tendency towards

or away from heterogenization of combinations of ~ctivities, actors and

resources in industrial networks.
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2) mechanisms/processes underlying the diffusion of I "industrial

logics,"i.e., the forces that work to coalesce perceptions and behaviors of

actors like rules, norms, beliefs, frames 'of reference, etc., in the

structul'ation of a network.

Th~ institutional theoretical concepts employed to achieve this are

normative, mimetic and coercive isomorphism.

Another theoretical concept we employ to help anticipate the direction of

change in relation to a given pressure i~ that of social inertia, which we

further formalize In relation to our empirical cases. We employ social

inertia as a theoretical construct bridging between the network and

institutional approaches since social inertia results from structuration

prpcesses and str~cturationprocesses are described in different ways by each

approach (as presented in the theoretical review chapter of this thesis).

Change and inertia in our CFC cases

In t~e refrigeration case it was shown that technological interdependencies

and relational couplings played an important role in shaping the solutions

to the replacement of CFCs. Social inertia in this network was strong in all

of the din1ensions. The degree of structuration (social mass) was high with a

tightly coupled industrial I1-etwork. The endogenous forces to change

existing technology towards more sustainable tecm1010gy (forces to change

technological )"direction") were almost non-existent with a highly

interdependent technological system. Taken together we can argue that the

eXIstence of a high degree of social inertia (high social density associated·witp.

intentions al1d coordinated a~tions to adhere tq an existing technological

path) led to isomorphic cl1ange, Le. an .. industry-wide adoption of a single

solution to the CFC replacement through mimet~c, normative and coercive

pressures.

In the case of -~lectronics we' have a different set of structures and processes

that also influe~ced'the outcome of the CFC change process. Being a loosely

coupled system (less social mass) with a low degree of technological
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interdependence. (forces for technological direction) and relatively

independent actions among actors (weak driving force) in relation to CFCs,

we could observe patterns of de-coupling-and entrance of new actors that re

framed the norms prevalent in the industry. For example, questioning the

very "practice" of cleaning the circuit boards in the first place. Low inertia,

Le. loose couplings, low technological interdep.endence, and little industry

coordinated actions, led to plurimorphic change characterized by a variety of

solutions to the replacement problem (including not to clean circuit boards

at all!).

The flexible foam case shows a network with relatively tight (larger social

mass) relationships where the CFC regulation was used by the foam

manufacturers as a means to try to change their position relative to their

suppliers and customers by setting the rules (attempts to change driving

forces) for banning the CFCs. CFCs were not crucial to the functioning of the

foam products but instead had been used to increase productivity (reduce '1

input costs) by the users (mainly furniture and car manufacturers), and th.us

played an important price structuring role in this network. The quest for

increased margins, reducing costs, higher productivity, etc., in. industry in

general had spurred the increased demand for CFC blown foam products,

thus the norms (resulting from the prevailing industrial logic) of the

production system had adapted to the lower quality and price levels made

possible by the CFC blown foams. The foam manufacturers made a joint

decision to abandon the CFC blown qualities and asked their customers to

use the higher density qualities instead that were also more profitable for the

foam manufacturers. The foam manufacturers suc~eeded in abandoning the

lower density products -but were not able to change the dynamics with tough

price negotiations and ultimately their position in the network remained

weak. The social inertia, in terms of relatively tight couplings, relatively low

technological interdependence but high interdependence relating to the

norms in the production system, was strong in this case and did not alter the

network logic and structure.
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U~il1g the concept of social inertia to understand directions of change

Social inertia is proposed as a .valuable analytical tooi in better

understanding patterns and directions of industrial development.

Following our theoretical discussion and empirical case of industrial change

as a response to the chloroflourocarbon regulations we have developed a

few propositions about industrial change:

PI: An industrial network characterized by high interdependence in

the production system is more likely to' develop isomorphic change

patter~s than a network with low interdependence in the production

system.

P2: An industrial network characterized by low interdependence in the

production system is more likely to develop plurimorphic change

patterns than a network with high interdepend'ence in the proauction

system.

P3: An industrial network with few tightly coupled actors is more likely

to develop isomorphic change patterns than a loosely coupled network.

P4: Ali industrial network with many fragmented loosely coupled

actors is more likely to develop plurimorphic change patterns than a

tightly coupled network.

A n10re formal statement regarding·· social inertia as being a function of a

relationship between relational couplings and technological

interdependencies could look like the following:

1. The greater the social density or mass of a network (tighter and

numerous relational couplings), the greater the inertial force.

2. The greater the technological interdependencies, the greater the

inertial force.

As oppo~ed to viewing inertia as the inverse to the instantaneous rate of

change as. proposed by Gresov, Haveman & Oliva (1993:184), we offer a more

precise and structurally measurable indication of inertial force as defined by

the structuration tendencies in the network. Structuration was here
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described as reflecting degrees of technological interdependence and

relational couplings. Thus:

Inertia =f(Technological interdependence, Degree of relational couplings)

Such ·a formulation further and more precisely defines inertia as a metaphor

which can be used in thinking about change strategies. It also offers

opportunity for the development and application of measures of

technological interdependence and relation¥il ~ouplings (some of which are

in use and fairly well developed in quantitative sociological network

research and action theory, c.f. Burt, 1982 and 1987).

Implications

These propositions and formulations offer approaches to change strategies.

For example, if change toward a specific end (rather than' away from a

specific practice) is sought, the concept and principles leading to social inertia /

can help us direct the change using the forces of inertia. If a network is

tightly coupled (technologically and telationally) then we should firsl

consider the nature of these couplings (number of actors, the degree to

whicll couplings are "normative" as opposed to "technological," etc.) Then

the most effective means of action can be considered. For example,' creating

incentives toward a. specific new goal (addressing the normative elements, of

a network's inertial forces) as opposed to attacking existing practices (i.e.,

frustrating existing tech/relational couplings).

If the targeted network is loosely structured / (as was the case with the

electronics network) then deliberate strategies to encourage associations

among different members of the network could help to coalesce efforts

around developing alternative approaches to the new goals, or even

modifying the goals to even greater aspirations (as happened in the

electronics case).

Following the propositions above, we should avoid a limited focus on

"stopping" certain behavior if w~ desire deeper structural change to· come

about. Such efforts, as we saw in the refrigeration case ultimately resulted in
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, the adoption of a solution that seemed to satisfy the requirements of the han,

but did not alter the environmental norms of the network. 'In fact, it could

be 'argued ~hat it strengthened the norms and relations among actors, as'

inertia suggests. However, the ban was succes~ful eventually, but we suggest

that future efforts might be better off considering the structuration and

inertial tendencies existent in a target network. If such knowledge exists, we

believe policy makers can affect change faster and influence indus~ry toward

new desired outcomes rather than simply away from existing practices.

Additionally, by deliberately considering the effect. of technological '

interdependencies present in a network, efforts to bring about change will be

broadened automatically by understanding lithe larger picture" or context,

rather than focusing on a given technical problem. This will encourage a

deliberate reckoning with a) strategies to direct change in ways that are

facilitated by contextual technological interdependencies and relational

couplings, or b) strategies to weaken contextual technological

interdependencies and relational couplings. The first approach may actually

speed-up the ,change processes while the later approach will require

consiqerable force and legitimacy, which will requi!e more time to

effectuate.

Reflecting' on possible future studies

In ch~pter 4 this study was presented as an attempt to describe and

understand industrial change processes resulting from societal demands to

protect the natural en.vironment. The CFC-study has contributed with a' few,

insights and a franling of issues based on the linkiIlg of specific change

processes to a selective theoretical framework. Those insights and issues

discussed above are not simple truths or the sole answer to understanding

industrial change towards sustainable practices. Indeed, the findings from

the study pose further que~tions but do represent one step towards an

understanding of such complex issues as. societal and industrial change

towards sustainability.
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The study offers insigh! into industrial processes .that would inevitably end

with the abandonment of CFC use. The regulation. of the

~hloroflourocarbons stipulated the ban of the chemicals by specified dates

and the outcome in terms of CFC usage was therefore predictable. Still, we

believe it is of interest to study cases were the outcome regardin.g the specific

environmental problem is stipulated by the regulation. But instead of solely

focusing on tIle abandonment of an environmentally harmful product or

process we believe it is of importance to study the substantial outcome of

such a regulation. What did the change result in? Are the new products or

practices more environmentally apt? :Have the regulfl.tions contributed·

towards encouraging strategic environmental development in industry?

In the present study we have only touched on these issues. One interesting

research area would therefore be to further models of strategic learning in

networks and models of strategic industrIal network environmental

development and integration. There are still uncertainties with regard to

measuring environmental impact of various industrial activities but with

the increased use of standardized environmental management systems in

firms, for example ISO 14001 and EMAS, data will soon be available that

could be integrated and used on a network level of analysis.

Another interesting research issue would be to test the. framework used in

this study on multiple industrial environmental change processes. Not only

processes that are induced by regulation, but also market driven processes.

For example, in Sweden the development of environmentally friendly

detergents and organically grown food products started as a result of

consumer demands. Could the processes be understood from an

institutional a~d network change perspective? Will the propositions on iso

and pluri-morphis~ hold true for differently structured n.etworks, other

type of products and environmental problem-solving processes? We believe

such knowledge would be of outmost valu~ to help .creating dynamic

environments for reaching goals of sustainable industries and envirollment

A third area of interest would be to study different means and methods

aimed at influencing industry- to change towards more sustainable products
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and .practices. Are there different response patterns to different means of

influence? Are some pressures/policies/methods more effective than

others in stimulating industry towards sustainable development? In our

case we studied industrial adaptation to a specific regulation but other

environmental problems have been dealt with through volonatary

industrial .adaptations, for example recycling of batteries in Sweden. Are

there any differences in processes and outcomes given different governance
,...

approaches to the environmental problem? What incentives and incentive

structures are necessary to develop industrial capacity towards more flexible

and environmentally apt systems?

A fourth, related, area of interest would 'be'to further the knowledge on how

structures could be disintegrated and changed to support industrial

development towards sustainable products and practices. In the CFC-study

we saw that the capacity to change cou'ld be related to the relative degree of

inertia '(as a function of technological interdependence and relational

couplings) present in the' industrial network. We believe it could be fruitful

to get in-depth accou·nts of the individual structures and processes present in

a specific change and how actors influence each other in the network to

accomplish change. A greater knowledge of the intentions and tactics of the

individual actors and how theY'jnteract with> other actors' intentions and

tactics would also add to the knowledge on how industrial systems operate

in relation to pressures to change. Are some strategies more successful than

others in influencing and/or enforcing change in the network?
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